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SAN CLEMENTE'S PIPED WATER PROGRAM

This is a case study about a successful rural piped water program that
is beginning to impact on primary health care efforts throughout San
Clemente. By focusing on rural people's needs and their desire for more
accessible, safer water a nationwide program has developed that is integrating
sound community development methods, simple, easy to maintain engineering
solutions, sanitation and hygiene education. As a result the community
participation and increased health awareness generated by the water program
over the past twenty years has helped lay the foundation for a strong primary
heath care program.

The piped water program in San Clemente had its origins in a community
development project undertaken by the Ministry of Community Development and
Social Affairs (MCDSA) in 1966 in the village of Alegre. It was found that
the major problem facing the community was the lack of adequate water
supplies, especially in the dry season when women and children were forced to
walk several kilometers to collect water from a river bed. Working with the
Alegre self-help project committee, MCDSA staff identified a permanent source
of water and drew up a plan for an intake and gravity flow piping to the
village. The committee agreed to provide self-help labor for the construction
of the system and the ministry agreed to supply materiais, which were financed
with the assistance of an international donor. Within a year, and at a cost
of only $5000, 20 km of pipe were installed, 30 public taps were constructed,
and 2500 people of Alegre were receiving up to 25 liters per capita per day of
potable water.

This initial scheme proved so popular that within a year another larger
project was begun in a near-by village. The project emphasized community
involvement and decision-making in planning, managing and constructing the
system. This pattern of community organization preceding design and
construction has become the major characteristic feature of the San Clemente
program.

Over the period of twelve years, thirty sepárate projects were
constructed in San Clemente with populations totaling 500,000 people. Nearly
2000 kilometers of pipe were laid with 3000 public taps. Each project was
funded with some outside donor support including church groups, PVOs,
international agencies and bi-lateral organizations. In 1975 a government
reorganization transferred the responsibility for the self-help water projects
from the Ministry of Community Development and Social Affairs to the Ministry
of Public Works (M0W).

In 1977 a large bi-lateral donor agreed to fund not just one project but
an entire program to provide potable water to over 200,000 people through a
series of 20 projects. The agreement called for training for MOW staff and
on-going monitoring, evalutation and research and data collection. In
addition to supporting these new activities and the Ministry of Public Works'
construction costs for the projects, the program agreement specifically called
for the active involvement of and coordination with the Ministry of Health.
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The involvement of the Ministry of Health was suggested by a study which

had found that although the piped water projects had brought clean water much
closer to people, the water was not remaining clean prior to use and the
health impacts of the projects were minimal. It was suggested that by
combining a sanitation and hygiene education component to the water program,
significant health impacts could be achieved. The Ministry of Health goals in
the new program included: staff training, sanitation improvements in every
village receiving piped water and health education for ali potential users.

KEY CHARACTERISTICS

The San Clemente Rural Water Program, as it is now called, has four key
characteristics including community participation, institutional setting,
technical aspects and human resources development.

Community Participation

Community participation is the cornerstone of the entire rural piped
water program. The tradition of active community involvement in rural
development projects has its roots in the local customs where decisions were A
and still are reached by group consensus and full public debate. This •*
tradition has been endorsed and built upon by religious institutions, í̂
political parties and village development committees, which have J

responsibility for ali self-help projects. Committees for the rural piped
water program are divided into two types—construction committees and
maintenance committees. The construction committees include the main water
project committees, section, branch and village committees. The maintenance
committees include the main water committee, repair teams and tap comraittees.

The main water committee is composed of experienced and respected
village leaders who oversee the period of construction and continue to oversee
the operation and maintenance of the system. The section and branch
committees perform similar functions for major parts of the system while the
village committee takes responsibility for taps in a village. This network of
committees provides workers for ali of the trench digging, tank construction,
movement of materiais and tap apron construction.

Once the construction of the system is completed the main committee
shifts its role to supervising repair teams and tap committees. The volunteer
repair teams are composed of villagers who are given training in basic pipe
repair and who carry out pipe repairs on ali lines other than the main water
line. The tap committee members are responsible for the operation, care and
maintenance of a tap.

Institutional Setting

The institutions involved with the rural piped water program as it is
operating today include the Ministry of Public Works, the Ministry of Health,
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the Ministry of the Interior and the Treasury. The MOW has the major
responsibility for carrying out this program. Its rural water staff includes
eight engineers, eight sénior technical field staff and over 100 onstruction
and monitoring field staff. They are responsible for the initial community
discussions, the design, the liason with the project committees, the
management of equipment and materiais purchased by the government and the
technical construction supervisión during the construction phase. Once the
project is completed, MOW staff provide periodic maintenance checks, carry out
major pipe and intake repairs, and monitor system performance and reliability.

The Ministry of Health, which was not directly involved in the piped
water project until the beginning of 1977, has a sénior public health officer
assigned to liase with the MOW and promote training of M0H staff in hygiene
education and sanitation. Specifically this health officer is responsible for
developing materiais and organizing and implementing workshops for public
health inspectors, health assistants and village health workers on proper
hygiene, water use practices and latrine and washing slab construction and
use. In addition, the public health officer holds regular meetings with
sénior MOW's headquarters staff to review work plans, resolve administrative
problems, and provide any technical public health advice.

In the field there are 50 MOH field staff assigned to work in áreas
where piped water projects have been or are being constructed. Their
responsibilities include promoting and helping to set up village health
committees, training village health workers, providing technical assistance as
needed, and liasing with the MOW field staff and the water project
committees. In recent years the two ministry field staffs have begun planning
their work schedules together so that village visits can be coordinated and
village comraittee meetings can have the benefit of both ministries1 expertise.

The headquarters coordination and the increased collaboration in the
field between the two Ministries have not gone without some communication and
logistical problems. The engineers in the MOW have at times paid lip service
to the sharing of schedules and information with the MOH staff. Having
operated a "successful" prograra for a number of years, the MOW field staff
have seen the involvement of the MOH staff as time consuming, often
unnecessary and a hinderance in "getting the work done." The MOH staff have
found the additional responsibilities of working with the piped water program
just one more thing to do in an already overloaded schedule. However, the
benefits of this closer working relationship are begining to be felt and there
is a growing acceptance to implementing it by the two ministries' staffs.

Two other ministries which are also involved in the program are the
Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of the Treasury. The Ministry of
the Interior is responsible for coordinating ali rural development projects.
Each district in San Clemente has a District Development Committee which is
composed of traditional village leaders, influential citizens and political
party members. Districts are divided into áreas which have Área Development
committees and each área has village development committees which initiates
rural development projects such as the piped water projects.



The Ministry of the Treasury has responsibility for liasing with the
donor and approving and processing ali budgets and major expenditures in the
piped water program.

Technical Aspects

The three main types of water supply in rural áreas of San Clemente are
deep boreholes, protected shallow wells and gravity-fed piped systems. The
San Clemente Piped Water Program deals with gravity-fed systems only. A
government survey in 1965 estimated that 35% (2 million people) of the rural
population of the country could be served by gravity-fed piped systems. By
1985 over 50 projects had been completed and 600,000 people served with piped
water systems. It is estimated that an additional 500,000 people will be
served when the present and planned projects are completed in 1990.

The gravity-fed piped systems are relatively simple weirs or dams, with
no treatment or pumping equipment, with main water unes and distribution
pipes, some sediment and storage tanks, and public stands pipes or taps.
There are no house connections except for a few health dispensarles. The
systeras are designed for 25 liters per person per day and each tap is located
no farther than 500 meters from the farthest house.

The technical feasibility studies, designs and supervisión of the
construction are handled by engineers and technicians of the M0W. The
construction of storage tanks is done by local contractors with M0W staff
supervisión. All of the remaining construction activities are the
responsibility of the various self-help committees and the people themselves
with modest supervisión from M0W staff.

Human Resources Development

From the outset of the piped water program there has been a commitment
to expand the number of projects only as rapidly as it is possible to train
competent M0W field workers and technicians. The initial selection of field
workers is done by selecting the best participants from a two week pre-service
training course. All M0W staff in the piped water program receive two to four
weeks of in-service training each year during the planting season when no
self-help labor is available for water projects.

The M0H staff are hired following the completion of their public health
training in various schools. Most M0H staff receive two weeks of in-service
training each year in improved methods for involving village committees,
hygiene education, low-cost sanitation improvements, and training of
trainers. Recently the sénior staff of the M0W and M0H working on the piped
water program participated in a joint training of trainers course which
concluded with a two-day workshop on developing ways for the two ministries'
staff to work more effectively together in the field and in headquarters.
This was a great success.

'•»)
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HEALTH IMPACTS

The agreement in 1977 with the Government of San Clemente and a
bilateral donor to expand the plped water program was made with the assumption
that there would be positive health effects at the conclusión of the program.
Th». active involvement and integration of the MOH in the project was proposed
to insure this. In ordeir to ascertain whether the water program was having
any positive impacts on health, a research and evaluation component to the
project was instituted.

The piped water and sanitation projects were expected to affect health
in several ways. Direct impacts might include reductions in water-borne
disease where the quality of water used for drinking and cooking is improved,'
reductions in water-washed diseases where personal hygiene practices are
increased; reduction ín- water-based diseases where direct contact with
contaminated surface water is reduced; and reduction in a range of fecal-oral
diseases where excreta disposal practices are improved.

In addition, it was argued that some indirect effects could occur.
First, by reducing the time women are required to fetch water, it is likely

"' that they would mvdertake other time-consuming primary health care
activities. Second, because of the improved community organization resulting
from the successful self-help effort, the community might be better equipped
to take advantage of health services. For example, following the construction
of a water system the community might decide to build a clinic and request
government to provide a nurse for it. Third, it was expected that the
specific health and hygiene education activities undertaken in some áreas
would affect participation in other health care activities.

Over the last few years a number of epidemiologic studies have been
carried out to try to assess what, in fact, the health effects had been. One
study looked at the effect of improved water supply and sanitation on
diarrheal diseases in children. The study concluded that use of piped water
alone was definitely not associated with a reduction of diarrheal diseases.
However, when improved piped water was combined with a latrine, incidence of
diarrhea were 2-4 times less than that incidence of .diarrhea associated.with
just one improvement in water or sanitation. For those children who had the
additional benefit of being exclusively breastfed, thus having little
bacterial contamination of food, the combined effect of piped water, latrines
and breastfeeding reduced the incidence of diarrhea by 3-8 times when only
piped water or latrines were available in the families of those breastfed
children.

Another study dealt with trachoma. It concluded that the prevalence of
inflamraatory trachoma was strongly related to the availability of water
(Table 1) and the frequency of face washing (Figure 1). The incidence of
trachoma increased 40% when facewashing was reduced from two times a day to
less than one time per day.
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TABLE 1 PREVALENCE OF MODERATE-SEVERE TRACHOMA - BY DISTANCE
TO RIVER IN CHILDREN LESS THAN SIX YEARS OF AGE

n 5436

Location of
Village

East of River

West of River:
- less than lkm
- 2 to 4km
- more than 5km

TOTAL:

Total
N

River

1,003
476

2,447

5,424

Number
Affected

1,498

178
107
719

1,251

Prevalence

247 16.52

17.7%
22.5% (2)
29.4%

23.1%

95%
Cl.

(14.6,

(15.4,
(18.7,
(27.6,

(21.9,

18.4)

20.1)
26.2)
31.2)

24.2)

(1) Twelve subjects are missing ocular exam results for inflammatory trachoma,
(2) Test for trend among those on west side of river Z = 7.28, p^.01

FIGURE 1 SEVERITY OF INFLAMMATORY TRACHOMA AMONG CHILDREN
UNDER AGE SIX, BY FREQUENCY OF FACE WASHING PER WEEK
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•y The piped water program also had an effect on the utilization of other primary
health care services. The measure used was the participation in the national
expanded. program on immunization (EPI); A study was conducted which compared
immunization rates in áreas served by the piped water program with rates found
in áreas not served by the piped schemesi In a second study three exposure
categories were definedt no piped water scheme and no hygiene education
program; a piped water scheme but _no hygiene education; and a piped water
scheme and a hygiene education program. The results of the two studies are
presented in Figures 2 and 3.

FIGURE 2 EFFECT OF PIPED WATER ON PREVALENCE OF IMMUNIZATION
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FIGURE 3 EFFECT OF PIPED WATER AND HEALTH EDUCATION
ON PREVALENCE OF IMMUNIZATION
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From Figure 2 is apparent that the prevalence of full immunization is
over 50% higher in áreas served by piped systems than in áreas without such
projects. From Figure 3 it is evident that the prevalence of full
immunization is 100% greater in áreas with piped water projects and health
education and sanitation programs than in áreas with no health education and
sanitation with or without piped water. A question that was not answered is
whether health education and sanitation activities carried out in the abasence
of a self-help water program would be equally effective in stimulating demand
for immunization services.

Part of the reason for adding the health education and sanitation
component to the project was that a successful water project provided and
excellent entry point for the initiation of health education activities. One
assumption that was made was that similar health education inputs in áreas
without such prior successful water projects would be less effective.

It was concluded that one of the joint effects of a piped system and
health education and sanitation is a large increase in the use of EPI
services. In addition, the EPI effect of each of the inputs (piped water and
health education and sanitation) separately would be substantially less than
the joint effect of the two. In other words, it appears that the effect of
each intervention alone is small, but the effects of the interventions
together are large.

In late 1985 the San Clemente Rural Water Program was evaluated by an
outside evaluation team. The team concluded the following:

1. When health education and sanitation activities are undertaken in rural
piped water áreas, there are substantial direct and indirect health benefits.

2. The program is developing leadership and organizational skills within
rural populations that is benefiting other rural programs.

3. In some áreas the program has resulted in substantial time savings for
woraen, but there is a need to involve women more in program activities.

FUTURE

The future plans for the San Clemente Rural Water Program cali for the
construction of fifteen new projects, extensions to five existing projects and
rehabilitation (replacing pipes) on three old projects. The MOW and MOH
staffs plan to increase their collaboration at ali leveis, although not ali
key decisión makers in the respective ministries have recognized the need.
The MOH plans to increase its staff working on hygiene education and a donor
has expressed interest in supporting the expansión of the sanitation and
hygiene education components to the Water Program.

The San Clemente Rural Water Program has been acclaimed as one of the
best and most effective rural water programs in the región. The sound
planning and management combined with outstanding community participation in
the program make it the envy of much of the world.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION AND
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE PROGRAMS:

A DISCUSSION
BY

TERRY ELLIOTT
JOHN B. TOMARO Ph. D., MPH

THE PROGRAM FOR APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY IN HEALTH
(PATH)

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide a starting point for discussions
on water and sanitation and primary health care (PHC) in rural áreas; This
brief discussion focuses on some aspects of both water and sanitation and PHC
as they relate to rural populations, and then touches on the issue of
integration of these activities, presenting a few examples from Latin America.

At the outset of this discussion it would seem important to consider the
meaning of a rural community. Most technical reports assume that cities
evolved historically from rural communities and presume that the prevalence of
rural communities in a given country is the reciprocai of the degree of
urbanization. Most definitions and analytical tables, therefore, do not
record what a rural community is but what it is not. For exmple, data from
the World Bank's 1985 World Development Report on urbanization desígnate urban
populations as percentages of total populations. These range from a high of
85% in Uruguay and Venezuela to a low of 22% in Trinidad and Tobago (see
Table 1). The data suggest that those people not classified as "urban" are
necessarily "rural." This approach is typical though hardly satisfying
because it does not take into account populations living in "periurban"
áreas. In addition, as the technical notes accompanying the World Bank data
warn, the figures are not comparable between countries because of the
different cutoff points used in each country to define urban, and therefore
rural, populations.

More important than the arbitrary numerical differences that are found
in defining urban, periurban and rural communities are the real
organizational, economic, social, and cultural differences that may exist
between "rural" áreas even within the same country. While it is necessary to
divide the work of this symposium into manageable pieces and to keep in mind
that there are some distinguishing characteristics of rural, periurban, and
urban communities—perhaps best defined in terms of varying resource
leveis—it is important to remember that the lines between rural, periurban,
and urban áreas are not always clear, that between groups there are some
common qualities, and that within each group there is a great deal of
variability.
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HEALTH INDICATORS AND HEALTH EXPENDITURES IN RURAL ÁREAS

Perhaps more important than defining the rural community are the
following issues: how is health conceptualized and are curative and/or
preventive health measures a felt concern? A second glance at the World Bank
data in Table 1 indicates that percentages of total government expenditure on
health in Latin American countries in 1985 range from 1% to 33%: These data
do not distinguish between expenditures for urban populations and expenditures
for rural communities, but they do reflect a significant concern, at least on
the parts of government, to provide health carei

Still, family expenditure" on curative health care probably exceeds
government expenditure: Work done by Management Sciences for Health and the
government of Haiti, for example, found significant expenditure for
nonessential over-the-counter (OTC) drugs in even the poorest rural
communities: When these amounts are added to transportation costs to
government clinics, the opportunity costs of mothers waiting long periods of
time at health facilities, and expenditures for prívate health care (either
traditional or modern), there can be little doubt that rural populations place
a high valué on curative health measures.

The valué of preventive care in rural communities is less manifest!
This may be partially because of belief systems that consider illness to be
caused by agents or conditions other than those accepted by modern medicine:
The rural poor may also consider preventive health care a luxury that they
cannont afford: These perceptions pose a serious challenge to those charged
with designing, implementing, and monitoring immunization and water and
sanitation programs in which the health benefits of the interventions are not
immediately obvious to the beneficiares.

There are health indicators and outcomés that are immediately relevant
to parents living in rural communitiesi These are the growth, development,
and survival of their childrent For example, while water-related disease
affect everyone in a community, infants and small children are especially
susceptible to their ill effects and serve as a barometer of health in the
community as a whole: Still, parents do not automatically associate sickness,
stunting, or death with the presence or absence of a given conditioni Among
infants and children under five diarrhea is perceived to be a common, seasonal
occurence! It is more often associated, if at all, with the natural
development of a child than it is with poor environmental conditions; To most
rural communities, reducing or eliminating the diarrhea might appear unnatural
or "unhealthyí"

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION, AND HEALTH STATUS IN RURAL ÁREAS

While data on infant and child mortality and nutritional status are
collected by health Information or surveillance systems—and reflect the
effects of water supply and sanitation programs—the linkage is recognized by
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the "health" professional, not necessarily the parents! At the same time,
every health worker is aware that these data are also dependent on variables
other than water and sanitation! Income, housing, food supplies, feeding
practices, and access to health care and other variables may obscure the
effects of water and sanitation conditions! It is clear that using morbidity
data for specific water-related diseases or groups of diseases (such as
diarrheal disease) avoids this problem, but these indicators are very costly
and difficult to collecf.

While the gross indicators of health status are relatively the same for
urban, periurban, and rural populations, the causes of morbidity, mortality,
and poor growth and development are often very differentí Rural áreas
generally have lower populations densities, are without centralized water
supply and sanitation systems, and usually live close to bodies of water that
may be a source of water-based or water-related disease morbidity and
mortality? On average, rural populations are more susceptible to and more
afflicted by water-related disease than are urban and periurban populations!

Table 2 presents a commonly used classification system for water-related
diseases that has four categoriesí water-borne, water-washed, water-based,
and water-related insect vector; Diseases that are spread by fecal-oral
routes, as are many of the diarrheal diseases, usually fit into both the
water-borne and water-washed categoriesc These diseases are spread either
directly by the contamination of drinking water by pathogenic feces, or
indirectly via clothing, utensils, or other carriers that are improperly
cleaned or storedí

In most countries the availability of health services differs with the
degree or urbanization as well! Because many health systems do not segregate
their statictics by rural/urban, and fewer still distinguish periurban from
either of the above, it is difficult to determine the portion of national
health resources that go to each group: Where statistics are available,
differences in definition of rural, periurban, and urban often makes
comparisons between countries impossible: In spite of these statistical
problems, it is clear that rural populations in most developing countries
represent an under-served group in terms of health facilities, personnel, and
materiais!

While modern medicine may be underrepresented in rural áreas, these
áreas have other health resources that are less well documentedE These
include traditional birth attendants, healers, and unofficial sources of
medicai advice such as shopkeepers or chemistsS These resources and the web
of social interaction found at the village levei suggest entry points for
primary health care (PHC) interventionsi

Like health services, the provisión of water supply and sanitation
services poses some challenges specific to rural áreas! Again, the data on
the availability of potable water or waste disposal facilities are hard to
find broken down by rural/periurban/urban subgroupsí Table 3 presents PAHO
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data that are aggregated and give an indication of the severity of the problem
only on a national levei. In rural áreas the percentages of the population
served are undoubtedly much lower:

Beyond any quantitative differences in the percentages of persons served
by water and sanitation services in rural, periurban, and urban áreas, there
is qualitative variation'. Rural water systems are more likely to be smaller
in scale and less centralized than their urban counterparts! Lower population
density and environmental differences make different leveis of technology
feasible and appropriate in each of the three settingst

The importance of water and sanitation in relation to health can be seen
by looking at the right-hand side of Table 3! Again, keep in mind that these
data are not segregated by setting and only represent deaths due to enteritis
and other diarrheal diseases in children aged one to four yearst Too rarely
are the morbidity and mortality for ali water-related diseases and all
segments of the rural population considered togetheri Data on malaria
incidence or schistosomiasis are seldom analyzed along with statistics on
onchocerciasis and trachomaí When this is done, the health significance of
water and sanitation becomes even more apparent!

RURAL COMMUNITIES PERCEPTION OF THE VALUÉ OF WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION
SYSTEMS

While the relationship is obvious to health planners, the linkage is not
always so clear in rural communities where water quality is more often judged
by taste, smell, or color than by the presence of pathogens: Water systems
are often viewed as labor-saving devices for households or agricultural inputs
rather than necessary components for disease prevention and health promotion:
Because there are no such obvious auxiliary benefits from latrines, sanitation
programs are at an even greater disadvantagei

One author has suggeste that the health benefits of a water and
sanitation systera are the difference between what the public is willing to pay
for the system and its total cost:-*- When this theoretical calculation is
carried out, no part of the systems remains unpaid fori This assumes that the
health benefits are not perceived by the public as having any valué at all:
Too often this is the case'. In order to gain community support for and
participation in water programs, all linkages, including the relationship
between water supply and sanitation and health, must be made cleari

The concept of linkage must not only exist in the mlnds of the target
populations, but must be reflected in the design of the programs as wellS For
instance, a recent analysis of studies of the impact of water supply and
excreta disposal on diarrhea morbidity and mortality^ emphasizes the
importance of excreta disposal in water and sanitation programs! In an
analysis of water- and excreta-related diseases and the relative importance of
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alternative raeasures for their control^ (summarized in Table A), Feachem
develops a scoring systetn and suggests the following approximate ranking for
the overall importance of the prevention measures listed below:

Excreta disposal 24
Water availability 17
Personal and domestic cleanliness 17
Food hygiene 16
Excreta treatment 15
Water quality 11
Drainage and sullage disposal 6

This and other work makes the importance of linking water provisión and
excreta disposal very clear. Still, while the provisión of safe water is
essential to the prevention of water-related diseases and may provide an entry
point for programs for excreta disposal and hygiene education, safe water
alone will not prevent these diseases.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION, PHC AND WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

The linkages between the concepts behind primary health care and water
supply and sanitation programs are important as well. As stated in the
keynote address of the Alma Ata Conference in 1978, the watchwords of the
primary health care movement are community participation, self-reliance, and
self-determination.^ The address also states that ali persons have the
right and duty to participate individually and collectively in the planning
and implementation of their health care.

Coramunities participate in primary health care programs in rural áreas
in a number of ways. For example, they provide labor to build clinics, choose
community health workers (CHWs) for training, and in some programs pay fees
either for treatment or for essential drugs. They are less often directly
involved in the planning or evaluation of the services they receive.

In many water supply and sanitation programs the opportunities for
participation are even greater. Communities can have direct involvement in
the Identification of sources, project design, construction, and
administration—including the equitable distribution of costs among users,
repayment of loans, and expansión of services, maintenance, and evaluation.

In addition, a newly developed, simplified test for water quality
affords even greater opportunities for communities to participate in the
monitoring of water supplies. This test has been used in India and Papua New
Guinea and measures hydrogen sulphide, a gas produced by organisms associated
with coliforms in drinking water. The test is simple, reliable, quick,
inexpensive, and especially suited to testing water quality in rural áreas
where laboratory facilities are not available.
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Community participation and program success are synergistic: A

successful water and sanitation program can serve as Ímpetus for community
involvement in other programs that contribute to improvements in the quality
of life: Because they are directly involved in household water collection
anduse, women are natural choices for membership on community water and
sanitation committees: Their participation in these programs can enhance
their political roles in other áreas as well:

ÍNTER AND INTRA SECTORIAL COORDINATION OF PHC INTERVENTIONS IN RURAL ÁREAS

It might be worthwhile to note that community participation is a concept
most often associated with rural populationsi In part this is because rural
communities, unlike urban and periurban settlements, have an agricultural
economy that requires cióse and effective cooperation! At the same time, the
high degree of community participation in many rural water and sanitation
projects suggests that government agency water and sanitation departments lack
the personnel required to secure national coverage, as much as the belief that
community involvement is paramount to success! Personnel limitations have
benefited many rural development programs because water and sanitation
agencies have had to develop inter and intrasectorial linkage to accomplish
their goalsC Indeed, as many projects in Latin America show, when these
linkages have not been established, the prospects for long-term impact are
severely jeopardized :*>

As many successful water and sanitation projects have found, the most
effective link to the rural community is through the community health workers
(CHWs), the village-level volunteers or health-system employees who form the
backbone of many priraary health care programs! Community health workers can
and do fulfill many functionsí They can promote the idea of water and excreta
disposal and edúcate local people to the health benefits of these systemsi
They can help organize committees to discuss the need for a project and serve
as a liaison between the community and regional water and sanitation agency
staffí Once systeras are in place, CHWs can help promote and monitor their
useí They can also be trained to assist with village administration or
maintenance of systemsí Because CHWs live in the villages that they serve
they can provide the kind of community organization, education, and follow-up
in a water and sanitation project that could only be duplicated at great
expense by water and sanitation agenciest

While the sharing of personnel can result in economic savings, the
coordination of multi-sectorial projects is often difficultS An example of
some of the problems that need to be overeóme can be found in the case of The
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Project (PRASAR) in Honduras, although the
other rural water and sanitation projects could also be cited'.^,°

The AID project in Honduras was initiated to improve rural community
health status through community participation in their own water supply and
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sanitation systems in five northwestern departments of the countryi The
project was to be administered by a project committee (PC) composed of a
project coordinator appointed by USAID and three project directors—one each
from the National Water Supply and Wastewater Disposal Service (P/SANAA), the
Ministry of Health (P/MOH) and the Office of Health Education (P/OHE), a
subdivisión of the MOH'. Figure 1 is a diagram of the organization: P/SANAA
was responsible for piped water and sewage systems; P/MOH was responsible for
latrines, wells, and windmills; and P/OHE was responsible for health education
and training inputsí

As might be expected when trying to intégrate staff and procedures from
three different departments, problems arose almost from the beginning of the
collaborationi P/SANAA handled most of the administration for the project and
government regulations held up disbursement of fundsi None of the project
directors had the authority to make project decisions: Ali issues had to be
referred to each department's hierarchy! In addition, because the Office of
Health Education fell administratively within the MOH, those charged with
health promotion activities lacked the autonomy to be an equal partner in the
discussions and negotiations: OHE also lacked the resources to carry out its
assigned role fullyt

An analysis made while the project was still in progress suggested how
some of these issues could be resolved! Many of the problems were
successfully addressed and the project moved more efficiently towards meeting
its goals:

The problems encountered in the Honduras project are not unusualt
Indeed, since it appears easier to define the product or end point of a given
system—and in water supply and sanitation prograins this is too frequently
measured in installations, facilities, or systems—the process of designing,
impleraenting, and monitoring the interventions and the institutions needed to
sustain them is given less attentioní For example, in a USAID rural water and
sanitation project in Peru, there were similar problems with coordination,
this time between the Dirección de Ingeniería Sanitaria (DIS) and the MOHi
One consultant's analysis of the lack of coordination-^ suggested thatí

Part of the problem stems from the fact that the Rural
water and Sanitation Program is seen primarily as an
engineering activity staffed by engineersí As such, it has
been relatively isolated from the medicine/health-oriented
program and personnel of the Primary Health Care SystemS
Communication between the two programs is limitedt A task
of the integration process is to bridge the Information and
communication gapí

Some of these issues were solved through a series of regional workshops
that brought local agency staff from both organizations together for
discussions on how they could work together more effectively: In addition, it
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was suggested that the members of the DIS Regional Water Supply and Sanitation
Offices and their counterparts in the MOH form a regional Water Supply and
Sanitation Association that would meet periodically to discuss common problems
and promote a closer working relationship between the two groupss

When plans were later drawn up for the decentralization of both the MOH
PHC project and the Rural Water and Sanitation program, training units for
regional staff for each agency were designed to cotnplement one another! A
plan was drawn up to encourage collaboration between programs whereby PHC
personnel would train Rural Water and Environmental Sanitation staff in
community organization and promotion skills, health education, and basic
elements of PHC: In turn, DIS staff would develop modules on rural water and
sanitation.

CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

While the association between water supply and sanitation programs and
better health status is widely accepted among health professionals, in rural
áreas especially this relationship is not well understood: Rural populations
valué water resources highly and any number of exatnples can be cited that
indícate the lengths to which rural coramunities will go and the amounts each
will pay to obtain a more accessible water source or to enhance the utility of
an existing supply—but water in this context and without sanitation measures
will not necessarily improve the health status of rural communities:

This improvement can only be done if the community is the participant as
well as the beneficiary of the program, and a direct link of forged between
PHC and water and sanitation programs! Since parents do place a high valué on
the viability of their children and do respect the community health worker,
often the only health care provider at the village levei, it is incumbent on
those responsible for PHC and water and sanitation to define and establish and
effective collaboration:

Current evidence suggests that this is not happening. The development
assistance agency of the USA has made millions of dollars available for "Child
Survival Programs," defined as Oral Rehydration Therapy (ORT) and
immunizationJ None of these funds are available for water and sanitation
programs: In part, as noted above, this is because water and sanitation
programs have been presented or viewed as technological systems, producís, or
hardware and not as health and development interventionsi Until those
responsible for water and sanitation and those involved in PHC understand how
water and sanitation improve the prospects for child survival—for example,
how ORT without water and sanitation is at best a secondary intervention—and
can convey that message to policymakers in governments and parents in rural
communities, the existing situation is not likely to changei
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This reality should not precipítate a sense of depressioní Indeed, the
current concern for ensuring the survival of the world's children, especially
those living in rural áreas, should provide an opportunity to involve PHC
workers in water and sanitation programs, and make parents aware of an
participants in these activities! It remains to be determined how this
mission can best be accomplishedt It is certain, however, that rural
populations must be involved in ali phases of the programs, that inter— and
intrasectorial cooperation must- be ensured, and that those responsible for
health must view water and sanitation as an integral part of a comprehensive
program, and not an auxiliary or independent programí
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TABLE 1 SELECTED INDICATORS FOR COUNTRIES IN LATIN AMERICA1

COUNTRY

ARGENTINA
BOLÍVIA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLOMBIA
COSTA RICA
CUBA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ECUADOR
EL SALVADOR
GUATEMALA
HAITI
HONDURAS
MÉXICO
NICARAGUA
PANAMÁ
PARAGUAY
PERU
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
URUGUAY
VENEZUELA

OF TOTAL P

84
43
71
82
66
45
70
54
46
42
40
27
38
69
55
50
41
67
22
85
85

URBAN POPULATION
AS A PERCENTAGE % TOTAL GOV'T

L. EXPEND. ON HEALTH
INFANT MORTALITY
(AGED UNDER 1)

36
123
70
40
53
20
20
63
76
70
67
107
81
52
84
26
45
98
28
38
38

CHILD MORTALITY
(AGED 1-4)

1
21
6
2
3
1
1
5
7
6
5
15
8
3
0

1
3
12
1
2
2

1.1
2.0
7.8
6.8

32.8

10.7
7.7
7.1

1.3

13.1
3.7

5.9
3.3
7.6

Source: The World Bank, World Development Report 1985
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TABLE 2 CLASSIFICATION OF WATER-RELATED DISEASES

TYPE COURSE EXAMPLES

Water-borne pathogens in water cholera
consumed by bumans hepatitis

Water-washed lack of water louse-borne
for hygiene typhus

scabies
trachoma

Water-based pathogens with part of guinea worm
the life style in an schistosomiais
aquatic animal

Water-related insects that malaria
insect vector breed in or bite onchocerciasis

near water yellow fever
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TABLE 3 PERCENTAGE OF THE POPULATION SERVED BY
POTABLE WATER AND DEATHS:i l

Parcantaga of lha population aarvod by potabla watar and daatha Irom antarltli and othar
dlarrtiaal dlsaasas par 100,000 childran agas 1-4 yaart, by country, 1977 or latast ya»r

paccantaga aanvdl*) tfaathi par lOO.OOoW
(1-4yaar«ofaga]

Barbado*

•ahamaa

Trinidad and Teòago

Svrinama

Panamá

Jamaica

Vanazuala

Cotu fttca

Ctilla

Uruguay

Nicaragua

Argantlna

M i n

Colombia

Cuba

Maxlco

Oomlnlcan Rapubtlc

El Salvador

Ecuador

Paru

Hondura*

Qutamaia

Paraguay

aoo
i

400
I

•00
I

•00

1'laround 1177 U76.

Souroa: WHO. Strataglat for Extandlng and Improving Potabla Watar Suppty and Excraia
CXapoaal durtng tha Oacada of tha 1M0*. PAHO, 8clantl(lc Publlcatlon No. 390
(Waahlngton, D.C., 197S), p. 12.
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TABLE A THE DECADE-RELATED INFECTIONS AND THEIR CONTROL

Importance of alternative control measures1

Infections

Diarrheal diseases and enteric
fevers

Virai agents
Bacterial agents
Protozoal agents

j a
lit

y
cr

jte
r

2
3
1

°_r>

va
ila

l

ra

at
er

2
3
3

ro
í/5

di
sp

o

ro

cr
et

X

Ui

1
2
2

c
O)
p

tr
ea

ti

ro

cr
et

X
LU

1
1
1

C/5
1/5
QJ

—

ro
"D QJ
ro "

* - t/J
O <D
52 E
QJ O
CL "O

2
3
3

ro

an
d

is
po

s

QJ "O

| f
Ô to

0
0
0

ie
ne

O )

1

1
3
2

Public health
importance

3
3
2

Poliomyelitis and hepatitis A

Worms with no intermedíate
host

Ascaris and Trichuris
Hookworms

0
0

1
1

3
3

2
2

1
1

1
• o

2
1

2
3

Beef and pork tapeworms

Worms with intermedíate
aquatic stages

Schistosomíasís
Guinea worm
Worms with two aquatic
intermedíate stages

Skin, eye, and louse-borne
infections

Infections spread by water-
related insects

Malaria
Yellow fever and dengue
Bancroftian filariasis

1
3
0

1
0
0

3
0
2

2
0
2

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
3

3
2
1

0
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
3

0
0
o

o
o
o

1 0
1 0
3 0

3
3
3

0 = no importance; 1 = little importance; 2 = modérate importance; 3 = great importance
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION AND
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE IN URBAN ASEAS

INTRODDCTION

Suitable drinking water supply and sanitary disposal of wastewater and
excreta constitute an important component of the strategy of primary health
care, together with: 1) health education; 2) food and nutrition; 3) maternal
and child health; 4) immunization against the major infectious diseases; 5)
prevention and control of local endemic diseases; and 6) supply of essential
drugs.

In urban áreas, there is still some uncertainty as to the relationship
among these components and, even more, with respect to their application,
where the necessary coherence is lacking. Henee, primary health care should
be viewed as it was originally conceived: a set of basic actions to promote
the health of the entire population, including the urban as well as the rural
population.

As expressed in the objectives of the Regional Symposium on Water Supply
and Sanitation—an element of Primary Health Care—, it is hoped that this
meeting will formúlate guidelines to better define the concept of and
facilítate the integrated programming of primary health care and contribute
effectively to the goal of Health for Ali by the Year 2000.

This presentation also includes solid wastes since this área
constitutes, along with water supply and the disposal of excreta, an important
factor of environmental health in the urban and metropolitan context.

1. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

One of the most important changes in the demographic evolution of the
Región, especially in the countries of Latin America, is the geographical
redistribution of the population.

In 1970, the urban population of the Americas, observing the definition
established by each country, totalled 330 million inhabitants, constituting
64.8% of the total population. In 1980, the urban population was 430 million
inhabitants, representing 70% of the total population. It is estiraated that
the population of the Región of the Americas will increase 26% between 1985
and 2000, reaching a total of 844 million inhabitants.

This increase will be clearly centered in the cities, whose total
population will grow 35%, rising from 474 million to 642 million, while the
rural population will show an increase of about only 4%, rising from 194
million to 202 million. Thus, of the 176 million people that will be added to
the population of the Americas by the end of the century, 168 million will be
located in the cities and eight million will be in rural áreas. This means
that, by the year 2000 in the countries of Latin America, an average of three
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out of four persons will live in urban áreas. As a result, the overall
percentage of urban inhabitants will rise from 71% to 76%.

Urban growth in Latin America and the Caribbean will be much more
accelerated in cities of over one million inhabitants: in 1985, these cities
numbered 34, with a population of 119 million; by the year 2000, there will be
55 of them, with 204 million inhabitants. During this same period, the rest
of the urban population will increase from 161 million to 215 million.

The observed growth of the urban population at a rate 4 to 5 times
higher than the growth rate of the rural population is due mainly to net
migration from the rural áreas, rather than to natural growth. The phenomenon
of urban attraction can be explained by three fundamental aspects that people
see as advantages:

a) Higher leveis of personal income in urban áreas.

b) Inelastic demand for agricultural products in such a way that higher
incomes increase the demand for nonagricultural products.

c) Greater productivity of the population in urban áreas, measured in
terms of goods and services.

Of particular interest here is the fact that urbanization—and
especially metropolitanization—has not been triggered by a process of
economic development that would be able to absorb the population growth of the
cities into productive activities. As a result, many of the new urban
dwellers are involved in the tertiary sector of the economy, mainly the
informal labor market.

The economic movement generated by urban growth creates, however, some
negative implications for certain groups of the population, to wit:

i. Increases in income do not show equitable distribution, since jobs
in the formal sector grow at a lower rate than the expansión of
urbanization.

ii. Municipal funding systems are not able to provide the minimum
social and service infrastructure for the growing needs of the
population. Cities have grown without proportional expansión in
their systems of housing, education, recreation, transportation,
health, and sanitation. Frequently, the social groups that live
in such conditions are also deprived of suitable channels of
representation and, henee, their political participation in the
decision8 that affect them is limited and relatively ineffective.
Moreover, expansión of unplanned services has reduced the quality
of the planned services that are provided to the urban sector.
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iii. On the environment, especially the hartnful effects of air and water
pollution and densification of the population, and the increase in
social tensión associated with crime, noise, drug abuse, and
increased possibilities for the spread of infectious diseases,
related to ali of the foregoing factors.

This accelerated process of urbanization has resulted in large nuclei of
lower income groups relocating in the cities of the Región and, for the most
part, growth has focused in this population group: an estimated 40% of the
urban population belongs to this category. The low income áreas are of
different types, ranging from slums and improvised settlements to "almost
legal" neighborhoods with varying degrees of complexity, different
backgrounds, and a range of socioeconomic conditions. The factors common to
these settlements are precarious dwellings, precarious or nonexistent
services, and intermittent family income that is unequal and unstable. The
low income áreas are divided into three groups: 1) shantytowns, which include
most of the rented dwellings that do not present characteristics of
urbanization, capital investments, or substantial improvements in
infrastructure; 2) invasions, where the occupants maintain some type of
monetary value or exchange of the dwellings and the land; and 3) "almost
legal" settlements, in which the Government gives a hand, by commission or
omission in their foundation.

The following schematic map does not describe a strict scheme of what
occurs, but rather seeks to guide policies in order to deal with such problems.

2. THE PROCESS OF URBANIZATION AND ITS REPERCUSSIONS ON HEALTH

The large cities of Latin America were already centers of political and
administrative power and trade when the process of industrialization began in
the first half of this century.

The point at which the process of urbanization began in the various
cities has varied with the time period when it was initiated. The cities that
began earlier developed a more adequate basis, as in the case of Buenos Aires,
while those that began later are still experiencing periods of uncontrolled
growth. In other cities, the process is beginning only now.

City size influences the characteristics of the migratory process. In
Latin America, it seems that the larger the city, the higher the growth rate
of its population. Thus, the estimated 40 million persons that make up the
marginal urban population of Latin America reside in the largest cities, where
they constitute a growing proportion of the population. There is, then, a
general recognition that the marginal population tends to grow twice as fast
as the urban áreas in which they live.

The characteristics of the urbanization process tend to be manifested
simultaneously and with greater intensity in certain sections of urban áreas,
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especially in the periphery of the cities, where slums and other foras of
settlement arise—and in depressed central áreas, such as shantytowns. Urban
structure physically reflects these socioeconooic and political
characteristics, constituting a mosaic of environments and situations
depending on the location of the various social groups.

A fundamental expression of urban health is poverty, which is
characterized by low employment or unemployment and which forces people to
live in outlying áreas and shantytowns where health problems are serious.

Since ali of these characteristics are related to the health status of
the population, the distribution of morbidity in cities tends to be compatible
with the socioeconomic and political mosaic resulting from the process of
urbanization. In the early 1980s, around 470,000 deaths per year (21% of the
total for Latin America and the Caribbean) were caused by respiratory
infections, diarrheal diseases, accidents and acts of violence, problems which
are associated with the process of urbanization.

Although information available on the countries is usually in
consolidated form, focal studies suggest that a high percentage of this
mortality—as well as of the corresponding morbidity—can be attributed to
these detrimental characteristics of the process of urbanization. In this
regard, the respective rates of morbidity and mortality are proof of the
inequities existing among urban social groups in terms of health status. So,
the socioeconomic and political mosaic generated by urbanization is
complemented by a coincidental and associated mosaic of health.

However, overcrowding of social groups in the cities is not absolute nor
restricted to the location of the home. The population is continually in
motion within the city, at different times during the day and, perhaps, shows
seasonal variations, mainly between the home and the workplace. In addition,
although at longer intervals, economic activity as well undergoes changes,
thereby modifying how urban space is used and, thus, the characteristics of
the population, including health.

The trend in the process of urbanization towards primary focus on the
larger cities has negative implications. In economic terms, this trend gives
rise to factors favoring unemployment, environmental pollution, and poor
distribution and deterioration of social services. As a result, various
situations are created presenting risks to the health of the urban population.

These characteristics of the process of urbanization in the Región have
substantially modified the social organization of the family, of the
neighborhood in general, and of the poorer groups. The problem of family
organization is further aggravated by the feminization of the work force due
to the growing difficulty of maintaining a family solely on the basis of the
husband's income. This factor has a deep impact on the conceptualization of
public policy for social welfare. Such a situation has had an unfavorable
effect on children and endangers traditional family stability. Changes in
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SCHEMATIC MAP OF HOUSING AND SERVICE CONDITIONS
BY LEVEL OF INCOME IN URBAN ÁREAS
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family makeup and dynamics have clear repercussions on the relevance or
adaptation of programming orientatlons that are based on the concept of the
nuclear, established family.

3. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS IN URBAN ÁREAS

Industrialization, the modernization of local transportation, and the
influx of mlllions of people from rural áreas to the already densely populated
metropolitan áreas have produced a number of new environmental health problems
that have a very strong effect on urban- dwellers.

These problems are related to overcrowding, high population density,
economic activity, transportation, and others. Such poor environmental
conditions play a major role in the processes of disease, exposlng the urban
population to well-known and identified pathologies and risks as well as to
others, where knowledge and approaches, in the developing countries, require
further development. Health risks in the urban environment can be separated
into two categories:

a) Traditional problems that are linked to biological contamination
which gives rise to connnunicable diseases. The main ones are;
unsuitable water supply, sanitation, poor waste disposal, deficient
housing, food safety, and

b) More recent problems of environmental pollutlon, such as chemical
contamination, air, water, and soil pollution, and food
contamination, which present cancerigenic, mutagenic, and

.^r teratogenic risks. In many cases, speciflc Identification of the
pollutants has not been determined; also, comprehensive efforts have
not been made to monitor and control contamination. These new risks
include air pollution from specific industrial sources and energy
plants, air pollution and excessive noise from the number of
vehicles in the cities, toxic compounds from industrial waste and
runoff from precipitation that carries pesticides, organic waste,
heavy metais, and other klnds of contaminants to water and food
supplies.

An important aspect to be considered is that not only physical but also
mental health is affected by environmental conditions. It has also been
recognized that responsibility for solving these problems lies, in many cases,
beyond the responsibilities of the health departments; as a result,
8pecialized agencies have been set up for environmental management with power
to investígate and monitor the resulting problems.

Besides technological control, proper promotion of health in urban áreas
should require that the planning of cities, neighborhoods, and dwellings
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include the following considerations:

i. Analysis of the environmental impact of industrial development
projects as well as the construction of roads, streets, etc.

ii. Zoning regulations for airports, roads, electric plants, industrial
and commercial establishments, and others;

iii. Analysis of meteorological and topographical factors in the
planning áreas; and

iv. Transportation, including mass transportai ion, during rush hours,
and vehicle emission control.

The variety and complexity of the factors that affect urban health malte
it imperative that an appropriate frame of reference be established to
effectively incorpórate the strategy of primary health care in urban
development in such a way as to enable the preparation and execution of
concrete plans and programs that complement national efforts toward the goals
of Health for Ali by the Year 2000.

4. POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OF URBAN ÁREAS

4.1. Impact on Health Services

The political and administrative organization of cities in Latin America
and the Caribbean and the combination of agencies from different sectors
(private, public, or under the social security system) and having different
structures (national, provincial, municipal, and local) involved in the
delivery of services genérate an intricate network of interrelationships and
responsibilities that are unavoidably reflected in the organization and
financing of health services.

Although health resources are usually insufficient in relation to the
needs to be met in the cities of the Región, the relationship between
resources and needs shows considerable differences, particularly when analyzed
in terms of the different socioeconomic groups of the population. The
determinants of these differences include indiscriminate incorporation of
technology that does not take into account the economic conditions of the
population, excessive specialization of human resources, lack of organization
in the services based on leveis of care, efforts to provide easy access to
specialized services, the public's association of the concept of care quality
with higher leveis of specialization and complexity, and excessive growth of
the pharmaceutical and medicai equipment industry without regulations to
control the incorporation and marketing of these products.

The fact that the health systems in these cities are made up of
relatively independent components, with varied coverage and financing, gives
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rise to serious problems related to the duplication of efforts, lack of
communication, and the competence of and conflicts between institutional
interests which limit the process of coordination and integrated planning.
However, efforts have been made, with varying degrees of success, to ensure
greater cohesión and integration within the sector.

Although health care resources and services are concentrated in the
large cities in Latin America, one characteristic they show is irregular
spatial distribution. Such distribution creates áreas that are more needy
from a service standpoint. These áreas should receive priority for special
attention.

One of the principal restrictions to the expansión of health services
that has been observed in the countries of Latin America is the trend toward
increasing delivery costs, which are approaching almost uncontrollable
leveis. Some of the main causes of this trend are the steady increase in the
unit prices of the elements that are used as well as the combination of thetn,
and their indiscriminate and unlimited use. The different types of resources
and their combinations present various technological options whose
characteristics influence the cost of services.

The incorporation of expensive and complex technologies is due, among
other factors, to the fact that few agencies analyze the experience and
research of other countries prior to incorporating the technologies ñor do
they supervise them. This has sometimes led to the mass incorporation of
equipment and/or devices that have been advised against in other countries or
eliminated altogether due to their ineffectiveness.

4.2 Impact on Water Supply and Sanitation Services

In regard to water and sanitation services, the political and
administrative organization of the cities is less complex than for health
services. In addition, there have been substantial advances in this regard
that have enabled the progress currently being experienced by the cities in
relation to these services.

Over the last two decades, the countries have made considerable progress
in this regard. A nuaber of large cities and metropolitan áreas have set up
decentralized mixed-economy companies that are based on commercial
principies. These companies have been established with a view toward
accelerating the fulfillment of the goals of extended coverage through
self-financing and the application of modern administrative techniques to
ensure efficient management and operation and the effective delivery of
services to the cotnmunity.

Since most of these companies were formed from a variety of municipal
agencies and, therefore, had to change from a public strategy to a more
commercial one, they have had to overeóme numerous difficulties. There are
still many organizational problems that have to be overeóme, such as the
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marketing of services, which should take account of the ability of the user to
pay for services through equitable rates. In general, communication should be
improved between the company and the public.

Furthermore, sufficient attention has not been given to other phases of
the system, such as operation, maintenance, and administration. As a result,
these phases are lacking, project facilities suffer, and the purposes for
which they were constructed are not fully met.

The agencies that handle solid vastes, in general, are the traditional
municipal agencies that have a series of limitations which impede proper
management of these services. There should be changes, such as those made in
the water and sanitation agencies, if the desired goal is to make substantial
advances.

5. WATER AND SANITATION SERVICES IN URBAN ÁREAS

Drinking water supply, disposal of excreta and wastewater, and sanitary
solid waste management are the fundamental nucleus of the basic sanitation
services in the cities.

5.1. Water Supply and Sanitation

The need to provide water supply and sanitation services was recognized
some decades back by the Governments of the countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean. In 1961, the Governments, under the Charter of Punta del Este,
took on the commitment to provide water supply and sanitation services to 70%
of the urban population. In 1972, the health ministers of the Americas
examined the progress made up to 1971 and set new goals for the 197Os in the
Ten-Year Health Plan for the Americas. The urban goals were to provide water
supply services through household connections to 80% of the population and
sewerage to 70%.

In 1980, the Governments of the Región agreed to particípate in the
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade launched by the
General Assembly of the United Nations (IDWSSD). This International movement
is designed to promote the urgent need of extending coverage of safe water
supply and sanitation services to the greatest number of persons possible,
giving priority attention to the less privileged population groups in need of
these services who mainly reside in urban and outlying rural áreas.

In the five-year period between 1981 and 1985, which corresponds to the
first half of the IDWSSD, the urban population that had water supply services
increased from 186 million (83%) in 1980 to 226 million (86%) in 1985, and the
coverage of sewerage services and prívate sanitation facilities increased from
132 million (59%) in 1980 to 156 million (60%) in 1985.

The progress made in extending coverage during the first five years of
the Decade (1981-1985) has been less than what was hoped for. If the increase
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in water supply coverage for the urban sector is kept at 3% for the next five
years, it will not be possible to attain the goal of 91% by 1990. Concerning
achievement of the goal of urban sanitation, the increase of 1% over the past
five years means that, if this rate were to continue, it would be possible to
achieve coverage of 61%, instead of the proposed 69%.

Although some achievements have been noted in water and sanitation
services—including the general recognition that consumers should pay for
drinking water services, specific legislation that assigns institutional
responsibilities for water and sanitation services, the establishment and
enhancement of institutions, greater availability of funds from externai
sources and internai mechanisms in order to extend, or at least maintain, the
coverage of water and urban sewerage that has been reached (although with
notable differences among the countries)—there are still some limitations
that hinder more accelerated progress in this process in the urban sector,
mainly:

- Lack of familiarity, on the public's part, with the relationship
between poor water supply/sanitation and disease, and poor expression
of its needs and aspirations in that sense.

- Insufficient knowledge, understanding, and motivation by political
and administrative authorities as concerns the socioeconomic
importance of drinking water supply, sewerage, and the disposal of
excreta.

- Limited financial policies, infrastructure, and legal system for
carrying out programs for water supply, sewerage, and disposal of
excreta more rapidly and more efficiently.

- Managerial weakness and lack of effective programs for institutional
strengthening, including manpower development.

- Frequent use of expensive technologies that are not always
appropriate for the social, economic, and cultural conditions of the
cities.

5.2. Solid Waste

The production of solid waste in the Región is generating a real demand
for sanitation services with special characteristics that vary with the size
of the city. The continuing rise in solid waste production is essentially a
result of accelerated urbanization and an increase in the refuse produced per
inhabitant.

The production of refuse per capita (PPC), which had been growing
throughout the 1970s at an annual average of 2% by weight, has remained steady
or has even fallen slightly over the last two years, coinciding with the
stagnation or reduction of per capita income. Even so, this contribution is
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already high and, surely, once the economy is reactivated, the PPC increase.
Today, then, 160,000 tons of refuse per day should be handled in the urban
sector in Latin America and that amount will probably double by the year 2000.

Management of this solid waste has become increasingly difficult within
this process of urbanization. Higher density in the central áreas and
unplanned extensión of marginal áreas mean that activities such as collection,
which did not used to be very complex, now require new approaches in their
technological, financial, and especially community participation aspects.

It is estimated that approximately 70% of urban waste is collected in
the cities of Latin America and the Caribbean. As is the case with drinking
water, 30% of the population which is not served with collection resides
mainly in marginal and slum áreas of the cities. Concerning the final
disposal of solid waste after collection, only 20% is disposed of in a
sanitary fashion.

The common problems of the cities in regard to solid waste are:

a) Increased generation of solid wastes.

b) Accelerated urban physical marginality.

c) Greater metropolitan population.

d) Increased production of specialized solid wastes, including toxic
substances.

e) Lack of intersectoral and intersectoral institutional coordination.

f) Limited community participation.

g) Weak structures in public sanitation agencies.

h) Problems in public sanitation agencies with respect to the planning,
operation, maintenance, marketing, administration, and development of
human resources and the financing of services.

In general, for water supply, sanitation, and solid waste, the challenge
of the upcoming years will be to extend coverage and improve efficiency within
the current economic situation of the Región which has imposed an acute crisis
on the Governments and has affected social services.

6. ELEMENTS 0F PRIMARY HEALTH CARE (PHC) RELEVANT TO URBAN COMMUNITIES AND
ITS RELATION TO WATER AND SANITATION

The Declaration of Alma-Ata formalized the concept that Primary Health
Care is the basic strategy in order to achieve Health for Ali by the Year
2000. It also indicated that PHC should be accessible at a cost that the
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country and the community could pay, through methods that would be practical,
scientifically valid, and socially acceptable. Each person in the community
should have access to and be involved in that strategy, which, besides proper
water supply and sanitation, includes health education, food and nutrition,
maternal and child health, innnunization, prevention and control of infectious
diseases, and the supply of essential drugs.

In turn, the General Assembly of the United Nations launched the
International Decade of Water Supply and Sanitation in November 1980 for the
period 1981-1990 and resolved (Resolution 35/18) that during the Decade the
Member States would assume a commitment to achieve substantial improvements in
the standards and leveis of water and sanitation services by the year 1990.

Although both recommendations share certain points which were presented
for the first time in an integrating approach, the relevance of PHC in the
cities and its relation with water and sanitation services are not always
easily perceived or envisaged by government policies. This may be due to the
fact that overemphasized specialization, both in the health field and in water
and sanitation, particularly in the cities, makes it difficult to interpret
the postulates of PHC that are compatible with the complex urban reality.

Henee, we see, on the one hand, that health services often tend to be
concentrated in given áreas within cities, where there is a predominance of
establishments with high technological capacity. Water and sanitation
services, on the other hand, often have to deal with other dimensions that may
distract them from their concerns with the impact on health.

There is then a need for a special effort in both áreas in order to
overeóme these conceptual, institutional, and technological difficulties and
open the way for a common PHC approach that would be applicable to the cities.

Thus, the programs for water and sanitation can serve as a starting
point to support the implementaiion of other components of PHC.

In addition to the technological challenges in properly handling these
problems, it was necessary to devote special attention to the promotion of
community participation and coordination, both intersectoral and
intrasectoral, which, in the city, acquire characteristies that are quite
different.

7. URBAN COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION, PHC, AND SANITATION SERVICES

Community participation in water and sanitation services in urban áreas
depends on location and socioeconomic levei and, henee, responds to different
risks to health. It is possible to identify three different groups which
require, in turn, different forms of participation:

- Group of users that have services, mainly through connections to
single or multi-family dwellings for water supply and sanitation.
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- Group of users who live in shantytowns within the city and have
limited health services which are used collectively by a great number
of persons.

- Group of users in marginal urban áreas who are covered only very
partially with water supply and sanitation services.

Generally, there has been very limited community participation in the
cities of Latin America and, even then, not in all three of the target
groups. Municipal health and housing agencies, national organizations, and
water and sanitation companies have done very little to encourage and take
advantage of this potential.

In the culture of the countries of the Región, planning and construction
are aspects in which urban dwellers are rarely involved. The community is not
consulted in the planning stage on the type of service to be selected, the
location of wastewater treatment plants, transfer stations, or sanitary
landfills, or the location of storm-water sewers. Some of the countries of
the Región have recently begun to seek community participation in marginal
urban áreas for the excavation of ditches for water pipelines and solid waste
management, but these are still principally isolated small-scale test
projects. Slum communities have even less experience in this regard.

There has not been any community participation, in these three urban
population groups, in the operation and maintenance of water supply and
sanitation services. Frequently, sewage and storm-water catch basins become
clogged with solid waste; manhole covers and water meters disappear or are
broken; in the marginal áreas, faucets at public drinking water pumps
disappear and fire hydrants are broken or vandalized. These and other facts
are proof that the urban community does not identify with this service and,
therefore, does not consider it important to ensure its operation and
maintenance.

Community participation in the administration and financing of urban
services continues to be very weak. The urban community is not familiar with
or understand costs for services or why rates should be paid, the importance
of metering water, how much water is wasted in the home, the need to pay for
services on time, the harm caused to the administration of the service by
clandestine connections, the importance of ensuring the honesty of service
staff, or the possibility of financing the extensión of the services to slum
áreas and to marginal urban áreas, as well as other elements related to
management of the services which have a major impact on efficient operation.
In some cases, the board of directors of a sanitation company includes a
representative of the users or neighborhood committees; he is usually
appointed by the national or local government and is not, therefore, a true
representative of the community.

There has not been any systematical encouragement of community
participation in health education and the sanitary and rational use of water



supply and sanitation services. The recommendations Chat are formulated in
some cases, such as in emergency circumstances, are welcomed with little
enthusiasm and little sense of responsibility; so,
the community underestimates them. Examples of such recommendations include:
waste and loss of water within the house; deficient in-door sanitary
facilities and possible cross-connections; overuse of water in gardens;
installation of prívate swimming pools without recirculation of water;
subterfuges in order to avoid water metering, and others.

In recent years community participation has assumed an increasingly
important role in the development process. This is especially true in the
health sector, where, within the structure of Primary Health Care, it has been
established that the communities have the right, and responsibility, to be
involved in the planning and implementation of its own health programs.

Furthermore, as concerns drinking water, sewerage, and solid waste
management services, planners have arrived at the conclusión that community
participation is an essential component for the success of programs and
projects. This represents a radical change from previous procedure under
which the community was seen as the passive receptor of services that were
planned and provided by the local or national government.

However, projects which have traditionally been handled in a centralized
manner cannot be expected to change overnight into a system with greater
community participation. In many countries, this will require significant
changes in policies along with the reorganization and reorientation of
managers and institutions, especially a change in attitudes for everyone.

Some of the special problems of community participation that will have
to be faced by urban primary health care are;

a) The lack of homogeneity in many urban communities compared with the
situation in rural áreas.

b) Individualism tends to be much higher in urban áreas and the
collective sense of responsibility is, as a result, lower.

c) The poorest strata are those which frequently are the most difficult
to reach, although their health needs in this case are the greatest.

d) It will be difficult to maintain a volunteer spirit in order to
reach long-term programs for primary health care.

e) Coordination is consequently much more difficult.

f) Resistance to fundamental changes in health care is greater in urban
áreas, where medicai resources are concentrated.
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8. INTERSECTORAL AND INTRASECTORAL COORDINATION

The new health strategy that was determined at Alma-Ata (1978)
restructured the priorities of the health sector maklng primary health care
the principal focus. This shifted health care from a perspective
predominantly oriented toward disease and disease treatment to one that gives
greater emphasis to disease prevention and the promotion of health. Conceived
in these terms, the improvement of health would require not the delivery of
services from the health sector alone, but a contribution from other sectors,
in particular, agriculture, industry, education, housing, public works,
Communications, and other áreas. Intersectoral cooperation, thus visualized,
would tie health in with factors outside its área, but which have an impact on
health. In this way, intersectoral cooperation emerges as a cooperative
action to produce the best results in health at the lowest possible cost.
Consequently, such cooperation will require broader forms of coordination
among policies than those used so far in the health sector.

In recent years, it has also been recognized that improvements in health
constitute a goal of development itself. Significant changes in the health
status of a country will, without a doubt, provide the most relevant
indicators of the type and quality of development that it has achieved.
Health goals should of course be incorporated as part of the goals of other
sectors that are involved, and the components of health-related policies in
different sectors should be clearly articulated.

It should be recognized that primary health care is a comprehensive
package of services, which includes water supply, sanitation, housing,
nutrition, basic health services, employment, education, and others. In any
case, it is important to recognize that it does not make any difference where
the first step is made, since primary health care is a cycle of interdependent
activities.

Urban primary health care will only be able to progress through the help
of some fundamental changes in attitude and relationships with and within the
health systems and sectors, since the services of some simply cannot be added
to others. In order for primary health care to be successful in urban áreas,
there will have to be some changes in the approach of the government,
particularly from that of providing assistance to one of urban development.
Available resources should be mobilized, including the various leveis and
agencies of the government, the private sector, nongovernmental and
international agencies, and others. Consideration should be given to the
resources of the communities, regardless of how poor they may be—underserved
communities are not always poor in terms of cash. Research undertaken in the
less favored populations of some cities has shown certain types of informal
industry and trade that provide good support and economic capacity.

In the urban environment, health problems related to water, sanitation,
and housing along with employment and education definitely require
intersectoral action in order to be handled fairly, efficiently, and
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effectively. Such intersectoral action would consider the following points,

among others:

a) Collaboration and intersectoral action should be based on the needs
identified in the city for community involvement;

b) This action should be implemented through activities carried out
jointly with the agencies whose responsibilities are related to the
solution of specific problems faced by the community;

c) The commitment and attitudes of health workers and the other sectors
involved in this action play a crucial role without which
intersectoral mechanisms would not be possible.

In regard to water supply and sanitation, the first área that requires
intersectoral action is the recognition and acceptance that access of the
entire population to these services is indispensable for their health and
well-being. Although the public works sector frequently assumes
responsibility for planning, carrying out, operating, and maintaining these
services, this function maintains its important influence and its basic
purpose, which is to promote health. However, the agencies responsible for
performing these functions are not able to motivate changes in behavior or to
provide relevant Information to ensure that proper use of the services will
promote the health of the population.

Moreover, it should be recognized that the health ministries have an
important role to play during ali the phases of development of the urban
services, including planning, where priority would be given to care for groups
at greater risk, promotion of resource allocation, establishment of
engineering and construction standards to protect health, inspection and
monitoring of service quality, health education of the community, and others.

Similar intersectoral ties should be maintained with the agencies that
monitor and regúlate the use of water, in conditions similar to those
described above, so that water quality remains suitable for human consumption
and so that it will be possible to estímate the amount of water that should be
allocated for this purpose.

The ministries whose áreas of action could involve harm to the
environment, such as agriculture, industry, and others, should also share
responsibilities geared toward the goal of water supply and safe disposal of
waste.

Other expressions of the need for intersectoral action for water supply
and sanitation with primary health care are:

Intersectoral action in the urban área and its development. It is
desirable and necessary to establish ties between health projects,
including those for water and sanitation, and programs for urban
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development, especially large-scale ones. Health considerations
frequently tend to be relegated to a levei of insignificance and their
impact is greatly limited. Urban development that does not take such a
view may have a negative impact on health, if it promotes overcrowding,
increased immigration, pollution, noise, and other risks to health. In
these cases, frequently the poorest tnembers of the community are the
ones who pay the highest price for such development, and it is mainly
their health that is affected.

Intersectoral action in housing. Many housing projects for low-income
groups have been the result of geographical displacement and replacement
with projects for fasílíes ín relatívely better economic ccnditícns. In
this regard, the poor are left to very precarious dwellings in need of
services and this frequently increases their poverty. Aside from the
advantage of the lower costs for these new dwellings, no research has
been done to establish the relationship between health leveis and the
quality and cost of housing. Some programs to improve housing in
outlying áreas have placed the poor in situations where they are worse
off than they were before, after having been forced to move to a new
place, along with the social problems and greater distances between the
nome and the workplace, thereby increasing transportation costs and
rents and reducing their economic capacity to cover their basic needs.

Intersectoral action in legislation. Legislation promotes and protects
tiealtti, Bui changing clrcutnstances, noncompliance with legislation, and
the enforcement of standards that are no longer appropriate can limit
progress or have a negative effect on community health. Zoning and
building laws and regulations that were adopted 30 or 40 years ago
cannot respond to the social and economic conditions of the present.
Similarly, building codes that were designed often for more affluent
times establish situations that are legally acceptable, but which exceed
the abilities of people with more limited resources. This legislation
should be reviewed and adjusted to the current situation. Legislation
on property ownership is a fundamental topic for millions of people who
live in outlying áreas. Without legal status, these people, who are
among the poorest strata, are frequently denied the social services that
they would otherwise be entitled to. People who migrate to the city
will continue to set up their dwellings anywhere that is desirable to
them, in places where they might not have services and, in addition,
where there may be risks, flooding, etc., which can créate greater
difficulties.

Intersectoral action in employment and income. Unemployment, low
income, and health go hand in hand, because any attempt to improve the
health of the poor strata will not have a permanent effect unless
attention is also given to the problem of poverty. Henee, it is
necessary to promote the development of income-generating activities.
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Intersectoral action in education and literacy. There is conclusive
evidence showing a tie between basic education and health status. Poor
countries that have given greater attention to educational aspects have
much lower death rates than those countries with higher income, but a
less educated population.

The management of intersectoral action, in order to be effective, must
be based on some kind of mechanism of coordination. The formal and informal
contacts between the executives of the agencies and their top-level staff
represent a step forward, along with the exchange of information on the
programs and activities of each agency involved. The planning of each sector
with the participation of other sectors should be set as a goal to be
achieved; plans for water supply and sanitation for the cities would benefit
greatly from this. Urban planning constitutes in itself a levei of greater
integration, provided that intersectoral action is outlined and implemented.
Lastly, an attempt should also be made to plan primary health care which,
coupled with urban planning, would strengthen the tie between health and urban
development.

At the levei of the municipal government, the mechanisms of
coordination, such as councils, connnittees, and others, help to improve
intersectoral action and constitute mechanisms that should be reviewed, when
they exist, in order to open the way for integrated action in primary health
care.
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THE PEASANT COMMUNITY, OBJECT AND AGENT QF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE:
FATALISM AND DYNAMISM IN ANDEAN COMMUNITIES

I.— General Context

Bolívia is located at the core o-f South America. It is a country
historically determined by its landlocked status, by the Andean
mountain range, by a central high plateau and by the valleys and
low—lands that belong to the Amason and de La Plata river basins. It
is a comple:-! territory where twenty odd culaturally and racial 1 y
different groups co—e::ist. Among these groups, the Quechua and Aymara
nationaliti es are clearly predominant. In a little more than one
millón square kilometers, different cultures have settled generating
a variegated pattern o-f ethnic groups, practices and traditions.
There are ¿>.5 millón people who inherited a mixture o-f pre-Inca
cultures, the legacy o-f conquest, colonialism, subordination and,
occassi onal ly, i ncomprehension. In this context, it is pain-ful to see
that the country's population growth (2.76/1 per annun) is attained at
the price o-f high fértil ity and mortal ity rates which produce a li-fe
expectancy at birth o-f barely 48.49 years.(l) In Bolívia in-fant
mortality during the -first year o-f li-fe is 215 per thousand, o-ften
reaching some 300/1000 within the -first -five years of age, in the
rural áreas o-f the country. (2)

Despite such high in-fant and child mortality rates, Bolívia is
basically a young country (more than 42"/i of the population is 14
years o-f age or less) . It has a population scattered in the immensity
of its own territory; and, precisei y because of that disperse pattern
o-f territorial occupancy, the population can barely e::pect a minimun
of basic services in order to improve their precarious standard of
living. For example, only 97. of the rural population enjoys piped
water, and barely 17. of the rural population has electricity. It is a
scattered group of people, to a great e::tent illiterate (37%) and
malnourished, as it has a protein intake of only 527. of the minimun
required. Dn top of ali these deficiencies, the services for health,
housing and for other basic needs are very low nation wide.(3)

II.- The Community

While the preceeding data depicts the Bolivian population as a whole,
it will be difficult to find, at a local levei, one conmunity with
such characteristies. In each case, due to innumerable historie,
economic and social factors, we will encounter specific local
communities; each one with its own character, with peculiar histories
and outlooks. Therefore, for the purpose of this presentation, we
will refer ourselves to a group of Aymara and Guechua rural
communities, inadequately integrated into the rest of the country,
suffering conflicting processes of rural di tiintegrati on and rapid
urbanisation. They are groups of people that &re experiencing the
poverty of underdevelopment.

For these communities the Andean habitat, the dwellings, the
so-called services and the overall environment, play a major role in
day to day li-fe, and consequently in the health status of their



inhabitants. More than half the dwellings have dirt -flóors (577.);
almost all of them have no bath-rooms (90/í) ; 78.5X have na sanitary ~\
facilities; and more than 857. have neither potable water ñor sewage
f aci 1 ities. (4)

-r

According to UNICEF, the inadequate living conditions that af-fect
these populations have two main origins: on the one hand, most of
these people live in rural áreas that are characterised by their
scattered nature and the absence o-f basic in-fraestructure; and, on
the other hand, the existance, nationwide, of accelerated
mi grati on/urbanisati on processes that íwithout the generation o-f the
necessary urban empl oymsnt > are producing major déficits in the
provisión o-f public services, infrastructure, construction and basic
amenities.(5)

The precarious production processes o-f agricultural gootís and the
social tensions arising from urbanization and the progressive
deter iorati.on of the rural way o+ li-fe cnnstituts the scenario in
which the day to day life of an Ayir.aro—Quechua community unfolds. The
agrarian structure that prevails among these grcups contributes to
the economic and social conditionings that directly affect the li-fe
patterns and regional fertility, morbidity and Mortality rates¿. These
biological phenomena shape the family making processes, the acc«S3 to
agricul tural land, and the identif ication of cornmunai and regional
priorities. The basic agricultural production of the 3uchua-Aymara i

communities is for subsistance and, simultaneousiy, for cor.imercial
purposes. Market production in the Andean communities varies from 13V.
on the average in the highland regions, to 70"/i in the Andean val 1 eys
and lowlands.(6)

The importance of non-agricultural activities in the Andean región is
insignificant in an intra-community conte::t. Local organization, on
the contrary, is strong and democratic despite the fact that it is
exercised thorough weak institutions (municipalities,
"corregimientos" etc.). The stronger of these institutional
frameworks are the agrarian unions and, in some cases, the water
committees that will be discussed latter. In general teriris, the? whole
family participates in the rural work and attends to the meetingsi of
their local institutions. Nevertheiess, there is a wide perception
that female participation is somehow restricted: according to the
latest census (1976) women from urban áreas have higher participation
rates than rural women; the participation rate of women from 25 to
29 years of age —the most active group— is 36* ó"/, for women in urban
áreas, vs 16.5 for women from rural áreas. This is due to the fact
that Andean women &r& erroneously defined as peformers of household
duties only, because a clear cut difference between oomestic work and
agricultural work is almost impossible, particularly in view of the
fact that the entire family participates in both domestic and
agricultural activities.(7) participates in both.(7)

The Aymara-Quechua family, despite its high fértility, remains a
médium size family. Educational leveis are very low (on the averâge
3.7 years of study) including an urban average of 6.3 years and
perhaps as little as one year of study in the rural áreas. (8) In
sinthesis, we can define the Andean communities where we are working
by THE PRESENCE OF HIBH FERTILITY WOMEN WHO ENDURE TREMEDOUSLY HI6H



INFANT MORTALITY RATES, LIVE IN DISPERSED RURAL 3ETLEMENTS, HAVE VERY
LOW EDUCATIONAL LEVELS, AND SPEAK ONLY A NATIVE LANGUAGE -EITHER
AYMARA OR QUECHUA. (9)

These 1 ast aspects are probably the clearest constraints to the
deveioprn^nt o-f water, sanitation and primary heaith care proqrams in
the Andean commumties. A major problem is the language, nct only
because o-f the Communications barrier it crentes, but mainly bt?cai.isp
the special loyic and mental framework that its. syr.tfix ¿*r.d ̂ ay of
thinking genérate. According to a UNICEF's studyT the lack ot
knoweledge o-f the spanish Isnguagc anong the worr-en a-f c. çivcrn
coflimunity is an accurate predictcr of high leveis a-f infant
mortal i ty, ríenoting deficieni. le?v&lt> o-f integration o-? t>\& Ay fiara aru!
Quechua communi t i c-s into the nacional society. "!"hat li>nitation also
denotes limited ÊLCSES to public facilities and Labi; i ri + rtistructur •*
such as water or heaith care.

In sum, these factors. place these communi ti es at hiçh risus arees
where the environmental conditions, by themseives pear, ars worsered
by attitudes (result o-f deficient educat J. onal leveis! that increase
heaith hasards and the transir.ission c-f tiiseases. Moreovar , the» lack
of education and orientation in regard to hyçiene and riutr i t i o ri, the
absence adequate f oodstu-f-f s, medicines and the iike, make i t
impossiLle to maintajr: Riir.imun leveis a-f heaith and weilbeif.g. The
Andean -families in these áreas are overwhelmed by their heaith
problems and try to seek help in the "services available": pubiic
sector -facilities that normal 1 y &r& severely undsrsta-f -f ed , Tacking
ninimun equipment and supplias. empirical pract i t ioners, diiO
itinerant salesmen o-f medicines. In such instaness, and eon = iderint;
that public heaith facilities are not a rsal option for then, the
population generally relies on dubious diaçnostics and on tha use of
"well known" medications of doubtful &r-tsrtivenass.

As a result of these conditions, some 40% of the main causea of
infant r.ortality correspond to communi cable diseaseíi that cap be
prevented ana entirely reduced through primary heaith care and othsr
related interventions.(10) Maternal mortality rates ameng th?sp
communi ties are even more worrysome: 25/i of the deaths during birth
take place in the homes of the mothers wi thout the presence o-f
personnel having miniman heaith care training. Equally alar.:iing r. s
the fact that betwesn óO/i to 707. of the deceased mothers are? woir.iT:
under 30 years of age. 317. of maternal deaths and 100% of deaths
produced by compl i cations o-f aborta on ars casen that could be easily
prevented through basic heaith care, pre-natal crientation,
nutritional and hygyne education, and, fundamental1 y, through better
knoweledge of and sensibility to the cultural habits o-f the Aymara
and Quechua communities.<11)

III.— Community Perception

It is evident that the Andean community perceives this reality.
Nevertheless, a series of cultural screens filter and distort this
perception, allowing their anguish to be hiden behind fatalistic
attitudes. The high infant and child mortality rates, for example,
have generated special attitudes among the parents that can only be



comprehended in the framework of mythology and ideologies that veil
reality. The parents o-f deceased infanta o-ften attribute such deaths
to "a constei lation o-f mythical diseases that reveal the highly
volatile nature o-f the spirit o-f the childreí and which can be lost
very easily."(12) Parent ther-fore try to ccnvince themselves o-f the
imminence o-f the death of their children. 3ecause o-f this peculiar
point o-f view, the birth o-f an in-fant does not represent the starting
point o-f life, while the whole community expresses apathy in regard
to a new li-fe which could be truncated in any moment. Consequently,
the attainment o-f two years o-f age is a major event that is
celebrated with rituais and special ceremonies oí baptism and
"haircut" (here the guests present gi-fts in cash -for the chi Id; mcney
that is placed under the custody of the parents for -future needs ai
their snn or daughter). This evidently indicates the importante of
early survivai and the almost magic conquest of the
"two—year-barrier".(13)

Whereas reac.hing.tw.o years of age is certainly a mitigation o-f thei;.
angursh, especially for mothers, -from then en children and adults
have to cope with a series cf diseases. According to the Aymara poir-t
of view all diseases have an externai "iiving" source, that attacks
the body in its externai i ty, the inside of the body cr the? soul . (14)
All diseases are accompanied by some forni of pain, which c:an
occassional 1 y be pinpoirted, but normally is very difficult to
isolate in a given región of the mind, the soul or the body. A
magicai interprétateon of diseases and death is consistently
maintained, to the extent that it may be possible to classify
diseases, according to the Aymara-Guechua perception, as magic or
mythic diseases, and natural or real diseases.<15) The natural
diseases are those that créate bodily injuries from "outside" without
leaving something in the "inside" or capturing the soul of the
patient. On the contrary, the mythic or magic diseases have their
origin in "hostile living enviranments" that produce permanent
injuries in the spirit of the patients, taking away their í-ioul and
leaving them stranded while the bodies progressively lose their
vitality.(ló)

Under the Aymara-Quechua frames of reference, there is a clear
distinction between cold diseases and hot disesses. In other words,
illness is perceived as something that prompts a body rcacticn either
through hot or coi d temperatures. The "loss of "the soul'' is
considered as a cold diciease, while an irifecction with high ttiver i fe
clearly a sign of a hot disease. Based on this di f f erence ., the use of
balsams and medications is sought, considering the principie of
contraries to mitigate the effeets of any one diaease. In the Andean
millieu, there are general 1 y more hot diseases than cold ones.
Botanists ¿ind traditional healers Are th»?refore concerned with
different forms and different herbs to bring down high teir.peratures.
Statisticali y, the cold diseases are less frequent, but moro feared
(most of the mythic diseases are the cold type) The specialists and
native doctors have more or less credibility among the ftymara-Quechua
population to the e::tc?nt of their knoweledge of the heating or
cooling attributes of different plants available within the local or
not-so distant área.(17)

Mo&t types of healing, in the Andean regions, demand specific rituais



per-formed by "health agents". The Aymara-Quechua communities
understand the virtues of plants and medications, but consider those
virtues incorr.plete or insufficient i f they are not accompaniad by the
wi 1 1 and actions o-f those agente that genérate tne necessar y volition
af the healing principies contained in the plants. In any Aymara or
Quechua community there are always one or more ritualistic heí.lers.
(18) This heaiing system has not to date 1ost any validity, jnd has,
in many cases, çained more ccn-fidence and respect as lcr.g as it is
compared with the official rural health system tnat is irregular to
say the least,and which makes the peasant íts victim of abuse and
speculative prices fcr basic medicines i-f they are in stock.

To cope with o-f-ficial neglect, the Andean coninu.:ni tiesr. citíempt to
resist disease; such resistance consists in not lettirg thMselveã Lie
affected by illness or írtjury, to adarnantly oppose Lseinij i n beü enci
to maintain their normal activi ti es. These attitudes ara maintained
until extreme condi ti ons are reached, or until it i -.-. too lat& fc¿r any
kind o-f remedy. Parado:; i cal 1 y, one o-f the -factor* that ha?; generaba
such resistance is the ancestral fear of "white peaple hospitais"
that are considered places "where their fat is sucked awsy" ir. the
isolation which is imposed by the white men upor. tiie sick Aymara. < 19)

So -far we have presented community perceptions of health. But, what
about perceptions in reyard to water and sanitalicn? In ord?.?r to
answer such a question we had to deveicp two surveys; one in all the
major urban áreas and a second one in the rural arreas of two
departments.(20) In both instances the perceivetí need for water is
very high, but not so much for the purposss of uanitation. D^spite
this high priority, it is interesting to note that neither populación
group had a clear understanding of the beneffitti for their heeith
that they can realize from the provi ssion of water; neither uvas there
a clear percepticn of the relationr between ccntarrii nated water and
any type of illness. It was quite revealing to note thaL those
communities that do have some type of water system consider the
government to be responsibil for the constructien, operaticn and
maintenance of the system. Gn the contrary, thor.e communities that do
not have a water supply considered it necessary to contribute cash
and personal efforts for the construction of the system, because
after so many years of neglect "there is no other way".(21)

IV.- A Strategy for Basic Needs

Considering the magnitude of this problem, the dispersed natufe of
the rural population and the absence of minimal leveis of education
and sanitary orientation, the need for alternativa? ways of action was
clear. From the very begining we all agreed that tht> traditional
"physician-based" alternative was not working, because in so many
years not even one third of the total population had regular
coverage.(22) Worse, large investments in clinica and health posts
were literal ly abandonned shortly after their inauguration becauss o-f
lack of human resources, equipment and medi cati ons. t'.ore than once
the transfer of those facilities to the communities was tried, but
the result was the same, given the poor attitude the Andean people
have in regard to those facilities and the pervasive fatalism that
exists among the population.



In such circLimstances it was imperative to look for other options.
We had to go back to the basics and cri tically review aur past
exper i enees in the áreas o-f potable water, health, educatiori and thc?
so-called integrated rural devei opment. It was an e::ercise ín
destroying myths and ín seH-citicism. It revc?aled to uc a couple o*
points that were clear for ali; none o-f them new but, as long as th»?/
were seen -from a different perspective, they looked new: WATER,
EDUCATION AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE.

Water yes! but, not as an engineering project insta) 1 t?d in fr.ht: ar.'?;t.- ¿u.11.
rather, a comrr.unity ef-Fort based on lonal orgsnizations,
depending on lorral commitment to tiie ni¿\intena.->c& and
sustainabi1 ity of the systema. Both aspeets raqui rp co=Timi.'.ni i.y 'i..incisr;T.¡;idi nç
about correct use of water and the regular mai ntpnõfit e of tnt?
different components of the water system.

Education yes! but, not as a çenpralised procese- of l^arnirg lis-ts ,f
things; rather, a f uncti onal e-ffort related te; t!->e day to day dc-fr¿-ntí>¿
of the individual and the conrunity. In other werds, a kir¡d oi;

learning conducive to changes i ri the regular behavi our cr the local
population in regard to health, water, sanitatinn and the comniiirii ty ' v>
wcrk patterns.

Priraary Health Care yes! but, not in the +orm of a verticcii pre-gram
under the distant control of a central and paternal i rti,. ir ãtitution: !
rather, under the inmediate responsi bi 1 i t >' o+ the ioĉ .! ccmr.iunity
sharing the costs, the ímmediate requiretnsnts anc the beneíitir th=>.t
it represents.

In synthesis, what we wanted to establish was to work FOR ~?HE
CCMMLJNITY AND WITH THE CQMMUIMITY. It was rinaily clear that the
ultímate SUCCP^B or the fai lure cf any one project does not arise
•from the technical crews of any i mpl ementing agency, but outside
those institutiens: in the field, at the local leveis. Therefore, we
had to work with those communities in such a flexible way as to
assume the dymanics of the conimunity retaining and strangtering ti e
overall orientation of the projecta. In this sense, we began working
under four operational concepts:

— Team Work.— The problem we were —and still are- coping with
involves a whcle gamut of disciplines whose points of view rr;uí>t be
considered and coordinated in order to deveiop mutuaily supportive
lines of action. This effort allows the analysis of the problerns from
different points of view including the poxnt of view of the community.

-Confidence.— The project team must be sure of the capacity and
potential of the team members, to begin with, and the community as a
whole to obtain the changes and impact we ali are looking for, even
if the process required for this purposs is long, arduous and ,.
sometí mes frustrating.

- Perceived Needs.- The team had to discipline itself in order to
work first with the perceived needs of the local people, before
"pushing for other improvements" that could be the most appropriate, but



are not yet perceived as community needs. " .

— Self-Governance.— The project team must be prepared to work —from
the very begining- with the community, aiming at the development and
establishment o-f selt-governance at the local level. In other other
words, an approach whereby the community wi 11 ansume responsibi lity
•for the project as early as possible in its planning and design
phases, and especially in the sub<¿equent phases of construction,
operation, maintenace, etc.

Once these operational concepts were discus^ed and assumed by the
project çroup, we all confirmed a-.¿ an articie cf faith that the
projects we were working on wers "health projects". Therefore, what
we wanted to do, at the bottorr, line, was to reduce thase mortal i ty
and morbidity rates that arise trom dssperats canditions o-f li-fe
within the Andean rural communiti es. If that was clear, we could
assume a& a goal FOR AND WITH those communities, the fundamentai
humarp right o-f achieving a state o-f physicai. mental and social wel I
being, and not only the absence ot íllnes and disease. (Alma Atta;
PAHQ/WHO 1973)(23)

To work FOR THE COMMUNITY AND WITH THE COMMUNITY is certainly easier
to say it than to do. The big question was now to approach and enter
into the community without repeatinç errors o-f the past and
respecting the sensitivity of the Quechua and Aymara pcpulations.
Paradox i cal 1 y, the answer was always within our reach: the most
pressinq problem for those communities is water! water -for irrigation
and -for domestic consumpt i on. 62'/. o-f those communities, according to
a survey conducted by USAID/B and the National Directorate for the
Environment, declared that their main concern is water, whereas
health c^re as such was low in their priorities and in many cases not
even perceived. (24) Moreover , we -found out that among Andean people
there is no direct mental association between poor nutriticnal leveis
and illness, between poor sanitary conditions and the transuiission o-f
disease. That i nf ormat ion was very use-ful, because we understocd that
any preventive health program would -faii i-f it. was not "tied" to
other activities that were solving perceived needs o-f the local
population. In synthesis, THE GATE OF ENTRY TO THE ANDEAN C0f1MUN{TY
15 WATER, NO DOUBT ABAOUT IT!; BUT, COMPLEMENTARY TO THAT WE SHOULD
DEVISE A WAY TO 1NCLUDE BANITARY ED'JCATION PROBRAMS IN ORDER TG COME
CLOSER TO THE PROVISIÓN OF HEALTH SERVICF.3 THEMOMENT AT WHICH THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY UNDERSTANDS AND ACCEPTS ITS PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE.

IV a) Potable Water

Once the manner to approach the community was de-fined, it was
necessary to establish an operational sequence: the creation o-f water
commitees in each community, the discussion at a local level o-f all
the characteristics o-f the water system, and the açreement that once
the construction was over the responsibi 1 i ty -for the operation and
maintenance was the responsibi1 ity of the community. The main tasks
were to demónstrate and assume, within the project team, the
following requirements:



1.— The water systems are not engineering works as such, but were
instrumental for meeting health goals In this regard, wo? had to
overeóme a te-cnnically abstract point of view and develop technical
options accesible and comprehensible to the community. The first
thing that comes to mind is appropriate technology. The deveiopment
of appropriate technologies has to be something completei/ pragmatie
from the point o-f view of ali project participante, espocially thost?
participants at the community levei. F'r*=?ci sel y f or this reasnp, ali
discussions in regard to technologies had to be restrictetí to
practice and as little as possible to academic speculation. We had tra
convince ourselves that the technolgies required in trie rural areaç..
Are primarily low cost technologies; and, once i:hey arz? .accepted,
then it may be possibie to introduce other technai oqi et ba'íad ur>oi
the pragmatic use of local resources, as the on] y form to gu-.r.-ntee
the community s pe.-r manen t use of the water systenis. The projec.t te-nM
had to understand that fact -a fact that eny type o* technology
incorporates hardware ¿<nó so-ftware componente; th¿\t mode?rn tecr-r-ol cyy
develops to the ma:: i mun .eiíten.t. pos.si.bl e the hardware, ieaving to the
bare minimun the locjical aspeets, commonl y referred as software?. Dn
the contrary, in thc? case of technologies appropriate to thF Andear
regions, they will hí-.ve to cJevs?lop to the uttriost tne 1 ogi cal parts,
simplifying them to common spnse leveis and avoiding tha
i ncorporat i on o+ large and ccmpl icated hardware cof.pcnents: -íot. only
because of the intrinsic costs, but mainly fer the limited rc?sour-cc?s
the project has for repairs, mairtenance and reposition. (25; '.'-f tniti
was not done, the inexorable use of the systems will e?nd up in
rendering large parte of the water systems un—usable, ..irileti? lhe
community assumes the responsibi1 ity and develops its own local
capacity to maintain, improve and even er.large its water syst^m u=\nr¡
community resources and know-how.

2.— The regular eperation and maintenace of a water ŝ yíitems is at
1 east as important as tira construetion itself. Therefore, GS<f*!
considerations at the corr.rnunity l&vel were included as desiçjn
criteria and the basis for technoigy salection. Even more di -f f i ci.tl t
in this área was the need to convince cursei ves to abanden a
"construetion race" in order to cope with the lf?ss obvious task of
laying d own the grounds for the preservat i on of the systeni?» already
construeted. OS-M at the community levei is certainiy â diffinult
endt»avour, especially in regard to the establ i shment of teps ¿nd
regular cost—recovery practices. The findean population expressed
ambiguous feelings sbout tariffs: whereas they assign the highe?st
priority to water, they are not willing to pay the? tariffs: because,
on ths one hand, they consider ít a gcvernirent responsi bi 1 i ty and, on
the other hand, they claim a lack of financial resources that in most
cases is not real. Different aiternatives, some of them succesful
most of them not, were trxed in order to convince community
participants of this requirement. (2ó) What actually achieved better
results was the establishment of supervized community
responsiblities: this consists of promoting the local iniciative in
the solution of their own problema while making evident to them the
importance and implicaticns of such actions and decisions.
Unf ortunatel y, this method implie<3 corrective actions that sometimes
are painful, as long as -in the words of one community member— the
good decisions carne late, after the damage.(27) Nevertheless, there



are groando -for optimism; the» nituotion wi 11 probably chango little
by little, and preventivo rr.aintenancc and the anticipation ai
po'jsibln problema wi 1 1 probably be part of the day to day life in the
Ancican Cummunitieü in the not very distint future.

3.— Community par t i ci pat i on involves project costs. Whc?re?as in al 1
projecta there? is some lip aervicc? to increased levóla of community
par t i ci pat i on , popular commite»ía, organisation at the community
level , etc., at the monient oí ¿^ppreving projeets' budgets those

. componente arv noticpably abtent. (28) Hf?re we have to considtr coste
not only -for mobiliz.st.ion, but aleo tor i'ducation and community
prornoticn — coupontínts that i mp 1 y desirjn, pr £?—test and publication o-f
audio-visual materiais that are? quite? ímpurtant, even more so if we
CDiKÚdtT the illiteracy rate? that prevnil in the Andean comnii.mitieíi.
But more than that, the l¿vrg«?st cost in this are¿.\ is the onu related
to the trai ni nej and preparatiun of technicians, health promoters and
community volunteers that wi 1 1 work with the water and health
committít?s.

IV b) Education.-

Thc? previ ous consi dnrat i ons on water have brought us to the
eriucatior.al component o-f this medel ; but, first, in order to inmerse
ourt.f?lvf?s in this compnnent, we had to define as our paint o-f
departure the fact that the main part o-f a water sysstem is not the
pipe? and the accesorits buried underground, ñor the civil works built
on top, but rather the peuple that wi11 use the water system!
Therefore, the success of a water syetem can be found lees in the
eng i nt?er i ng and -finishing touches, and more in the ef-fective creation
of the water enmini tees, and , f undament al 1 y, in the continous good
use? the pecple make of the? water services thus obtained. In other
words, the laiccet-s of a water system lay in the comprehension that
the comnunity may deveiop in regard to the processes that took place
in order to choose water amonq other priorities, the con&truction
procesa, and the subnequent procesa required for its correct
útil i catión. Then, batocl on those processes, the community has to be
awiire that it has to perform some specific taska and follow soné |
i nülruct i ons. Educational and promotional efforts ¿ure clearly
required to t-mcourage mobi 1 isati on of the? community and the
performance of a mi ni mun array of tasks is regularly by the
cofn.nunity.

1.— Monitoring and control of trainned promoters and volunteers.—
Some time ago it was diacovered that moat of what people learn and
retain is obtained through e::pt?ri erice. (29) Thus, simple techniqutfs
such as oral rehydration can hecame major challenges in educatian.
Any technique, as simple as it may be, in di-ffertent cultural settings
impliea the action cjf social filters and cultural barriers . In the
c¿tct.* of ORT, ita di-f fusión thrcugh a gamut o-f promotional and
educational programs waa coníidered to be effective in only 47. of all
diarrhea epirodes ¿<mog children of underrieveloped cuuntrie-a in 19B3.
fiiirrh an evaluation concludcd that inforrnation about ORT waa not
tre-.nsmi ttrvü ¿idr?quatel y to the? public. Moreover, the lac:k of
information was e?:<acc?rbatt?d by the ignor¿xnce of the he¿ilth promoters
who frequently could not underatand the diarrhea episodes they were



suppose to treat. (30)

Dn the other hand, when the health promoters ond the corr.muni ty
volunteers wt?re adequately trcuned and the? information transíerred
was controlled and revi&ed periodi cal 1 y, the impinct could ne vt?ry
high such as the 98"/., reported by the UN, in regard to the population
that could make etfective use. of oral rehydration t>alt.s c<-fter liaving
been corrpctly trained. (31) For ¿il 1 . thesc? reasons, tho c?ducational
strategy designed for our prujects aims at the continuous trninirg
ar promoLers who wi11 transmit raessages to community volunteers; and
at the subsequent ventication of the? messagüc and uupporting
pratices that may be required -for the devt?l opment ot a joint program
in water and health.(32)

This educational program is based upon the training o-f promoters and
health technici-ans who, inturn, will t.each cammunity vol untsers in
each lócale. Beyond the -formal transmittal of messaues thrcuçh talk?*
and other media, the pracedure selected concentrates efvorts on the
evaluation and ver i-f i cati on of the transmitted ceseager and on tha<
evaluation of the day to day practices prompted by the prometera and
sanctioned by the community in its daily t¿isks.

2.- Women's participation.- Accordinq to a UN reasearch study,
hospitais, clinies and other health interventions produce a lescer
impact on health than the combined ef-forte of ali women. whosa family
role makes pocsible, a confortable and secuare dwelling, as well as¿
adequate foori and crinks for the fanily. Moreovsr, when any kind of
illness affects a member of the famiiy, it is the rr¡othe>r who
initially identifies the symptoms and determines the kind of
trp;.itniÉínt r.eeded. (33) F'recisely because of thoDí? reaiori1.,, wrjn!~fi ¿rp
considered to be the principal target for educational campsicns
designed for the promotion of health and sanitary prneticus oriented
towards bettor conditians of life. These considerat. i oriíi ¿\n~¿ mure?
: niportant in the Andean conte::t, if we remember that the arcas of
high risk in this región are precisely thca'ie rurõi aneas where wo'men
-«..ptrfaki ng one native ianguage only and ¿tlmoot without any typa of
education- endure the highest rates of -fertility and in-fant mortal ity.

Df.".\pite thiE? potential importante of intensive traininy prugríins for
r.offlíiunity wonen, tf-u? results so far are not conclusive. (34) Strong
cultural barriers in tho Andean región do not permit i mrnedi í.\ti?
results. For instance, in our water projecta, women partiepatian in
the? watfr conimitees i EÍ mini mal to datte- Another ccnuppt. ti"ic\t is not
easily implomented in the ftndean región is relatnd to tht? role of
tr ansimi ttt?r ĉf health mossages and prornoter of primar y h£?£\ltti enre
inriovabons in a door to doar and woman to woman f¿<shion. This
apprciach i E. not evalving the way we thourjht it would. I.)r?epito thoT-»»3

i'hortcomjTii neja, the project team remai na optimistic and kc-.?t»ps its
L'::p(?ctaUoris high in regard to the role of womt?n who, i ndi vi duc\l ly,
cr ti dumonstrating hiçher leve?líi of concern in regard to th<? health
prc3l.il tc-ni-r» that are ¿ifftíctiny their faniilie-s. It î . i ntr?r wíit ing to
note, for example, that in our primary health carr? prujor.ts that
requirió enr ol 1 nicrit , women liter¿<lly pu«ih their f£\thr?rs esnd hustiandí'.
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and thRir intRnt i i .1 ' ! t CJ pari" n ip . i t c "r.ot hf?i:¡'ii.i(:.(? L hpy —tho nif.>n- • .f>«d

hea l th c¿uc, but i a ther bí^cau^e \. I i K i r womc-?n ¿HÍTG ch i l d r r í n are ¡n necci

•For thrv hea l i h cart? c_>r>r v\ ;:t?'̂  thf; pi-Qjft: t i ?; a H rvr i nq " . (3;j) l!i'vc-nl. -A

1 i ke t h i s and o thc rs pucul .i .:>r i:c a i f f ¡ ?r t?r L commu.n i t i f ?ÍS reintovcc? Mv.

c o n v i c t i o n tha t wonicri nave ic.i tiavp> ac.tivi:' r o J c i m lhe CJI.A t_\:. op;ii< -i i t

and t r a n s f e r o-f th o? h<?alth mess-jqos, dur i ríe; a phase t h a t can bc

dp-fined a<5 thc> pr e-nar ke-t i ny phatD uf the he?£\lth p r o j e c t a .

3.— Commi.tni t y EmpnwermRnt.- Cnct:: the; p re -marke t ing phass i íi i n

progre^s anothf;r íieriutíJict.-" i c¿ çvt.¿»rt(?d, nar.'ir?ly the *:>1CJW sfc-rji.itíncc? cjf

comini.ini t y empawnrmfjnt. CommLini t y e.intpiJWPrfTî nl: m v a l VPÍ: the?

developnifcTit f o r tne ctjmninní t y ar>u w i t h tht- coiMiur.i t y o-f the I I P C Í ^ ^ A ; y

IGCZBI c;;íp«t:ity requ i red t o cope loca l i y w i t h t h i . i and a ther pr o j f x . : l ;

i n a se i - f - sus ta i rw:'d ¿-.ud -ie-P-f i nar.nc.-d rfanner • FTojec:t permari-íane a: i ri

sus ta i rab i 1 i t y ¿ í t e r the c a p i t o : cpveicr inent phase roundíi of f

conceptuíi l l y the i d f f i et ccr¡n¡i.ir;i Ly t?riipo!,'JD:"r;ier"it . Pur ing 11 ¡ i :•; pna í "

there i s a c i e ^ r t:vnr i i i;; beh IMOEH the educatiursal ccr:ipcjnf.-?tc c:f !: h¡..;

p r o j ec t and Di.¡r niair: ther i iG: THF PRCJVIBIDN CF SELF-FI NANCEA PRIMARV

HEALTH GARE SERVICES.

Gaing a b i t -furthr^r than the n¡<?.r ket i r¡g a-rr-perts and thie def i r . i t i r n c.f

a l t e r n a t i v e - f inanc ia i p ians -for oach com.Ti;nity -ac.'pec:ts ti",at w i i l !.;:•

discusEed m the !Uiv:t pages:- thc t ra: . r ¡ iug corsrpor.eT.t o-f i.hc> [,rjí,!r¡iu:i;vv

Empowerment p^laso c o n s i s t s i n thc p r e p a r a t i o n o-f promotera,

t echn i c i ans and voi unteer'¿ who, being bom i n those rorirrü.tni t i t ís,

could bçcomc- thc? ba:-;ic hea l t h carp crew ir. eacfi p l ace . Tile? t r . - i in ing

o+ these groups of l o c a l people A IMS AT the devei oprner-nt of tiharcd

valúes and mutuai con-fidence i n the p r o j e c t and i n the ppopls wn^kinq

•for' i t . I t i s a k ind of i ntrociucit i on t o t l ie permariüTit support tht.-

promoter wi 1 1 r e c e i v e , as wei i as the? permanent con t ro l , mon i tu r i nç

and eval u¿\t i orí hr- pr she wi 1 ] bt.- subje^t t o . Adoi t i on¿;l 1 y - t ¡urine; t h J •:_

p e r i o d , the t r a i n i n q s t - f o r t s wi 1 3. tr y t o produce d i r.:.i:i nc:t a t t : . tiídt^^

in the? "comíTi.'.ni t y contac t groups:-" i n nrúvr t o ooen up co.Tirnunr cat i cr,

channels f o r 1 cg.i. s t i ç a i «support c\r-,ci t o e;/pc?diate cc jas idera t iún o-f

t^ie?ir prejb 1 ¿?fi;£i and i n i t i a t i vfoíi. Thus , th& roíiifiiuriiíy proiMoter or

vc lun teer wi 11 becama a l i n k between thç.1 cionmunity anci the he?alth

sarv ice t o bs ectab! ishr-d. In the-1 -f i n £> 3. a n a l y f i s , a hc?a3 t h *¿f?rvi ce.><::

program coi.iid be s t a r t e d in those área::; where a water sysV.c-x, e;-:i:;t: F;

and whtr e the «ducat iona l ¿tct i v i t i t-u t h a t TOIICU-J the p r o v i s i ó n ĉ f

water have ge?nerate?d a qroup of he?alth agents e lec tec by tht?

conimunity, who l i v e i n tht? á rea , and who are a c t i v e parte: i c i pantu i n

the d i f f o r e n t communi t y a c t . i v i t i o s t h a t take p iacp l o c a l i y . Th«=?st? ;:-.rv

people who are prepared t o p e r f o r n taskc as requ i red fo r the

improvement of the hea l t h and l i v i n c j c o n d i t i o n s of th<; ir own

communi t i et.. (37)

Orce the educat iona l process, of ths rnodel i s achi eved, the most

important r»ttíp towards tht? p r o v i s i ó n nt pr imar y hc;alth careo sf?rvi ce?r>

i s compl. t ' ted . Throuyn t h i s p ro ress . r.oiTin¡uni t y pc?opl t? ar L? p¡ t-parpd to

undertôke d i r e c t p a r t i c i p a t i on i n the s o i u t i o n t o t h c i r o;-;n p rnb l Fjfns.

This hcAC! t o bíi1 edrone., by bi.ii ] di ricj c:>n lor :a l vai u f t íirid p r i o r i t i n s , .-i,l

on the i n t;- i n T- i •:: c: r-.p^.o i 3 i t j. F:-TÍ o? thc? [v:up!e l i v i n o i n each comm'.ir. i r y .

L'rícjsr íh i r . rjpVion, t!:¿-r 1;::CÍ<; i.oí;:r:i!nit':' part ic ipai . ; . - " , not: u i l y a ;̂ 1 !I:Í

ob jec t aí Lhe ¡. >ri H.Í-I- y h !•:-.-¿; i t h C;:M(? sorv ic t 1 ; ; , but a 3.--¿a a-:; thc:? a c t i v e



li

agent -for the; pprmanent provisión of those services.

IV.- Sei f-Financing Primary Health Care

The difficult conditions o-f lifr.» for thci rural coirmunities that do
nat nave the most bar>ic services and amenities, and the? limitad
possi bi 1 i t i r?s o-f almost ai 1 cjovernmenta ín thp provisión of hcalth
services to this typt? of popul*3tion, have motivated the decisión to
establish primary hr?alth car& proji?cts in the prívate secto' wi th
sol f—f i nanei ng roqui n?(n?nts. Thh? purpose of the primary hoalth care
projecta initiatfd by ! ISA I D/Bol i vi a , tor £?:: amole is lhe dííincnstr at i on
o-f the? t.echnical and -financial viability o-f non-governinct options in
thr? provisión o-f health care berviets in the rural and peri —urt'cxn
áreas of the? country. In this sunse, the -financial r¿el-':¡;.ivf icieney of
th<? health sorvi ceo to br5 provided is- a hasic cri ter ion tur projecta
which can be real al tt?rn,sti ves to publie sector pregrams which are
•jtverly nn.dcrstiif-fed and lackthe minimun stock of medicatians and
equipment.

1.— Financing the Health Services.— Thp starting pcint -for the
provisión of health services is the roplication of the hierarchical
and regional stratification of health outlets established by the
Ministry of Health. The official authorisation for projeet healtn,
activities is always required ¿s is comp>liance with ali the norniati ve
rc?quiremtsnts o-f the Hinistry. The problero, therefore, is less a
matter of the way services are to be provi ded, and more a. niat tf.>r o+
re?5earch and iniiovation into ways of financing them. Si neo the very
begining in our surveys we were able to identify in the Andsan
región, that tht? rural popuiatian e:<pends large sums of money in
so-called health services, medications, etc. Further, we concluded
that th«?y w&re; spending more than urban dwellers. (33) Consequently,
the -fundamental tasií Tor thjy success of our projs?cts was to establish
the necessary acceptaiji i i ty and credibiiity needsc to introduce
services for which the population hi\ó to pay. In other wordti, vje had
to demónstrate to the local population that they were already p¿\ying
for hfc-alth, but that the-y were getting less than what they were
paying for. , ^ ¡

2.- Administrativo Support Technologies.- Paral lei to the financial
and marketing tjfforts, the development of administrativo? support
technol ugi f:*s was nr?C£?ssary. These included means logistical support,
procureiDPnt proceduros, superivsion and monitoring schemes for the
field personnel, information systems, cost recuperation and cost
contai nment procedures, the devt?l opment of bio and epi demi ol ogical
data, etc.; support technol ogi es th¿it h;.\ve to be provid£?d from a
central admini strati ve unit to the diffc?rent hoalth carc outlets in
rural and per i-urban áreas. In order to develop these systerns several
pre-opiírat i anal tasks had to be completad. Durinq this pr??paratory
phase the major probleni we had to cope with was our recurrent
impatience: we had to "hold our horses" and delay the provisión of
services until the? support t echnol ogi es wcre ripe and -could provi de
the actual support nc?edc?d. This was so bncause, once? thf? communi ties
&ro contacted and the local population starts to clarify thc-ir
expectations, the logistical sufjport required has to be adequate and



vii-ic?!y. Ií. i l : vi".- on 1 y uay l o çuar ant. r->e c r e d i b U í i y foi" the nu-.1 d i c. • •:>.)

and f i e l d pnr^oniM'i dr.>p 1 nyt?d in the d j f fc?rent communitif.'s, :nLlu:!)r. i¡

c.ffidi bi 1 i t y fur thoc-ic? cornoiLini t y mc-.-mbt?rrj who had conf i acence in 4.'i:̂ >

p r o j e c t and were oc.ger1 t o t.ry ch.jnqes and new al t e r n a t i ves -ror" l:hi : r

pcoplc.

3.-- Mar l:r.'t i r;rj ancJ F'riniary Heal th Care, •- One of the main problc-ms + c ••

t lví prajccJ: was, and r . ; t i l l i r¿, the rec r ; i i tmen t o-f a " c r i t i r r a l ma::-;"

o-f p a r t i c i p a n t e : a number o-f pocple neressary and s u f f i c i e n t . t o

r c j c h a bre«.\k--even p o i n t i n the p r o v i s i ó n of hea l t h s e r v i c e s . Oi.ir

f i r s t op t inn fo r t h i s requi r&nt 'n t was t o work wi t h "capt iv f - mar1 '; •<:. <:. ' :

¿\i 1 the reg i í tcrcui ir.eiTibors of unions and coopera t i vos . Bi.it, ova i

though t n i s was c e r t a i n l y ¿i vory val i d a l t e r n a t i v a , t h D type r:-t

popu la t iü i i cov >:.' r a q (•.-: i t r a p r t? sont o ci wa s n o t p r o c i s e i y t h e c: h a l i e n q t;

t l :a t CLir di ayriOEit i c: riad u l c n t i t i c d . In une si ir igle arjree^ent nuir.clr c- ••:•...

o-f sugar cane cjrowr-jrs, -for i ns tance , or a l i the r i c e procucer!; of Inc

f t q i o r i wertí i ru:: 1 i.idccJ , ¿\nd i t was not too conipl i ca ted t a í'.i- mal;, ¿c

f i n a n c i a ] fornis b a ?.; t? d o ri t. h e p r i n t:;. p a I ag r ie u; 1 tu r a 1 p r a d 11 c t ¿; -n f 11. -:•>

rerj ion í -̂-ur"c:hí\r r¡Ê í:¿, tar.tís, i:v-'r.:) nd "Dr iv . f ibu t ions, í?tr::> . The r i j a l

prcDblem wns; ei seuhere: i n the t r a c i t i a r i a l peasânt c:ommuni 11 LÍ-Í f¡hi••>;••>.:

t h ri provi s iün oí h í 'a l t h íí?rvic:;íí; wouid have t o nepi-nd cri pf!"'.: crw\\ -• i i r i

f am i l y r e g i s t r a t i o n and i n d i v i d u a l paymi>nt plan?;. Thar. i,-'¿?s thç? harv.iii

re-?£ility f o r a larcjf? ru.irnb€?r of croínrnuni t i es. Nevert .hei t-'ssi, i n th o

t y p i c a l l y p(?a:.-.ar.t c r o M i i n i t i e í THE GATPT 0;-' ENTRV ¡.¡¡AS WATER, A!? UIY

ALREADY r'FMT 1 GNif.IJ . THE WATER GGI1M I TTLLEilS ALLOWt.D Ti-IEI I NTRCDliCT ± O; i - ; •

NEW IDEAS AND NEW ALTERNATIVAS. MGREOVER, WITH THE EDUCATIGNAL

PRHGRAMB ON THE USE OF WATER, BASIC 3ANITATIüN, ETC. , NEW uEVELE D''

EXPECTAI 1HÍ-; AND DÍBCUSSION lvEi\E OPEMED FOR THE CGKhL.iNITY • T!-,E MEEi",

FOR HEALTH SERVICES CQULD THEN BE MADE EVIDENT.

Psg in in r , wi t h t h e s o f i n d i n g s , t h e app roach t o th»? l o c a i commi.iíi i 11 ;.-'¿

anti thf?.' p r e i e n t a t i o n t o the-m of t h e i d p a of consu i r i s r - f i nancFíd hc-a l th

se rv i ce? ; i'.i,;\--; (?a3;er . But W'":3 h-íd t o r e m i n d our 'se l ves of t r i e p r o jt~r- '•; •.:

n a t u r e : CCJVC-T ¿iqr? ot a l i o p e r a t : VE? c ü b t ; ; . I n ;¿nci"i c i r c u n i s t a n c f í : i t . I I J S

c e r t a i n l y necossary t o pi.i«h i cr an ex tens iva niarket i ncj of the prod¡¡.::t

wt; had fc-r Bale: pr in iary hea l th carc.-. Thi B rnar ke?t i no e t í o r t had to b¿/

done in an o thn ic r i i l i e u s joc ia i l y and eccjnomi cal 1 y d i f f prent. from t!'u.'

t r adi t i oric-.l 1 y urban or i g i ns of cn.tr f e l 1 ow , p r o j ec:t team rne.nbíjr rs. 1 h i 5

c o n s i d í r a t i o n demandc?d b e t t e r unHerstsnding of the cammun i t i es i-je

wc?re de;il i a<:\ w i th and l o t s o.r íosper t f o r t.h& p^oplf? and roll<?aoe;j- i t i

the f i e l d . Ü;.tr market ing plan in each communi t y t l i e re f ore has tv-JO

coniponpntí: A.— an orejan i r, at i o'w-\l cchf-frne t o work w i t h com mu n i t y

mambera and depend on thern; and E L - a f i n a n c i a l p lan deve.loped and

ex p l a i ner;! i n de?tai 1 t o t¡"ie whcie comniun i t y . The organi ¿'at ional

devei cpfTitínt". we e<re t a l k i n g abou': here i s j u s t a c o n t i n u a t i o n of the

ccjiTimuni t y eni[.>owerment e-ff o r t s descr ihed e a r l i e r . But du r ing t f i i s

second pií a ?:>(••? i t i ínp l ie : ; o. se r i t v j of ¿?.c:t i v i t i e?s and i n t ü rac t i c i ns t h a t

t i ie comriiunity has to complete; a s e r i e s of pred i c t a b l t? even ts , t.hai.

or;c.e they <ire compl tr-ted, can determine the v i a b i l i t y of the priraary

hea l th c::a: c protjr'arn on a v ie l f - í inanc inc ] bas i s . The f i n a n c i a ! r i lan

-seconc cc3/iipant-?nt oí t h i s pruist1- t jeq in^ ene:63 the r e s u l t a of the

coiTiiTiuni t y füipowpr nu-rit chai n ar ' ; c 1 sar , and i t . uses the same;

i t r ío rmat icn fo r thit? e Ü t ¿í b 1 i sihnu.'nt cf t he poten t. i a i number" aí

r:;¡; t i c. i ( a;\t;;, ti ití r!i ( I ,-MCTIÍ inr. on¡e l c v t l s , Dro ject iun: ; : i n the

rpcri. i i (.¡i1: ;.í: of p^i i c-;: vt •':, anc! a.1.!! the r equi r ed c i t t í i or t h e e :•: P? c u t .i. o n

of an ,!¡;-'.^''('i!ir'!il. w ; i l i an i nc.li v i dual •.•.:offi¡nuni t y .



4.'- Sustainabi 1 i ty. - One of the basic criteria -for the inclusión -or
ij::cki5iDn~ of ¿\ community in thc? tel-f-f inancing primary health care
program is ml ate d to thc? actual possibi1 iti es a given community has
to continue the serviceson a prritianent basis. Considcring that
roquircment, thc? projoct group had to consider different options in
tfic» level- c.H CL>rvict?s to be provided in each community. Thus, in one
community the projr?ct may agree to provide an expansive package ai
hr»alth serví cr»s, whilu in nnother community the service package? woulci
bu more limitad ; in one community the servi ees wi11 bm sold, wheroaa
in anothr.'r (a coop lor ínstíincü, that alrc?ady posses health
f aci 1 i t i e<r>) tht? project will receive? reimbursement -for the managinq
costs only. At any rato, in thc agreeinent documente, e:;prc?ss thc»se»
dlternatives in the fallowing clauses: P\.~ The parti cipcition in
larger health 6ys.t(.'niu ' where the community outlet. is mi ni mal ; B.~ The
nocessary involvpment ai the local institutions in the operation and
•mai-ntenace .af thc? health systcjm; C — The recuperation of costs and
the necc-?çsnary re—i ntroduct i on o-f those f unds into th<? health systeni
and other di?velopmt?nt activities required by the community; and D.--
the option to renew or cancel the agreemont every 3 or 5 years. In
al 1 cases., the results o-f thc?ee agreenients demonstrated that thc
sustainabi1 ity of the program depends on : i.— who contrais the
day-tcí—day operations; i i.— who control s the logiç^tics; and i i i.- who
(and how) achieve-3 the intecjration o-f tht? local community henlth
services outlet in a larger health system -for referrals ar»d support.

V.- Conclusión

Thi£? Bol i vi an e:: por i ene CÍ in th is -fiel d should not be consi dvr^ci as a
rtii: ipe; on tht? cantrary, i t is not more than a series o-f ef-fnrts that
&ro! t ry ing í.o brt?a!-¡ away -from the fata l ism o-f some ethnic groups, and
to deal with the e::pectat i on o-f large rtvral sectors that do not
bel i ceve nnymnrp in central and paternal i st i c prograrns, and nave
íieeoji nyl y lo-st th_- i n i t i a t i v e to cope with the health problema that
are ovcrwhflfiíing thc?m. This i£ an ¿tlternative to work with the
cznmmur. i t i e?s in those aspeets that are p r i o r i t i e s -for them, and
progrrífisivfíly evol ve with thc?m un t i l the moment in which their health
probloms become real (perceived) needs, that require immediate
nction. I t is & proccísü o-f change at a local leverl, in which wr¿ are
rc?luctant to undertake? radical tfc?chncDl cogi cal trans-f ormat i ons because
Ci-f thf? fear o-f rencJt^ring useless the local capabi l i t ies of the
population. On the? cantrary, what is sought is to di sesminate, one
tctfp at a time, simple? technol ogi es that for decades have proved
thf?ir effectiveneas. F ina l ly , what thcr,e projeets t ry to do is to
ri^tcrmiiw under what i nst i t u t i onal f rarr.eworks w i l l i t be por¿r.ible to
provi de? :»r?l i-i i nanr.cd alternativas for ht?alth care -al ternat ivas in
wnich tht- c;oniffiurii ty w i l l be, riot only the passivev objpct for the
provisión of *er\/ic.i?y,, but the active agt?nts of primary health care
and overall development.
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PRIMARY HEALTH CARE:

A Revolution of Health Social Valúes*

Primary health care is a movement focused on reformulating the

traditional approach of the people's health problems, within the

framework. of the cultural, social, economic and political reality of

each country.

The primary health care concept has evolved from the

accumulation of various experiences in different countries

throughout the world, after a long process of analysis, reflection

and dialogue. It reached momentum at the International Conference

on Primary Health Care, held at Alma-Ata, U.S.S.R., in September

1978. In that conference, jointly sponsored and organized by WHO and

UN1CEF, the primary health care concept was legitimated while making

explicit and revaluing its content. At that time a situation

prevailed in which the commercialization of science and technology

applied to the health field had caused to overlook the true notion

of the concepts inherent in the people's health care.

Abridged versión of the conference presented by Dr. David A.

Tejada de Rivero, Minister of Health of Peru, to the XX Congress

of the Interamerican Association of Sanitary Engineering and

Environmental Sciences, held in the City of Guatemala,

Guatemala, on November 10th-14 1986.
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The conceptual framework of primary health care responds to the

direct recognition of any national, regional or local reality and

the realization of the following verifications:

Health is much more than the presence and treatment of

disease.

The multicausality and complexity of health problems demand

the need to approach them by the adequate use of different

and distinct scientific, technical and professional knowledge.

The non-deferrable need of returning the responsibility of

health care to the individuais, the families and the

communities; that is, to the organized people.

The great déficit and limitations of resources formally

assigned by the society to deal with the health problems, and

the prevalence of cultural, social, economic and political

situations in different and singular social settings, be it

country, región or community.

The permanent neglect and violation of social valúes

important to human development: social justice, democracy,

participation, equality, freedom, solidarity, non-discrim-

ination.

The declaration and recommendations of the Alma-Ata

International Conference have not been sufficient to ensure that the

concept of primary health care become operative without distortions

or negations of its own sense and doctrinal content. The factors

intervening in this impairement process are several:

A professional education devoid of social content and with an

individualistic and competitive orientation.
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The experience of the health worker within systems where

social valúes of service to the community, human solidarity

and social commitment have been almost absent.

The fact that some interests may be or seem to be affected by

the new primary health care concept.

Bureaucratizing and centralization of health systems and

their separation from the people they are supposed to serve.

Eight years after the Alma-Ata Declaration, the need remains

-nowadays more than ever before- to reitérate very clearly the

fundamental notions of the primary health care strategy. It is also

necessary to elucidate those secondary elements, accesory or

consequential, that taken outside the fundamental ones, cause the

distortions in the interpretation and application of the concept.

In the face of situations like the previously described it is

preferable to start pointing out distinctly what it is not primary

health care. The list that follows it is not exhaustive, yet the

most significant misconceptions are included as an example:

- It is not a response applicable exclusively to developing

countries.

It is not a primitive, empirical and elementary form of

health care, nor is it based on technologies that exclude the

scientific and technologic advances.

It is not an exclusive action of the health services or the

health sector institutions.
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It is not a levei of health care within a health system, nor

Is it reduced to what it could be considered as the most

peripheral levei or leveis of health care.

It is not a program independent from and/or parallel to the

rest of the health activities.

It is not only the use of non-professional personnel, nor can

it be circumscribed to the members of the community trained

to provide elementary care.

It is not a fora of partial satisfaction of a community

social needs, nor is it a palliative smoke screen tending to

postpone social vindications in a society where great

inequalities and injustices prevail.

On the positive side, it would be necessary to reitérate or to

ri?:!¿íine very clearly the fundamental elements that, assuming the

character of social valúes, characterize primary health care

differentiating it from the traditional approaches such as those

tri.-it emerged in past decades under the denomination of "basic health

services". The main difference between these approaches and primary

health care lies in the priority that the latter assigns to the

i'oiiowing basic elements:

I. People's participation. Understood as an active, genuine,

permanent and manipulation-free participation in ali stages

of the health development process of the society. That is,

from the determination of felt needs by the people itself to

the supervisión, evaluation and social control of the health

resources and programs, passing through the prioritization of

such needs, the definition of strategies to approach the

problems, the planning of the corresponding programs and the
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participation in the production of activities. This

participation should take place through the natural basic

organizations, that is, organizations arising directly from

the people itself as a natural reaction to unsatisfied needs

and the neglect of this responsibility by the State and

formal institutions.

This statement about people's participation is the

cornerstone of the primary health care concept. Here lies

the main difference between the so called "basic health

services" and "primary health care".

2. The decentralization and deconcentration of responsibilities

in the National Health System. There can not be primary

health care within a highly centralized and bureaucratic

system. Effective decentralization and reduction of

bureaucracy are mandatory to make people's participation

possible. Decentralization implies the deconcentration of
v

responsibility at ali leveis of the National Health System.

This entails reverting the historical trend of progressive

hoarding of territories and responsibilities. To facilitate

the delegation of duties one must use the mass media to

infonn and edúcate the bureaucrats and above ali the people

to facilitate their role as agents for change. Even in

highly industrialized countries the majority of actions

concerning health care and promotion can be carried out by

the people within the family, by means of unsophisticated

health services and through actions carried out by other

sectors not only social but also economic.

3. Multisectorial action and joint efforts. One of the greatest

incoherences and contradictions incurred by most health care

systems is that, while accepting multicausality of health

problems, they pretend to approach them almost
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unidimensionaly with resources and actions exclusively

medicai. Health care encompasses a multisectorial action, a

multidisciplinary and multlprofesslonal participation and

multiin8titutional joint effort. Health Is too important to

be left exclusively under the responslbillty of a profession,

discipline, institution or sector. It is necessary at

thispoint to redefine the concept of "health team". A health

team should be understood as a multidisciplinary and

multiprofessional group, where the presence of each

discipline is essential and where the hegemony of a

profession, discipline or sector is not possible. It should

be made clear that from this perspective, the terms

discipline and profession include activities formally or

academically not regarded as "professional". Implicit here

is also the concept of "democratic team", where ali the

components are equal and where the leadership can not be

permanent, but rather change off according to the problems

and circumstances.

4. Ways to approach health problems. Health problems, however

well known, are never the same whether referred to a country,

región or community. Their nature and presentation are

complex and determined by the moment, the context and many

other circumstances. Therefore, the way to approach the

health problems can not obey operative formulae of a

universal or even national type. This means that each

society, under any circumstance, must decide which are the

most adequate and feasible ways to deal with health

problems. This also entails the need to take into account

the popular knowledge, so rescuing some traditional forms of

approaching the health problems. By the same token, health

tehcnologies should be developed, selected, adapted and

utilized properly, in accordance with the cultural, social,

economic and political factors that condition a given
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reaiity, and the availability -in quantity, quality,

distribution and utiiization- of the resources assigned by

the society to deai with its health problems. Thus

technoiogies must be "appropriate", term used here with a

dual connotation. Appropriate technology has been confused

with primitive, empirical and elementary technoiogies. Onthe

contrary, appropriate techonology must incorpórate the mo st

advanced scientific and techonologic developments after

conditioning them to each reaiity. The indiscriminate use of

health technoiogies not matched to the possibilities and

capabilities of a given reaiity, not even to the proper

characteristics of the problems to face has resulted in the

commercialization of science and technology. On the other

hand, to the concept of appropriate technology must be added

the concept of "appropriable technology", understood as the

technology that, in addition to being appropriate to the

reaiity, may be absorved, understood and utilized by the

people itself, so that it is no longer an exclusive and

excluding resource for the búreaucrat, the technocrat or the

professional working in the health system.

Few people have understood that the expression: "Health for Ali"

connotes a social value within the context of a revolutionary change

of the society. Primary health care has been proposed as a tool to

make possible, albeit, resource limitations and complexity of health

problems, a substantive reduction of existing inequalities both in

the health levei and in the assignment, utiiization and effect of

health resources. Ali of this implies a doctrinal contení of

primary health care as a fundamental factor for the

"democratization" in health and henceforth the democratization of

society at large. Thus, primary health care can not be understood

solely as medicai attention, even if it means universal coverage and

access. It embraces ali those elements closely linked with health,

some of which could be more important than medical care. Included
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in this strategy are: safe drinking water, basic sanitation,

adequate food supply and nutrition, education, housing, protection

against the physical and social environment. It Is not licit to

taik about democracy in a country where part or the great majority

o£ the population does not enjoy the basic services,

isundernurished, iives in sub-human conditions and suffers the

consequences of a despotic regime.

In conclusión, primary health care, as conceived in this

presentation and from the stand point of the inherent social valúes,

is a concept that goes beyond the health field. It is a concept

valid -mutatis mutandi- in other sectors and other fields of social

activity. In the final analysis, primary health care is a spearhead

in the democratization process and the revolutionary change that the

developing societies demand urgently.
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NEEDY ÁREAS, WATER SUPPLY, AND HEALTH
IN THE INTEGRATED HEALTH PROGRAMS

SZACHNA ELIASZ CYNAMON

INTRODÜCTION

1. SANITATION AND SANITARY RESULTS - CONSIDERATIONS OF THE EVALUATION
OF WATER SUPPLY IN INTEGRATED HEALTH PROGRAMS

The basic objectives of the sanitary activities are the protection
and the promotion of health. To protect and promote health means the
prevention of sanitary risks whether of an infectious kind or not.

This means that health is the objective of the activities related
to water supply, waste disposal, transport and treatment of wastewater
and refuse, protection of dwellings, and protection and hygiene of work
or recreation sites and also to control of pollution of the air, of the
water, and of the soil.

If the objective of the sanitary activities is the protection and
promotion of health, it is logical that in the evaluation of the results
one should attempt to achieve that same objective by means of health
indicators such as those of reduction of morbidity and mortality, for
example, and more specifically, in the case of the water supply,
mortality and child diarrhea.

However, that evaluation is difficult and often when it is done in
the classical way it gives contradictory and even negative results.

Evaluation is difficult because sanitary activities for the purpose
of conserving health do not exist in isolated form and the results
influence not only the sociocultural and economic conditions but also the
same health care activities whether classical medical or local
traditional.

The socioeconomic and cultural aspects influence in a general way
all the aspects of human presence and activity. Health care activity in
particular is characterized by difficulty in obtaining information,
mainly in the underdeveloped or developing áreas and often in an attempt
to avoid negative information.

There is difficulty starting from the moment when the sanitation
services are separated from those of health.

On the other hand, when health data are available they do not refer
to the same locality or to specific compatible sanitation periods and
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that is still occurring in the health services that are integrated, that
is to say those in which sanitation and health are under the same central
administration.

The specific analyses are expensive and delayed and the Information
derived from them refers to sanitary conditions and is obtained through
comparison of áreas that benefited from sanitation measures with others
that did not enjoy that benefit.

Another difficulty resides in the actual parameters of evaluation
of the sanitary activity for which no specific methodology exists for the
research to provide the data required for more conclusive results.

At the moment when one seeks systematic redefinition of sanitation
and that which is properly called public health to facilítate
comprehensive and integrated action for the health of communities and
individuais, we judge it timely to present some concepts expressed in the
work of S. E. Cynamon entitled "Saneamento Subsídios Para um Instrumental
of Análise," presented at the VII Brazilian Congress of Sanitary
Engineering in Rio de Janeiro in 1975 and again as an annex to the work
of the same author in the Congress of AIDIS held in Buenos Aires in 1976.

In this work are stated four general principies of sanitation,
whose observance is judged indispensable for obtaining sanitary results
valued as measures of sanitation.

In the first place there is a systemic definition of sanitation.

In simple words, sanitation can be compared with a set of barriers
interposed between the systems and the environment.

Barriers are placed at the exit of a macrosystem in order to avoid
environmental contamination and at entry of the microsystems
(individually = man; collectively = the community or a factory, for
example) for the purpose of defending the systems against the damage that
harmful elements in the environment can cause them.

Neither the first barrier of defense of the environment, ñor the
second of defense of the system, ñor the two together can give optimum
results if in addition to the physical aspects, the human aspects and the
changes of habits, uses, and customs are not taken into account and if
awareness of the problem is not created.

Perhaps this aspect could be considered a first principie
concerning sanitation.

Other general principies are also important for obtaining results
and analyzing deficiencies that occur.
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FIRST PRINCIPLE; THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN CONCENTRATION

The first principie would be to define the importance of human
density.

The sanitary measures acquire greater importance the greater the
density of human beings or their activities per unit área.

The presence of humans and their activities contamínate and have as
counterpart natural self-purifícation, in accordance with the human
concentration per unit área (including here not only their numerical
presence but also that of the corresponding activities, for example, a
factory, an outfall of wastewater, etc.)» a^d that self-purification does
not overeóme the contamination rapidly.

That is what happens, for example, at the point where an outfall
enters the sea. However large the evacuated volume of wastewater, what
effect will it have on the volume of the water in the sea? However, at
the exact point of the entrance the concentration of polluting substances
is very large and in order to avoid damage it is necessary to take
certain measures.

The application of the principie is more criticai in the
microenvironment: housing, the factory, the barracks, the school, the
hospital, and the recreational áreas where human concentration per unit
área is also criticai.

In certain sense, the sanitary measures are only really effective
when they reach the microenvironment. That is the case, for example,
with water supply, sewerage, the collection of refuse, etc.

It is common to viólate that principie, which has natural
consequences in cases of outfalls, water intakes, factory chimneys, etc.

Usually it is considered that the cities are cleaned up when 60 to
80% of the population has water supply service. But that is not true if
20 to 40% of it is concentrated on one neighborhood.

In the rural áreas there is a problem of the microenvironment
within and around which there should be sanitation, and also of the
macroenvironment, where, for example, a factory for preparation of foods
that produces great contamination can exist, as happens with sugar milis,
factories for making alcohol and soluble coffee, or slaughterhouses.

Therefore there is a need to establish parameters in order to
determine what is understood by numerical density and by density of
activity and to record them so that the work advances.
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SECOND PRINCIPLE: THE IMPORTANCE OF DETAIL

This principie is stated in the following way; obtaining results
with sanitation depends on the observance of details that are sometimes
quite small; in other words, the nonobservance of small details causes
the loss of large investments.

- We could cite the case of the importance of the location of
faucets in washstands and tanks in order to avoid cross-connections that
contatninate the treated water.

- The lack of disinfection of storage tanks and water systems
before use, as a cause of serious injury to the population.

- The recontamination of treated waters by the bad location of
pipes in inverted' filters.

Other examples of violation of the principie would be:

- The improper use of inverted domestic filters.

The errors are very common and are presented especially in the
so-called appropriate technologies.

- One cannot label as appropriate technology the installation of
drums that receive their water frotn the single faucet of the house, so
that the water is levei with the soil where it becomes contaminated by
the presence of and use by animais and by the dust.

- One cannot label as appropriate technology the act of removing
wastewater from the houses and transfering it to street drainways open to
the air.

- Appropriate technology of less cost applied to the needy áreas is
technology and cannot escape the nature of the technique.

- It is not technical to use little water in sanitary discharges
when measures for the satisfactory filtration of the wastewater have not
been taken.

- In addition to being not technical, certain solutions labeled
appropriate are demoralizing for the public service or to those for whom
they are intended. We are in a time in which there are newspapers,
radio, and televisión and while in the past the demand by the population
of villages and towns from the politicians who gained their votes was for
a simple public faucet, today many of these villages and towns demand a
televisión receiver in the central plaza that amuses them and links them
to the rest of the world. The people of the slums continue this and
spend up to their last cent to have televisión in the house; in their
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activities and daily work they are often among those who live better and
that creates new demands.

- Henee, in addition to the strictly technical aspects it is
necessary to observe certain socioeconomic, cultural, and even political
details, whose neglect leads to the disuse of many supposed conquests in
the área of sanitation.

THIRD PRINCIPLE: SCOPE-CONTROL

We state this principie from the technical point of view but
indisputably it has socioeconomic and political repercussions. This is
stated in the following way:

So that the sanitary measures themselves are really effective
within a given geographical área they should be broad. To protect with
sanitatary measures only parts of an área within a broader context means
exposing to a sanitary risk not only the whole área but also the
presumedly protected área.

By their own nature the sanitary measures are barriers of
protection interposed between individuais or communities and the
environment and with time lead the individuais they protect to lose the
natural immunity against the diseases that circulates in the unprotected
environment.

The contact with individuais or nearby communities where, due to
the lack of protection, there exist natural carriers or the sick or
direct contact with contaminated environments, exposes the population to
the serious risk of disease.

This is a principie that has immediate technical consequences for
sanitary engineering. Our universe ceases to have only 30, 60, or at a
máximum 80% of the population urban, for example; it may reach 100%.

In the case of water supply, for example, that implies the change
of the parameters of population and of consumption, in accordance with
the viability of available sources and evidently the consideration of a
different dimensión in regard to the collection, adduction, treatment and
water distribution networks. It implies also the search for new
calculations for sewerage and refuse collection.

It has economic repercussions because, in spite of ali the possible
paternalistic or other types of formulas, as the population and each of
its members always end in paying for the execution and operation of the
systems, a new factor arises from that principie which is the need for
the system to serve the population with fewer econoraic resources in order
to achieve economic viability.
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That leads again to less costly appropriate technology, not only
for the marginal population but for the population in general.

That principie has also social and political repercussions. As was
said before concerning the possibilities of communication and information
in the modern world, the lack of sanitation in the so-called needy áreas
is one of the most important factors to which the social imbalances may
be attributed because the marginal population uves along side of and
works with those with greater resources, and that increases the imbalance
and the violence.

There are opened a new front and a new opportunity for work for the
public health professionals who are the faculty of appeal before those in
power and the class of greatest resources for the improvement of the
needy áreas, not as requestors but as proponents of an action of more
immediate interest for the those in the seats of power and the segments
of the population with greater resources for whom, in accordance with
this principie, sanitation for the needy áreas becomes a need and not an
act of merit.

The neglect of this principie explains why in many communities that
have been considered as having the services of water supply, sewerage,
and refuse collection the desired results are not achieved, or rather,
expected. On the other hand, perhaps it makes it possible to explain
cases such as that of Rio de Janeiro, where the pattern of medical care
has been invariable in the last 10 years and where there has been an
important reduction of infant mortality as a consequence of the reduction
of diarrhea, exactly in the period in which the provisión of more water
and sewerage services to the so-called needy populations (of the slums)
is beginning, especially in the last three years.

The population of the slums of Rio de Janeiro is estimated at
between 30 and 40% and evidently the greatest death rate for diarrhea has
always been observed in these áreas. However, infant mortality
diminished, without which there would have been an important increase in
medical care there.

The reduction of the number of deaths is due mainly to the
reduction of diarrhea.

Another example of a recent study using a classical questionnaire
in a needy área shows a discrepancy in the number of cases of diarrhea
related to whether the houses had water supplied from the public network
or were without that service. The result is not as important in the case
of the removal of wastewater, as is explained in part by the fourth
principie of sanitation stated below.
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FOURTH PRINCIPLE

The period between the implementation of sanitary measures and the
sanitary results is variable and depends on the morbid entities that
should be controlled and on the sanitary measures applied.

- The result obtained in the control of typhoid fever with the
disinfection of the network of public water supply or the decline of
infant mortality when the water is supplied in reasonable and quantity
quality are examples of a rapid response.

- The increase by 20 years of the average life expectancy at birth
in Palmar, Pernambuco, in the homes with water supply in comparison with
those that lack that service (study of Maceau cited further on).

- The prevalence of amebiasis or of schistosomiasis does not
diminish rapidly with the introduction of water supply and sewerage
systems if other measures are not taken at the same time. In the
research project on parasitic diseases carried out by Professor J.
Oliveira Countinho there is an example of the distribution of amebiasis
by age in the university city of Sao Paulo, where exactly the youngest,
most vulnerable group presents few cases of amebiasis and the most
resistant, least vulnerable group presents the greatest prevalence,
because the latter were already infected when the improvement of
sanitation was introduced and will only be freed of their infection
slowly, unless other measures are applied simultaneously.

These are initial considerations that permit us to use information
of great complexity, whose elucidation requires a deep interest in the
separation of the sanitation and health data to be able to make cross
studies. Without a methodology that appropriately defines the sanitation
data in detail, which can vary from one área to other, and without the
required study of nosological data, the conclusions derived can lead to
gross errors or to a false euphoria that promotes or negatively affects
the daily activities of life, health, and the quality of life. Below are
offered some examples obtained in small communities or in needy áreas in
centers of greater size.

We hope sincerely that with the introduction of the new system of
integrated health actions it will be possible to deal better with this
problem also.

2. NEEDY ÁREAS, WATER SUPPLY, AND HEALTH IN HEALTH INTEGRATED PROGRAMS

The general conditions of life vary from one country or región to
another. It is estimated that 30 to 40% of the urban population of
Brazil lives in the áreas labeled needy, peripheral or not, where there
are deficiencies of urbanization, access, housing, water supply, sewerage
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and other infrastructure, and health care services. The central urban
áreas and, those at a higher economic level enjoy reasonably good
coverage. A typical example is the data of CEASE that are repeated in
all the states (data of CABES Catálogo Brasileño de Ingeniería Sanitaria
y Ambiental - 1985) (Annex I).

Most of this population emigrates from the country in search of
better living conditions and for those who remain in the city despite the
misfortunes it is evident that in their places of origin the living
conditions should be worse.

In a country of more than 130,000,000 inhabitants, 50,000,000 live
poorly and perhaps more than 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 of the rural
population lives worse.

In essence, among other factors it is the problem of lack of human
solidarity and, as demonstrated by the third principie of sanitation
stated, the problem of the irrationality of great power.

There has been progress, and today that power already is much more
sensitive and active; it has urbanized various áreas, permitted in them
legalization of land tenure, provided drinking water, services of
sewerage and infrastructure and sought to give better health care and
sanitation by means of integrated health plans. It is an initial effort,
promising if it has continuity.

This activity passes through some framework of analysis of which
the first and most important is indisputably that of the solidarity and
rationality of human relations.

So that there is change political decisions are necessary and this
depends on power.

This change is being introduced in a gradual and peaceful way in
Brazil and will continue to gain strength as it encompasses the
professionals, the universities, the needy population and its twin
sister, the non-needy.

It corresponds to technical direction with political support to
mobilize the non-needy population and to give support and technical
orientation to the needy.

2.1 General Solution

From our point of view from área to área one should think about a
general solution, with technical directives discussed and negotiated with
the needy population, and adopt it. The first decisión refers to the
technical, economic, and social capability to remain in the corresponding
locality. If the response is positive, to be discussed with the
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community through its leaders and associations is the general urban plan,
that hereafter should become the framework of all the solutions, with the
establishment of priorities by negotiation among the technical organs,
the communities, and the participating institutions and consideration of
what is possible and mobilizable. Nevertheless, from the beginning one
should infuse in the community the need to decide and express what it
thinks that its situation should be.

2.2 Institutional aspect

An important fact from the institutional point of view, but not
indispensable to initiating the work, is the land tenure, it should not
hinder the measures that can and should be carried out.

Actually, among us no official law has been promulgated to solve
problems in needy áreas ñor are there technical standards or a clear
policy, and the law is being molded to English law: there are measures
that are carried out, becoming tradition until they are transformed into
law. Thus for example, the inhabitants sell their huts or even their
sites to others. When the moment of legalising the land tenure has
arrived, it is already practically instituted.

2.2.1 Water supply

In one example the state companies of water supply and sewerage
considered as clandestine the household connections to the water system
in the needy áreas, but that situation changed a little when the
Governing Commission of the Association of Residents began to collect in
each área the payment of an single rate, established by the same
residents.

The most profound social initiative emanated from the electric
company of Rio de Janeiro that not only implemented simplified electric
systems in the needy áreas but also made the household connections, hut
by hut, and installed meters in each house, thus making each household
connection official and taking an important step toward subsequent land
tenure.

3. WATER AND HEALTH INTEGRATED PROGRAM

We can say without fear of erring that the integrated health
program is the cherished dream of every true sanitarian of this country
that wants to see and considers possible great improvement in the current
leveis of health. Each of us, in accordance with his political and
social upbringing, has his own visión of the integrated health program.

In the political sense, the majority of the professionals considers
health as a right of all human beings and, as such, a responsibility of
the state.
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The sanitary engineer includes sanitation among the indispensable
ingredients for health. To that end we will discuss some aspects based
on actual data.

By health we understood a modified versión of the WHO definition:
Health is the most complete physical, mental, and social well-being,

free of fear and not only the absence of disease."

The persons that accept health as a responsibility of the state do
not exclude other aspects and understand that the action should be
coordinated in the direction of the individual and the fatnily; although
the agents of that action can be related to the state entities of various
organs or particular institutions, the important thing is to deliver
health to the individual and the family.

In Brazil, starting from the 197Os a centralizing effort was made,
by means of PLANASA and the National Bank of Housing (BNH), with respect
to sanitary activities, water supply, and sewerage, mainly for the
purpose liberating the process from the traditional health organs. Many
things were done but that did not result in activity or centralization or
liberation of the health organs. What was accomplished, at the expense
of a better result for health, was termination of community participation
and elimination of the sanitary objective from the health activities.
Upon resuming the national discussion the centralizing process was
brought up and the urgent need arose to give sanitation a social and
sanitary character again and to promote community participation of the
target population.

In order to understand the concept of community participation we
use the words of Dr. Rosinha B. Días, which Dr. Hevia Rivas transcribes
in the work entitled "Algun conceitos de Comunidade" (Participación de Ia
comunidad en la atención primaria de salud - Salud Públ. Mex 1985
27:402-409).

BASES FOR A STRATEGY FOR COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN HEALTH

The individuais, the families, and the community groups
participate effectively only if they are consulted and if they
particípate in their own decisions;

- One should have deep faith in the capacity of the community to
understand and deal with its health problems and disease.

- Recognition and respect of knowledge of the people, of their
human dignity, and of their individual potentiality are indispensable.

The cotomunity should receive simplified technological and
logistical support;
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- One should use endogenous models, self-reliant and consonant with
the cultural traditions and the local ecology;

- The creation of awareness is very important in order to créate a
criticai conscience that makes possible the discovery of causal factors
and training for the exercise of participatory democracy;

- There should be aware and organized participation in ali phases
of the process of development by the persons actually affected;

- Among the objectives of participation are knowledge by the
population of the causes of its own problems and the search for possible
solutions;

- The f ir st task that should be implemented in a strategy of
community participation is to lócate the existing organizations, to
identify them, and to establish contact with them in order to introduce a
multiplier effect and a social projection.

The most cotnmon errors observed in the experiences of community
participation and cited in the same work of Dr. Dias are the following;

- Employment of models copied from the outside with inadequate
strategies;

- Manipulation or use of the community for ends alien to it;

- Lack of concrete models of participation in health;

- Promotion of paternalism and dependency;

- Actions imposed from the outside and above on those below;

- Ignorance of the organization and stratification of the
communities;

- Temptation to apply pressure in order to organize groups around
health, beyond community development;

- Requirement of contributions of labor and material resources
exclusively ;

- Programs narrowly focused in order to diminish social conflicts.

The effective participation of the community should be:

- Active

- Aware
- Responsible
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- Deliberated
- Organized
- Sustained

From the point of view of sanitary engineering, in addition to that
of community participation, it would be necessary to add the need to work
using appropriate technology. Once more, appropriate technology is
simplified technology, adapted to the socioeconomic conditions but it is
technology and the inexpensive kind has limited effectiveness.

We cannot use appropriate technology, for example, for the renoval
of wastewater from the houses through pipes leading to the open air and
thus increase the population of flies and other vectors.

It is not appropriate technology to have a single faucet in the
patio that pours water into drums levei with the soil where it is
contarainated and wasted.

It is not appropriate technology to deliver to the houses water
with parasites that cause schistosomiasis however much cheaper these
solutions are and however more attractive the professionals find them
under the motto that is better to try a little and have it fly.

A. PROGRAM OF MÍNIMUM SANITATION IN THE ACTIVITIES OF INTEGRATED
HEALTH PROGRAMS

Considering the current reality of the existing administrative
discrepancy in the various countries in which the sanitary activities are
subordinated most of the time to organs different than those of health,
we judge that the mínimum that should be done in a program of the health
sector in any situation should be what is indicated below;

In the first place public health has to make its presence felt in
the sanitary activities related directly to health. That means being
present in the agencies that díctate the sanitation policies at federal,
state and municipal leveis, that is to say the Federal, State and
Municipal Health Councils.

- To maintain or encourage the maintenance of an Information system
for the sanitary condition, in the country, the states, and the
municipalities.

- To maintain an information system for nosology related to
sanitary activities.

- To maintain programs for promotion of sanitary activities being
anticipated in regard to the explanation of the works of sanitary
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engineering, their follow-up, proper use, and preservation.

- Norraative and establishment action.

- Action of sanitary surveillance.

- Supplementary and executive action in the needy áreas in the
villages, towns, and peripheral áreas.

Sanitary action in the residences especially in the needy
peripheral áreas and in the populated villages.

- Training of personnel.

Direct local relationship with the local institutions of
sanitation in order to attend to the problems that arise.

With the evolution and the experience of the past one cannot think
of returning the direction of the sanitary services to the field of
health. A mechanism different from the system of water supply and of
sewerage indicates that that measure is inadvisable, except in specific
cases such as that of the Foundation SESP and some voluntary agencies.

A fundamental point of the nortnative and establishment activities
is the selection of priorities, for what should then be a common program.

In cases of a high rate of child diarrhea it is necessary to have
water of good quality and in reasonable quantity. The public systems
should have disinfected water.

When water supply in the áreas affected by schistosomiasis is
sufficient, the principal concern of the local health organs should be
the treatment of the persons that suffer from that disease.

In the áreas where hepatitis is common, the water supply services
should be concerned with strengthening the disinfection of the water up
to a desirable point.

These are obvious points but it is always worthwhile to point them
out.

In Brazil, the integrated national plans, except those of the
Foundation SESP that by definition is a comprehensive health organ, are
barely being initiated and although the perspectives are promising still
better results have not yet been obtained. Below we present some
situations in which both positive and negative results have been obtained
with the introduction of water supply services, which can be explained by
analysis in light of the general principies of sanitation enunciated.
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For example, in a study done by the Foundation SESP in various
localities of the State of Paraíba (División of Studies and Planning,
"Abastecimento de water e níveis de saúde em cidades of Paraíba," Revista
de la Fundación SESP, Volume XXI, No. 2, 1976, in which the results of
the increase in the number of household water connections and the trend
of infant mortality are analyzed, contradictory results with an
appreciable increase in that mortality are obtained. See Annex II.

To what is this attributed? Perhaps the explanation is in the
fact that with the administrative change, upon closing the public faucets
in a primary stage, the poor and needy population had to use the famous
single faucet in the patio and has recontaminated the treated water upon
improperly using the water stored in open tanks or drums, with unhygienic
handling and water waste.

In the study titled "Diarreia Infantil e Condições Sanitarias do
Meio Ambiente" (Boletín de Ia Oficina Sanitaria Panamericana, Seminario
sobre diarrea infantil, septiembre de 1960) by J. N. Nanceau, Aníbal
Albuquerque and Rainero Maroja, the influence of water in the interior of
house on the reduction of infant mortality caused by diarrhea appears
very clear. In a work by the same author an increase of 20 years in life
expectancy at birth is observed upon analyzing the existing situation in
Palmar, Pernambuco.

In an unpublished work of the Coordination of Scientific and
Technological Development of the Foundation SESP entitled "Ensaio de
estudo of custo - Efeito do saneamento," 1982, Rio de Janeiro, four
localities of Rio Grande do Norte are studied: the first before and after
improving the water supply and waste disposal systems; the second with
good water supply service but poor waste disposal; the third with poor
water supply service but good waste disposal service, and the fourth with
poor service in both cases. In Annex III the positive result from water
supply is presented clearly.

In an unpublished work of María and Coleg Carmo Leal entitled
"Projeto de características epidemiológicas das diarreias infecciosas em
communidades de baixa renda no municipio de Rio de Janeiro," (project
ENSP PAH0/WH0) the following results are presented on the incidence of
diarrhea in children over one year oíd in the slum of Manguinhos in Rio
de Janeiro in 1984.

PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY

YES
NO

In a positive proportion 0.73

NUMBER OF EPISODES OF CHILD
DIARRHEA PER YEAR

A.8
6.6
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RESIDENCE CONNECTED TO THE
PUBLIC SEWERAGE SYSTEM

YES
NO

NUMBER OF EPISODES OF CHILD
DIARRHEA PER YEAR

3.2
5.4

In his publication entitled "Determinantes da mortalidade infantil
na Área Metropolitana do Rio de Janeiro," prepared as part of the project
ENSP-FINEP, Paulo Cagasteles Sabroza shows the decline of infant
mortality specifically caused by diarrhea between 1976 and 1983 (see
Annex IV).

It is interesting to point out that the program of water supply to
the needy áreas by means of public faucets began exactly 10 years ago and
intensified in the last three years when it benefited from household
connections to 515,000 inhabitants.

Also the data of infant mortality of the State of Espírito Santo
are interesting.

Data of the IBGE and statistics of the civil registration.

YEAR

1980
1981
1982
1983

INFANT MORTALITY

57.67
51.10
46.30
53.82

The water supply systems handled by the State Company of Sanitation
(CEASE) and the Foundation SESP in Espírio Santo are characterized by
disinfection with chlorine.

Beginning in 1983 systems that do not follow the same criterion
were introduced outside the área of these two institutions.

An interesting item of data that points out the continuing need for
the presence of public health measures in the large cities is that which
appears in the work titled "Controle de qualidade d'agua em sistemas de
reservacao e distribucao predial na cidade ào Rio de Janeiro" of Teófilo
Carlos Monteiro and Carlos Albert Silva Miranda, presented in the II
Luso-Brazilian Symposium on Sanitary and Environmental Engineering,
Salvador, Bahia, 1986.

The water that leaves the treatment plant of Guandu that supplies
to 90% of the population of Rio de Janeiro is of good quality; the
verification of the water quality in the system made by FEEMA in
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accordance with the established standards also has given good results,
but in 20X of the water samples collected by persons that independently
sought the services of FEEMA in 1985 a positive index of E. coli was
observed, showing the bad existing conditions in the residences.

5. COSTS OF THE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS

The program of water supply requires large sums if it is considered
as a whole. The current estimates of cost per inhabitant vary in
accordance with the size of the cities, between Cz$80,000 per inhabitant
for the small ones and Cz$l,000 per inhabitant for the larger ones.

The fees collected offer better data for evaluation and below there
is a typical example from CEASE (in Espírito Santo) where the fee varies
with consumption.

MONTHLY CONSUMPTION Cz$

0
11
16
21
31

t o
t o
t o
t o
t o

10m3/monthly
15m3/monthly
20m3/monthly
30m3/monthly
A5m3/monthly

1.156/m3
1.599/m3
2.207/m3
2.569/m3
3.922/m3

It is important to point out the campaign against water waste that
should encompass both the public systems and those to the residences.

6. CONCLUSIONS

1. Water performs an important role in the health of populations
and henee concern for water supply and participation in that service
should be present in ali the integrated health programs.

1.1 The form of action will vary in accordance with tradition
and the local administrative policy, but whatever that policy, public
health should be represented in some way in the water supply system.

2. The distance that exists between the organs of sanitation and
health is a negative factor. Reduction of that distance and exchange
should be matters of interest for both sectors.

3. Among the continuing activities should be the collection and
analysis of the sanitary results; they should be compared with those of
water supply.
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3.1 The sanitary results obtained from water supply are not
reliable for various reasons explained previously; one basic factor is
the lack of an adequate Information methodology whose bases are suggested
in the document.

4. There is a basic aspect that should be pointed out: in order to
obtain sanitary results in regard to water supply it is necessary that
that service be extended to the whole population of a given área.

The public health professionals should explore that fact in order
to achieve the participation of the needy and non-needy population in its
projects, not for charitable reasons but as something important for
health itself.

5. Accordingly, one should provide special attention to the needy
áreas that are found in ali the urban centers, since without the due
attention to these áreas a substantial improvement of their overall
health will not be achieved.

6. The expansión of appropriate technology is recommended. In each
case, that which is of low cost has limited effectiveness. Nothing is
served by spending little and creating expections in the population if no
result is obtained.

7. In the case of Brazil, in addition to the needy áreas (slums,
huts linked by water extensions, etc.), it is necessary to consider also
the towns, villages, and even the scattered population since the time has
come for instituting programs there for rural sanitation in the tenns
explained.

8. The response to this challenge only can be found in the
integration into the community work of the normal work of the
participating institutions.

9. In the peripheral urban área and in the poor áreas it is
indispensable to carry out programs for installation of minimum equipment
for water consumption in the residences.

10. Finally, the growing contamination of the water sources is
reason for concern and deserves the necessary attention. The quality of
the finished product depends on the quality of the raw material.



ANNEX I-I

TABLE 1

GENERAL DATA ON WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS IN ESPIRITO SANTO
AS OF 31/12/84

CLASSIFICATION NUMBERS

6.

7.

8.

9.

LOCALITIES WITH SYSTEMS
1.1 Municipal centers
1.2 Districts
1.3 Total (1.1 + 1.2)

INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR OPERATIONS
2.1 Company (directly or indirectly)
2.2 Others

2.2.1 Municipal councils
2.2.2 Other agencies

2.3 Total (2.1 + 2.2)

MUNICIPAL CENTERS WITH SYSTEMS
3 . 1 Companies
3 .2 T o t a l ( 3 . 1 + 3 . 2 )

PRÍVATE HOMES
4.1 Company
4.2 Others
4.3 Total

SERVED POPULATION
5.1 Company
5.2 Others

5.3 Total (5.1 + 5.2)

MUNICIPAL CENTERS SERVED (%)

TOTAL POPULATION SERVED (%)

TOTAL URBAN POPULATION SERVED (%)

MUNICIPAL CENTERS WITHOUT SYSTEMS

9.1 Total

9.2 With works under way
9.3 With completed projects
9.4 With projects under way
9.5 Others

58
134
192

55
137
69
68
192

36
22

252.326
107.689
360.015

979.809
444.176

1.423.485

100

63

88

0
0
0
0
0



TABLE 2

GENERAL DATA ON SEWERAGE SYSTEMS IN ESPIRITO SANTO
AS OF 31/12/84

CLÃSSIFICATIÓN NUMBERS

1. LOCALITIES WITH SYSTEMS
1.1 Municipal centers 21
1.2 Districts 23
1.3 Total (1.1 + 1.2) 44

2. INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR OPERATIONS
2.1 Company (directly or indirectly) 3
2.2 Others 41

2.2.1 Municipal councils 20
2.2.2 Other agencies 21

2.3 Total (2.1 + 2.2) 44

3. MUNICIPAL CENTERS WITH SYSTEMS
3.1 Companies 2
3.2 Others 19
3.3 Total (3.1 + 3.2) 21

4. PRÍVATE HOMES
4.1 Company 27.076
4.2 Others 46.352
4.3 Total 73.428

5. SERVED POPULATION
5.1 Company 96.680
5.2 Others 214.972
5.3 Total (5.1 + 5.2) 311.652

6. MUNICIPAL CENTERS SERVED (%) 36

7. TOTAL POPULATION SERVED (%) 14

8. TOTAL URBAN POPULATION SERVED (%) 19

9. MUNICIPAL CENTERS WITHOUT SYSTEMS

9.1 Total 37

9.2 With works under way (+)
9.3 With completed projects 7
9.4 With projects under way (+)
9.5 Others 30



TABLE 3

GENERAL DATA ON ESPIRITO SANTO AS OF 31/12/84

CLASSIFICATION NUMBERS

1. Total área (km2) 45,597

2. Total population: 1980 Census (l.OOOs of persons) 2,024

3. Planned total population: December 1984

(l.OOOs of persons) 2,243

4. Planned urban population: December 1984
(l.OOOs of persons) 1,610

5. Planned rural population: December 1984

(l.OOOs of persons) 633

6. Total municipal centers 58

7. Total districts (except centers) 156

8. Minimum wage (Cri) 166.560



TABLE 4

CEASE - HUMAN RESOURCES (AS OF 31/12/84)

CLASIFICACIÓN NO.

1. Management

2. TOP LEVEL

2.1 Engineers

2.2 Other professionals

3. INTERMEDÍATE LEVEL

3.1 Technical Staff

3.2 Others

4. SKILLED, SEMI-SKILLED, AND UNSKILLED
WORKERS 902

0.20

145

67

78

534

201

333

9.1

4.2

4.9

33.7

12.7

21.0

57.0

TOTAL 1.584 100

5. TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED IN 1984 1.481 93.5



TABLE 5

CEASE - BILLINGS/AMOUNTS COLLECTED
AMOUNTS IN CR$1.000.000

DISTRIBUCIÓN NUMERO

1. Billing 82 2.994

2. Billing 83 10.240

3. Billing 84 29.464

4. Billing 85 (Estimated) 97.497

5. Amount collected 82 2.489

6. Amount collected 83 8.269

7. Amount collected 84 24.219

8. Amount collected 85 (Estimated) 82.982

9. Amount Collected/billing ratio 82 (%) 83

10. Amount Collected/billing ratio 83 (%) 81

11. Amount Collected/billing ratio 84 (%) 82



TABLE 6

CEASE - WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS - OPERATION DATA AS OF 31/12/84

Classi-
ficatlon

Capital

Interior

Total

1

Served
populatlon
(1.000 hab.)

243

737

98O(2)

2

Urban populat.
total citíes
with system
handled by CESAN

(1.000 hab.)

243

834

1.077(2)

3

Nutnber
of

connections

31.347

133.146

164.493

4

Nuraber
of

h ornes

63.895

188.431

252.326

5

Connections
with

meters

10.965

33.889

44.854

6

Extensión
of water
networks

417

2.054

2.471

7

Volume

Produced

413(D

65

478

8 9

- 1.000m3/daily

Micro
Treated metering

349O) 34

65 54

414 88

10

Billed

55

129

184

N.B.: 1) Data for «the Metropolitan Región (Vitória, Vila Velha, Cariacica, Viana, and Serra).

2) Does not lnclude migrant population.



TABLE 7

CEASE - SANITARY SEWERAGE SYTEMS
OPERATIONAL DATA AS OF 31/12/84

Served
Classifi- population
catión (1.000 hab.)

Urban populat.
total citles
with system
handled by CESAN

1.000 hab.)

2A3

112

355

Number
of

connections

2.723

10.938

13.661

Number
de

bornes

12.039

15.037

27.076

Extensión
of water
networks

1A

136

150

Volume - 1.000m3/daily

Treated Billed

Capital 28

Interior 69

Total 97

(+)

7

7

11

8

19



TABLE 8

CKASE - SOME INDICATORS (AS OF 31/12/84)

CLASSIFICATION NUMBER CLASSIFICATION NIJMBER CLASSIFICATION NUMBER

1. Population served/urban 90.99
population citie8 with system
handled by CEASE (water) (Z)

2. Population served/urban 27.32
population clties with systems
handled by CEASE (sewerage) (Z)

3. índex of treatment (water);
volume treated/volume produced
...(Z) 86.61

4. índex of treatment (wastewater)
volume treated/volume collected

5. índex of micrometering:
volume micrometered/volume
produced (Z) 18.41

6. Volume billed/volume produced
(Z) 38.49

7. Average rate: operatlons
revenue (water + sewerage)/
volume Mlled ...Cr¿/m3 406.^3

8. Margln of operating expenses and 37.99
maintenance: operating expenses
and maintenance/operations
revenue ... (Z)

9. Margin of staff expenditures: 45.19
staff expenditures/operations
revenue ... (Z)

10. Annual average cost per employee 9.033.17
total staff expenditures/average
number of employees per year

Crtl.OOO/employee

11. Margin of expenditures for mate- 7.08
rial: expenditures for material/
operations revenue ....(Z)

12. Margin of expenditures for servi- 16.63
ces from third parties: expendi-
tures for services from third
parties/operations revenue..(Z)

13. Margin of expenditures for operations
expenditures for operations/operations
revenue ...(Z)

14. Average cost of operations: expen-
ditures for operations/average
number of homes (water + sewerage)
....Crí/home

15. Average cost per m3 cost of service/
volume Mlled .... Crtm3

16. Profitability of equity capital:
available profits/average equity

17. Degree of indebtedness: average
receivables/net average equity

18. Current liquidity: current assets
current H a M U t i e s operations
(water + sewerage)/volume billed

Crt/m3

64.65

73.979.25

262.85

(160.32)

5.97

2.83



TABLE 9

CEASE - SOME INDICATORS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEMS (AS OF 31/12/84)

CLASSIFICATIÓN NUMBER CLASSIFICATION NUMBER CLASSIFICATION NUMBER

1. Municipal centers wlth water 62.06
from companies/total
tnuniclpalities of the Unlty of
the Federation (Z).

2. Municipal centers wlth 3.44
sewerage systems from
companies/total tnunlcipalitles
of U/F/... (%)

3. Municipalities with sewerage 5.55
systems/municipalities witb
water supply system (companles)

4. Extensión of water networks/ 15.02
water connections (mg/conn.)

5. Extensión of sewerage networks/ 10.96
sewerage connections
... (m/conn.)

6. Volume of water produced/ 0.456
population supplied
(m-Vperson/day)

7. Volume of wastewater collected/ (+)
population served with sewer.ige
system ... (m-Vperson/day)

8. Consumption of chlorine/volume 1.10
of water treated... (p,/m3)

9. Consumption of sulfate/volume of 7.31
water treated (g/m3)

10. Consumption of lime/volume of water 5.61
treated ... (g/m3)

11. Volume of wastewater collected/ (+)
volume of water produced (T)

12. Populatlon supplied/water connec- 6.36
tions (person/conn.)

4.2
13. Populatlon supplled/bomes wlth

water (person/home)

14. Homes wlth water/water 1.5
connections

15. Homes with sewerage/sewerage 2.0
connections

16. Stream gauge connectlons/water 27.3
connections

17. Total volume bllled/total homes 0.729
... (m3/home/day)

IP. Total volume billed/total connections 1.120
... . (n)3/connection/day )

19. Water billed/total biHed (Z) 97.86

20. Sewerage billed/billed total...(Z) 2.14

21. Number of water and sewerage connec- 112.47
ttons/number of employees as of
31/12/84...(conn./emp.)

22. Number of homes with water and sewer- 176.4
age connectlons/number of employees
as of 31/12/84 ... (homes/emp.)

23. Average number of water and sewerage 111.67
connections In 1984/average number of
employees In 19R4...(conn./emp.)

24. Average number of homes in 1983 witb 174.69
water and sewerage/average number
of employees In 1984 (home/emp.)



TABLE 10

CEASE - GENERAL DATA - TRENDS OVER THE LAST THREE YEARS

DECEMBER
1982

33

43

SITUATION TO
DECEMBER

1983

33

47

DECEMBER
1984

36

55

125.

7.

135

126

767

148.

12.

008

302

883

164.

13.

493

661

980

CLASSIFICATION

1. Municipal centers with water system

2. Localities with water system (municipal
centers - districts)

3. Municipal centers with sewerage
systems

4. Localities with sewerage systems
(municipal centers + districts)

5. Number of connections (water)

6. Number of connections (sewerage)

7. Supplied population (l,000s of persons)
(water)

8. Population served (1,000 of persons) 55 79 97
(sewerage)

9. Extensión of the water network (km) 1.532 2.221 2.471

10. Extensión of the sewerage system (km) 142 150

11. Number of water treatment plants 40 40 43
handled by CEASE

12. Number of sewerage treatment plants 3 3 6
handled by CEASE

13. Stream gauge connections

14. Total number of employees

15. Number of fluoridated systems

16. Population covered with fluorination
(l,000s of persons)

17. Investments - water (1,000 UPCs)

18. Investments - sewerage (1,000 UPCs)

N.B.; UPC (Standard Unit of Currency) = Cr$17.867 (4th quarter of 1984)

19.

1.

3.

292

171

21

601

833

0

31.

1.

1.

723

413

36

789

660

1

44.854

1.584

43

1.047

1.283

20



TABLE 11

CEASE - PROGRAMMED ACTIVITIES

WATER PERIOD: 01/01/85 AL 31/12/88

CLASSIFICATION UNIT NUMBER

1. Studies and special reports

2. Projects for systems

3. Collection - dams

4. Collection - wells (drilling)

5. Pumping stations

6. Water treatment plants - compact - new

7. Water treatment plants - new - non
compact

8. Water treatment plants - expansions

9. Deposits

10. Primary and secondary aqueduct channels

11. Distribution networks

12. Stream gauges (estimate)

13. Connections

u

u

u

N°/HP

u

u

74

74

u

km

km

u

u

123.

50.

0 3

(+)

556

731

000



TABLE 11

CEASE - PROGRAMMED ACTIVITIES (CONTINUATION)

SEWERAGE - PERIOD: 01/01/85 AL 31/12/88

CLÃSSIFICATIÓN UNIT NUMBER

1. Analysis and studies

2. Special reports

3. Projects for systems

4. Networks

5. Outlets - with pumping

6. Special outlets

7. Sewage treatraent plants - compact u

8. Sewage treatment plants - new - u

noncompact

9. Sewage treatment plants - expansions u

10. Pumping stations N°/HP

11. Connections u 29.000

u

u

u

km

km

km

8

8

8

384

(+)

(+)



TABLE 12

CEASE - INVESTMENTS CARRIED OUT AND PROGRAMMED

INVESTMENTS
DONE
(1984)

INVESTMENTS
PROGRAMMED
(PERIOD
5/88)

IN IN MILLONS
1.000 UPC OF CRUZEIROS

IN IN MILLONS
1.000 UPC OF CRUZEIROS

1. WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS-
(SUBTOTAL)

1.283 22.923 7.570 135.253

2.

. Capital

. Interior

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
(SUBTOTAL)

. Capital

. Interior

TOTAL:

i—
t

1.

077
206

20

13
7

303

19.
3.

23.

243
680

357

232
125

280

5.428
2.142

4.121

2.979
1.142

11.691

96.982
38.271

73.630

53.226
20.404

208.883

N.B.: 1 UPC (Standard Unit of Currency) = Cr$l7.867 (4th quarter 1984)



TABLE I

PERCENTAGES OF THE PREDIAL CONNECTIONS TO THE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
GUARABIRA, PB - 1962/1974

YEARS

PREDIAL
COVERAGE

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 ' 1974

ACTUAL (a) 26.9 27.4 27.8 28.2 28.6 28.9 30.4 31.7 32.9 55.3 53.6 57.2 58.8

APPARENT (b) 26.9 27.4 27.8 28.2 28.6 28.9 30.4 31.7 35.4 63.7 65.5 68.9 69.6

(a) Ratlo of the total number of connections In operation and the number of exlsting propertles
(b) Ratio of the total number of connections and the number of exlsting properties

TABLE II

EVOLUTION OF INFANT MORTALITY AND ACTUAL PREDIAL COVERAGE
GUARABIRA, PB - 1962/1974

YEARS

INDICATOR

INFANT
MORTALITY

ACTUAL PREDIAL
CONVERAGE

1962

578

26.9

1963

614

27.4

1964

584

27.8

1965

491

28.2

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

408 397 320 378 261 287 218 285 175

28.6 28.9 30.4 31.7 32.9 55.3 53.6 57.2 58.8

X



TABLE III

ANGULAR AND ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS - REGRESSION EQUATION
FOR INFANT MORTALITY OF GUARABIRA, PB (+)

PERIOD
1962 - 74 1962 - 70

COEFFICIENTS
1971 - 74

ANGULAR
(Average annual variation of
infant mortality) - 35.5 - 43.4 - 26.8

ADJUSTMENT - R2 0.91 0.89 0.91

(+) See graph No. 1 of gross data and adjustments in the annex.

TABLE IV

PERCENTAGE PARTICIPATION OF THE WATER-BORNE DISEASES AND
DIARRHEA IN THE DISCHARGES FR0M THE HOSPITALS AND ACTUAL

PREDIAL COVERAGE, GUARABIRA, PB - 1969/1974

YEARS

INDICATOR
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Water-borne diseases in the
discharges from the hospitais.

Diarrheal diseases in the
discharges from the hospitais.

Number of diagnosed diarrheal
diseases.

Actual predial coverage.

2.3 2.3 2.9 5.4 7.6 6.9

1.8 2.0 2.1 3.8 6.2 6.2

39 44 47 79 159 177

31.7 32.9 55.3 53.6 57.2 58.8



TABLE V

PERCENTAGE OF PREDIAL CONNECTIONS TO THE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
ESPERANZA, PB - 1968//974

YEARS
PREDIAL
COVERAGE (a)

ACTUAL

APPARENT

1969

-

-

1970

11.7

11.7

1971

30.3

31.2

1972

33.7

36.1

1973

37.7

40.0

1974

40.8

43.2

(a) See the deflnitlon in the footnote of Table I

TABLE VI

EVOLUTION OF INFANT MORTALITY AND ACTUAL PREDIAL COVERAGE
ESPERANZA, PB - 1962/1974

YEARS
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

INDICATOR

INFANT
MORTALITY 502 428 473 433 356 312 284 382 251 204 213 174 158

ACTUAL
PREDIAL
COVERAGE _ _ - - - - _ _ H.7 30.3 33.7 37.7 40.8



TABLE VII

ANGULAR AND ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS - REGRESSION EQUATION FOR
INFANT MORTALITY OF ESPERANZA, PB (+)

PERIOD
1962 - 74 1962 - 70 1971 - 74

COEFFICIENTS

ANGULAR

(Average annual variation

of infant mortality) - 28.6 - 26.5 - 14.7

ADJUSTMENT - R2 0.94 0.75 0.79

(+) See graph No. 2 and table No. 2 of gross data and adjustments in the
annex.

TABLE VIII

PERCENTAGE PARTICIPATION OF THE WATER-BORNE DISEASES AND
DIARRHEA IN THE DISCHARGES FROM THE HOSPITALS, MEDICAL CLINICS

AND ACTUAL PREDIAL COVERAGE. ESPERANZA, PB - 1968/1974

YEARS
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

INDICATOR

Water-borne diseases in the
discharges from the
hospitais. 6.4 6.4 8.4 10.5 9.4 9.4 13.0

Diarrheal diseases in the dis-
charge from the hospitais. 6.4 6.4 8.1 10.5 9.2 9.4 13.0

Water-borne diseases in the
clinics. 13.7 12.6 15.1 18.6 14.7 13.2

Actual predial coverage. 11.6 10.8 13.4 16.2 13.1 12.0



TABLE IX

PERCENTAGES OF PREDIAL CONNECTIONS TO THE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
CATOLÉ DO ROCHA, PB - 1962/1974

YEARS

PREDIAL 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
COVERAGE (+)

ACTUAL 29.0 29.6 29.6 29.3 29.3 28.4 29.5 29.7 29.4 36.2 43.8 45.6 48.7

APPARENT 31.1 29.6 33.2 29.3 32.9 32.4 32.0 31.7 33.5 42.2 50.3 54.4 55.8

(+) See the definition in the footnote in Table I

TABLE X

EVOLUTION OF INFANT MORTALITY AND ACTUAL PREDIAL COVERAGE
CATOLÉ DO ROCHA, PB - 1962/297/

YEARS
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

INDICATOR

INFANT
MORTALITY 218 172 148 88 66 90 74 193 136 101 104 110 114

ACTUAL PREDIAL
COVERAGE 29.0 29.6 29.6 29.3 29.3 28.4 29.5 29.7 29.4 36.2 43.8 45.6 48.7



TABLE XI

ANGULAR AND ADJUSTMENT COOEFICIENTS - REGRESSION EQUATION OF
INFANT MORTALITY OF CATOLÉ DO ROCHA, PB (+)

PERIOD
1962 - 74 1962 - 70 1971 - 74

COEFFICIENTS

ANGULAR
(Average annual variation of
infant mortality) -41.3 - 16.1 - 3.9

ADJUSTMENT - R2 0.97 0.78 0.99

(+) See graph No. 3 and table No. 3 of gross and adjusted jdata in the annex.

TABLE XII

PERCENTAGE PARTICIPATION OF THE WATER-BORNE DISEASES AND
DIARRHEA IN THE DISCHARGES FROM THE HOSPITALS, MEDICAL CLINICS
AND ACTUAL PREDIAL COVERAGE. CATOLÉ DO ROCHA, P B - 1970/1974

YEARS
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

INDICATOR

Water-borne diseases in the discharge
from the hospitais

Diarrhea in the discharges from
the hospitais

Water-borne diseases in the
clinics

Diarrhea in the clinics

Bacillary dysenteries and amebiasis
in the c i i n i c s

3.1 9.7 13.5

3.1 8.6 13.5

9.8 10.6

9.8 10.6

11.3 10.9 11.8 15.7 19.1

9.7 8.4 8.4 11.8 14.9

1.6 2.5 3.3 3.7 3.8

Actual predial coverage 29.4 36.2 43.8 45.6 48.7



TABLE XIII

PERCENTAGES OF PREDIAL CONNECTIONS TO THE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
SOUZA, PB - 1962/197/

YEARS

PREDIAL
COVERAGE

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

ACTUAL 25.4 23.9 33.7 37.4 42.3 42.4 48.6 45.9 41.9 54.7 57.8 61.2 59.6

APPARENT 25.4 23.9 33.7 37.4 42.3 42.4 48.6 45.9 50.6 67.1 71.2 71.7 70.0

(+) See the deflnition in the footnote in Table I

TABLE XIV

EVOLUTION OF INFANT MORTALITY AND ACTUAL PREDIAL COVERAGE
SOUZA, PB - 1962/1974

YEARS
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

INDICATOR

INFANT
MORTALITY 124 133 231 153 123 169 65 75 69 98 72 101 102

ACTUAL PREDIAL
COVERAGE 25.4 23.9 33.7 37.4 42.3 42.4 48.6 45.9 41.9 54.7 54.8 61.2 59.6



TABLE XV

ANGULAR AND ADJUSTMENT COOEFICIENTS - REGRESSION EQUATION
OF INFANT MORTALITY OF SOUZA, PB (+)

PERIOD

COEFFICIENTS
1964 - 68 1969 - 74

ANGULAR
(Average annual variation of
infant mortality ) - 31.4 5.9

ADJUSTMENT - R2 0.67 0.66

(+) See graph No. 4 and table No. 4 of gross data and adjusted in the annex.

TABLE XVI

PERCENTAGE PARTICIPATION OF THE WATER-BORNE DISEASES AND
DIARRHEA IN THE DISCHARGES FROM THE HOSPITALS AND ACTUAL

PREDIAL COVERAGE. SOUZA, PB - 1969/1974

YEARS
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

INDICATOR

Water-borne diseases in the discharge
from the hospitais

Diarrheal diseases in the discharges
from the hospitais

Number of diagnosed diarrheal
diseases

Actual predial coverage

6.9 12.8 16.3 10.7 16.1 14.4

6.1 12.7 14.8 9.6 11.6 14.3

31 119 71 18 23 108

45.9 41.9 54.7 57.8 61.2 59.6



TABLE

DESTINATION OF THE WASTES FROM THE RESIDENCES IN
FOUR LOCALITIES - RN 1980/1981

LOCALITIES

Mangabeira - 1980
1981

Coqueiros

Rego Moleiro (1)

Laranjeiras dos Cosmes

REMOVAL
OF

BY ANY TYPE
PIT

94.6

96.7

27.8

98.1

EXPOSED
<%)

5.4

3.3

72.2

1.9

(1) Subsequently benefited from the project for control of schistosomiasis.



ANNEX III - I

TABLE

DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY IN THE RESIDENCES
OF FOUR LOCALITIES - RN 1980/181

TYPE OF SUPPLY

LOCALITIES
GENERAL PUBLIC SOURCE WELL, SPRING,
NETWORK RIVER AND OTHERS

Mangabeira -

Coqueiros

Rego Moleiro

Laranjeiras

1980
1981

dos Cosmes

0.0
88.2

100.0

96.8

0 . 0

0.0
7.2

0 . 0

0 .0

0 . 0

100.0
A.6

0.0

3.2

100.0

In the analysis and interpretation of the cases of diarrhea, the state
of health in the four localities should be considered, namely;

Mangabeira - 1980 - without improvement

1981 - with adequate coverage of water supply and waste
disposal

Conqueiros - with adequate coverage of water supply and
waste disposal

Rego Moleiro - with adequate coverage of water supply and a
deficient system of waste disposal

Laranjeiras dos Cosmes - without water supply and with an adequate
system of waste disposal.



ANNEX III - II

TABLE

NUMBER OF PERSONS AFFECTED BY DIARRHEA, TOTAL CASES
OF DIARRHEA, AND CONCENTRATION OF CASES PER PERSON IN

FOUR LOCALITIES - RN
1980/1981

LOCALITIES

CASES OF DIARRHEA

Mangabeira -

Coqueiros

Rego Moleiro

Laranjeiras

1980
1981

dos Cosmes

SICK PERSONS

389
172

269

243

389

L OF CASES

1.154
359

475

508

792

CONCENTRATION
PER
PERSON

3.0
2.1

1.8

2.1

2.0

This table confirms the previous data and indicates the least number of
days of the episodes of diarrhea in the localities where there is a water
supply system; Mangabeira (1981), Coqueiro, and Rego Moleiro.

The average of number of days of diarrhea per person was the following:

Mangabeira - 1980
- 1981

Coquieros
Rego Moleiro
Laranjeiras dos Cosmes

10.4
6.3
6.2
7.1
7.4

The average number of days of the episodes of diarrhea per person was
less in Mangabeira, in 1981, and in Coqueiros.



ANNEX III-III TABLE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RATE OF INCIDENCE OF DIARRHEA, THE CONDITIONS OF SANITATION IN
FOUR LOCALITIES, AND THE COST OF THE CARE

1980/1981

CASES OF DIARRHEA
LOCALITY CONDITIONS OF BASIC SANITATION POPULATION

No. OF CASES

No. OF CASES COST OF
OF DIARRHEA CARE FOR

Index/10,000 TREATED DIARRHEA

Mangabeira-1980

1981

Coqueiros

Rego Moleiro

Laranjeira dos
Cosmes

Without water supply and wlthout
waste disposal.

Adequate water supply sistem and
waste disposal

Adequate water supply system and
waste disposal.

Adequate water system and inadequate
waste disposal

Wlthout water supply but with an
adequate system of waste disposal

796

573

1,093

710

1,154

359

476

508

718 792

14,497.5

6,265.3

4,355.0

7,454.9

11,030.6

112

59

23

123

102

Cr$

149,611.60

73,576.00

8,637.20

36,802.40

47,979.20



ANNEX IV

TREND OF THE NUMBER OF DEATHS IN CHILDREN UNDER ONE YEAR,
FROM VARIOUS CAUSES, IN THE METROPOLITAN REGIÓN OF

RIO DE JANEIRO FROM 1976 TO 1983

ÁREA

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PERINATAL

1.7

5.6

3.2

4.0

-1.2

5.5

1.3

3.5

8.2

-0.9

DIARRHEA

-16.6

-18.3

-18.5

-23.3

-26.6

-18.2

- 8.3

-14.8

- 2.7

-19.8

PNEUMONIA

-12.4

-13.7

-13.2

-14.9

-12.8

-14.0

-15.2

- 7.1

- 5.1

-15.8

MALNUTRITION

-9.3

-10.5

- 9.6

-13.6

-16.0

- 0.7

5.2

- 5.2

7.8

- 1.4



ANNEX IV-I

PROJECT: DETERMINING FACTORS OF INFANT MORTALITY IN THE
METROPOLITAN ÁREA OF RIO DE JANEIRO

PAULO CHAGASTELLES SABROSA - FINANCING - FINEP

DEATHS OF THOSE UNDER ONE YEAR REGISTERED AND
PREDICTED IN RESIDENTS OF THE METROPOLITAN REGIÓN OF
RIO DE JANEIRO IN THE FIRST QUARTER AND IN MAY 1986

ÁREA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TOTAL OF DEATHS
JAN/FEBRUARY/MARCH

OBS/ACTUAL

59/58.2
110/126.3
180/155.1
125/123.3
116/94.5 *

100/110.0
190/230.0 *
610/701.4 *
81/153.9 *
18/29.0 *

MAY
OBS/ACTUAL

26/19.1
40/41.4
78/50.8 *
60/40.3 *
48/30.8 *
62/3.2 *

82/75.5
299/230.2 *

55/51.2
11/9.4

PNEUMONIA
JAN/FEBRUARY/MARCH

OBS/ACTUAL

7/5.3
7/13.7

17/17.2
21/13.3
13/11.32
12/10.1
25/26.9

85/132.4 *
9/15.6
3/3.3

MAY
OBS/ACTUAL

2/1.7
9/4.4 *

17/5.5 *
3/4.3
5/3.7

13/3.3 *
17/8.7 *
77/43.4 *

6/5.1
2/1.1

TOTAL 1589/1781.7 761/585.1 * 161/249.1 * 151/81.1 *

* p less than 0.05, Poisson distribution assumed



ANNEX IV - II

PROPORTIONAL MORTALITY BY AGE GROUP IN
THOSE UNDER ONE YEAR, BY ÁREA IN THE METROPOLITAN

REGIÓN OF RIO DE JANEIRO, IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1986

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TOTAL

TOTAL

59
110
180
125
116
100
190
610
81
18

1.589

PROPORTIONAL

LESS THAN
1 MONTH

74.6
75.5
69.4
64.8
68.1
72.0
63.2
57.2
35.8
66.7

63.0

MORTALITY

FROM 1 TO 5
MONTHS

10.2
18.2
21.1
28.0
25.0
23.0
26.8
28.7
35.8
27.8

25.9

BY AGE GROUP

FROM 6 TO 11
MONTHS

15.2
6.4
9.4
5.0
6.9
5.0
10.0
14.1
18.5
5.4

11.1



ANNEX IV - III

MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDICATORS
OF INFANT MORTALITY AND VARIABLES RELATED TO LIVING CONDITIONS

AGE INCOME INSTRUCTION WATER SEWERAGE TELEVISIÓN

INFANT
MORTALITY (Yl) 0.71 -0.74 0.81 -0.80 -0.72 -0.68

REDUCTION IN THE
NUMBER OF DEATHS

(Y2) -0.42 0.33 -0.45 0.43 0.62 0.44

Y2: AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF DEATHS OF CHILDREN
UNDER ONE YEAR BETWEEN 1976 AND 1983.

INDICATORS OF INFANT MORTALITY BETWEEN 1976 AND 1983
IN ÁREAS OF THE METROPOLITAN REGIÓN OF

RIO DE JANEIRO

ÁREAS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

INFANT

1976

29.0
66.2
47.8
50.0
41.6
59.4
68.8
72.4
60.7
69.5

MORTALITY RATE

1980 (Yx)

22.7
57.3
37.2
43.5
33.4
30.5
56.3
62.1
79.0
63.4

1983

18.0
39.6
31.6
29.2
23.6
40.3
44.5
46.7
63.9
36.0

REDUCTION %
ANNUAL
AVERAGE

BETWEEN 76/83

6.0
7.2
7.5
7.8
9.4
5.8
6.7
6.1
0.3
9.9
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PERIURBAN CASE STUDY "LOS OLIVOS"

In January 1985, a water and sanitation program in the urban community
of Los Olivos was started as an integral part of a program of primary health
care. The general objective of the program was the improvement of the health
conditions of the population through the application of a methodology of
progressive development of basic sanitation, from simple technology,
immediately applicable, to the implementation of sanitary services adequate
for the socioeconomic conditions of the population group.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

A) To apply a program of basic sanitation in the community "Los Olivos"
that would permit, if the results were found favorable after evaluation, their
adaptation to other popular urban áreas with similar conditions.

B) Improvement of the quality of the water that is provided to the
community by tank cars through the resulting disinfection, control by the
community itself, and permanent surveillance by the health sector. The only
effective measure to reduce diarrhea and other water-related diseases caused
by consumption of water of bad quality.

C) Preparation for the use of ventilated dry latrines for the disposal of
excreta, within a framework of adaptation of appropriate methodologies,
comparable to several systems existing in other places, taking into account
the building materiais found at the site or easily acquired at low cost.
Another efficient form to reduce diarrhea and parasitic diseases.

D) Alternatives for management and disposal of solid wastes, establishing
an appropriate system of collection of refuse prior to selection for final
disposal in sanitary landfills whose dimensional and technical characteristics
should be defined in later studies.

E) To develop a strategy, on the basis of the cultural, economic and social
characteristics of the inhabitants of the place, in order to achieve their
active participation in the sanitation programs as an essential part of the
health conditions of their dwellings. To identify leaders-instructors in the
community who later will be the promoters of this program in other popular
urban áreas, thus developing horizontal cooperation between communities.

F) Preparation of educational material that makes it possible to improve
the health education of the inhabitants related to the nature of the
environment and personal hygiene, taking into account the characteristics of
the population.

G) To seek participation of universities and technical schools, utilizing
students to act as transmitters of technologies and agents of change of
attitudes, so that they (the students) face the pressing problems of the
society to which they belong.
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H) To evalúate the impact on community health by means of epidemiological
studies.

I) The training of technical personnel in sanitation activities.

The strategy followed was that of achieving an immediate impact without
having to resort to significant investments that, given the crisis, would
reduce the possibility of implementation. Thus appropriate techniques for
immediate application that permit the utilization of water for human
consumption under safer sanitary conditions were proposed. To achieve correct
disposal of excreta through sanitary latrines, involving the community in the
solution of both problems.

PROGRAM OF DISINFECTION OF WATER THROUGH CHLORINATION AND DISPOSAL OF EXCRETA

The settlement Los Olivos is located east of the city of San Juan, on
the left bank of the Damiji River. Its área is 461.8 hectares and it is
located in a ravine, not cultivated.

The settlement is located in the highest part where it is estimated that
18,000 inhabitants currently live. It is expected that there will be around
120,000 inhabitants in the next several years. It is organized into seven
áreas, which in turn are divided into 60 lots of approximately 90 square
meters each.

Water is supplied by tank trucks from which it is sold to the whole
community. This system obliges the inhabitants to store volumes of water in
household cylinders (200 L) exposed to surrounding environmental pollution and
to the daily handling by the users when removing it. These conditions demand
a rapid and effective solution that is easy for the people to understand and
manage. The lack of a system for disposal of excreta in the community further
increases the risk, already high, to the health of the inhabitants.

The problem requires a program of immediate improvement of the principal
elements of environmental sanitation (water, disposal of excreta and solid
wastes) and application of technologies that are appropriate and and easily
managed by the inhabitants, with use of materiais and resources from the área
itself in most of the solutions.

PROGRAM 0F PROGRESSIVE IMPROVEMENT OF THE WATER

This program was divided into three basic stages of work, beginning with
the current conditions of the distribution system and progressively
incorporating new elements to the system until arriving finally at household
connections and the installation of the basic sanitary unit integrating the
toilet, washbasin, shower, and kitchen.
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FIRST STAGE OF THE PROGRAM
Drinking water system - improvement of the water quality

The location of the sources from which the tank trucks are supplied was
determined in order to install continuous sampling of the quality and carry
out sanitary inspections.

- As water was supplied by sellers it becomes necessary to determine the
number of tank trucks that serve the locality and the number of trips that
they make daily in order to quantify the chlorine that should be prepared for
the disinfection.

- Permanent control by the community of the residual chlorine in the tank
trucks (cylinders) before its sale and control at the proper points in the
locality in order to confira the rechlorination.

- Evaluation of the water quality (physical-chemical and bacteriological)
at the sources and at the sampling points in the locality.

SECOND STAGE OF THE PROGRAM
Drinking Water System

Replacement of the tank trucks by storage tanks is planned; some with 15
m' capacity have already been constructed to supply each CHA (Community
Housing Área). These tanks will feed strategically placed public reservoirs
in order to provide easy access to consumers in the dwellings.

These reservoirs will be fed from simple networks that are supplied from
the storage tanks. In turn the tanks for each CHA will receive the water, in
the first stage, from the tank trucks, and subsequently will be fed by Unes
of pipe from conventional systems. Thus the vulnerability of innumerable
domestic cylinders will be reduced.

In a later stage, once the capacity of the public system has been
increased to respond to the household demand, a network of simplified
distribution that feeds the respective household connections will be
constructed.

To each housing unit there will be programmed a mínimum sanitary unit
consisting of a shower, a toilet, a washbasin, and a kitchen, utilizing
plumbing fixtures of low consumption and reducing the waste of water.

First Stage: Disposal of excreta

- Evaluation of different types of latrines previously installed in other
places so that the families select the type of unit most appropriate for their
conditions. For this decisión there is cooperation in the construction of
latrines that are better adapted to the actual requirements of the land



(groundwater levei, consistency of the soil, etc.) and that facilítate
adequate maintenance. Preparation of plans for the latrine, indicating the
details and the materiais for its construction, so that the community itself,
with adequate orientation, is responsible for the production of the basic
parts.

Simultaneously there was initiated the preparation of
technical-educational material: flip charts, posters, instructive primers,
covering the following aspects: water quality, adequate maintenance of the
latrines, and collection of refuse, with the purpose of achieving not only
community participation but also proper use of the sanitary installations.
All this material prepared with the assistance of specialists of the health
sector as part of primary health care.

Second Stage: Drainagé systems - Solution by each CHA

As the proposed solution is for gradual development, and the ventilated
dry latrine is the first step, a study was initiated of a system for
collection of wastewater, with pipes of reduced diameter that can collect
liquids clarified after sedimentation in individual or collective absorption
wells in each CHA, for households with water connections. Obviously the need
is recognized for development of the infrastructure for the periodic and
systematic cleaning of the absorption wells in order to guarantee the proper
operation of the reduced diameter piping in the wastewater collection system.

Drainagé system - Comprehensive community solution

Subsequently one should design the comprehensive drainagé system of the
community of Los Olivos in order to collect the clarified waters from all the
CHAs in order to define the solution that will be provided for the digested
sludge extracted from the absorption wells and the treatment that will be
given to the clarified waters to facilítate its recycling in agriculture with
the minimal risk to the health of the workers and to those that consume the
food produced. Naturally it is necessary to point out the need for a study of
the compatibility of the proposed "in situ" solutions: latrine (first stage)
and septic tank with an absorbent well, so that they do not cause
deterioration of the underground waters of the área utilized.

SPECIFIC OR PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES OF THE PROGRAM

1. Disinfection of the water. The disinfection of the water is envisaged
in two stages: the first stage consists of disinfection of the water from the
source that supplies the tank truck by means of chlorination (chlorinated
lime); the second stage consists of several chlorinations or household
rechlorinations with the application of sufficient quantities of chlorine to
the household storage cylinders, guaranteelng in this way safer water, from
the sanitary point of view, at the moment of its consumption.
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2. Control of the chlorination of the tank trucks through the daily
determination of the residual chlorine at the point of entry to the community
and systematically to the household cyllnders, following the community
structure, to be carried out by the voluntary health promoter trainees.

3. To provide the health promoters with a list of buyers of chlorine
prepared with community support, so that the cost of the control is feasible.

4. Control of the bacteriological quality of the water through weekly
determination of fecal coliforms and presence of residual chlorine, under the
responsibility of the health sector and as part of primary health care.

5. To promote, as part of the primary care activities of the health sector,
the creation of community workshops for the construction of the elementary
parts for construction of latrines and to provide molds, new construction
techniques, and latrine designs more acceptable from the sanitary point of
view.

6. Health education through talks, audiovisual media, flip charts, etc., to
the population in order to elévate the understanding of sanitation, under the
responsibility of the health sector.

7. Determination and analysis of the infonnation on the registration of the
cases of acute diarrhea in children under five. Data taken from the health
post and supplemented with that collected on household visits. In this way
those responsible for public health are seeking the evaluation of this
component of the PHC and its impact on the reduction of water-borne diseases
and others that may be reduced by improving personal hygiene.

INSTITUTIONAL, ECONOMIC, FINANCIAL, POLITICAL, CULTURAL, AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
ASPECTS

In order to develop and carry out the program the participation and
approval of the following were considered: the municipality, central
government, governing board of the community, company administering the water
supply, Ministry of Public Health (its national coordination group and the
health área) and the Ministry of Housing through its Bank of Materials.

STATE PARTICIPATION

To draft the policy to develop the project of the community "Los Olivos"
that consists of providing the basic services of sanitation (water, disposal
of excreta and refuse) to ali the inhabitants of the community, as well as the
urban and social development of the community as a fundamental part of primary
health care.
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For this one had to: coordínate and promote the project of drinking
water supply and sanitation in Los Olivos; coordínate the action between the
company and the support agencies at the state levei and in the community;
promote the acquisition of the necessary resources through the Bank of
Materials in such a way that a recovery of the investment proportional to the
capacity of the users to pay is obtained through the Bank of Materials; and to
apply and to establish pertinent legislation that facilitates the development,
the execution, and operation of the works.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

This program is based primarily on active community participation. The
volunteers to be trained in basic sanitation have been grouped following the
organization and structure of the community, taking as a basis the CHAs; they
are called "health promoters." In addition they particípate in:

- Negotiation and finding best alternatives for supplying drinking water
and sanitation.

- Follow-up of the execution of the work that is carried out under the
program.

Especially in the improvement or disinfection of the drinking water,
since the chlorination is not done on a large scale through dosification
apparatus but family by family, without the family's effective participation
there are no positive results, that is, there is no reduction of diarrhea.

- Participation in the construction of latrines and the social work of the
community. Participation in the operation of its installations.

The educational work, the health talks, and the training of the
promoters in each área, have permitted the community to understand the
importance for health of the improvement of the drinking water quality through
disinfection with chlorine. The health promoters of the community have
learned the techniques for determining the residual chlorine and to control
the chlorination of the tank trucks and the household rechlorination.

Latrine building has been accepted by the community as the most
desirable form of disposal of excreta in the first phase of this program and
latrines are constructed in the different CHAs by their inhabitants using the
materiais and resources of the área. The use of community latrines has been
rejected and the family unit has been widely accepted.

The community has understood the need to solve the most pressing
problems of water supply and latrine building and to this end community
workshops have been developed in which the indispensable parts, bricks,
planchas vacinetes, latrine rings, etc., are made.
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

PERFORMANCE AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROGRAM

The effect on health is being evaluated with data and Information
compiled beginning in March 1986 and following the methodology of a project of
epidemiological evaluation supplementary to the work plan for basic
sanitation. As the initial objective an epidemiological analysis of morbidity
from acute diarrheal diseases was made, in groups most affected (separated by
ages) and their location was associated with the basic conditions of
sanitation in each área. Also the bacteriological quality of the drinking
water has been evaluated; simultaneously the disinfection by chlorination has
been evaluated by carrying out determinations of residual chlorine.

There have been difficulties in the epidemiological study because
previous statistical data on reports of acute diarrheal diseases in the
community do not exist. Since January in coordination with the physician of
the health center a form for registering the cases classed as diarrhea has
been in use. Despite the múltiple organizational drawbacks such as lack of a
physician and lack of control, a raarked underregistration, represented by the
reporting of approximately 25% of the cases of diarrhea seen in the health
post each month, was confirmed.

The statistical behavior of the data compiled in these first six months
does not make it possible to tnake a comparative analysis of the water quality
and the reports of cônsultations in which acute diarrhea is presented.
However, it has been possible, on the basis of the information compiled, to
establish the age groups for those who appear for consultations principally
because of this disease and the áreas with the highest rates of incidence. In
the graphs 1 and 2 (Annex 2) are presented the rates of morbidity from acute
diarrhea by área. One can see that áreas A, B, C, and E, which conincide with
the áreas of better basic sanitation, have similar behavior while áreas F and
G on the contrary have higher rates of diarrheal diseases and are the áreas
with poorer sanitation.

Drinking water quality has been related to chlorination. One can
confira on the graph the direct relationship between the presence of residual
chlorine and the water quality (graph 2, Annex 3).

Within the program of sanitation the program of latrine building has
been being developed progressively. A total of 17 ventilated dry community
latrines and 18 ventilated family latrines have been constructed. There are
38 under construction; of these, only 18 lack the superstructure. It is
envisaged that the utilization of local building materiais will make the
installations more economical.

Not included are the solutions for the disposal of excreta carried out
by the residents themselves without taking into account the sanitary
parameters. There are 22 of the family type and 6 of the community type.
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The área having the greatest coverage of latrines is A, with 15 latrines
constructed. This is followed by áreas C and E with 5. They present a better
sanitation situation and better morbidity rates for similar acute diarrheal
diseases, which is not the case in the remaining áreas where latrines do not
exist or are being constructed.

OTHER PRIMARY HEALTH CARE ACTIONS UNDER DEVELOFMENT IN THE HEALTH CENTER OF
LOS OLIVOS

The Ministry of Health has developed basically, as part of primary
health care, programs for oral rehydration, family planning, epidemiological
surveillance of malaria, control of tuberculosis, nutrition, and vaccination
(in campaigns). These programs are served by the personnel of the health
center, which is very limited. The community participates in some programs
such as that for oral rehydration and that for nutrition through glasses of
milk. It can be said that except for the aforementioned health elements, the
personnel of the health post devotes a large percentage of its time to tasks
of assistance and for recuperation, that is, vaccination of children under
five, the glass of milk program, and water and basic sanitation, the most
efficient extramural PHC tasks that the Center carries out to prevent the
diseases prevalent in the marginal área of Los Olivos.

PERCEPTION OF THE COMMUNITY WITH RESPECT TO HEALTH

1. Itnportance that the community assigns to the health services

In April 1986 the inhabitants of Los Olivos carried out their first
Health Encounter in order to make an analysis of the participation and
experiences of the population organized within the actions of these services.

The design and establishment of a UNIQUE HEALTH PLAN were proposed as a
purpose of the Encounter since in accordance with them:

"The governments never have had a just health policy for the people; ali
the governments have promised health, but the only thing that they have done
is sell us expensive harmful drugs, and autopsies of our dead."

"We need an adequate health policy that overcomes the sterile and
incapable care."

2. Diagnosis of the health situation

In accordance with the conclusions of the first Encounter, the community
of Los Olivos indicated:
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Most common dlseases

The acute economic problems of the populatlon in Los Olivos, the lack of
employroent or the low incomes, the lack of adequate feeding and of education,
and the lack of basic services (such as water and disposal of excreta and
refuse) affect the many diseases that are presented. The most affected are
the children and the pregnant mothers.

The most common diseases presented are:

- Contagious diseases, in a survey carrled out in the month of April of
this year, we have found 96 verified cases of TB and 3 cases of
typhoid in 15 CHAs.

- Bronchopulmonary diseases, bronchitis, pharyngitis, grippe, etc.

- Diseases of the skin, rashes, allergy, etc.

- Cases of malnutrition.

- Diarrhea and dehydration, mainly in summer.

- In addition we have cases of conjunctivitis, hepatitis, etc.

- These diseases need to be treated through educational campaigns, in
the school, in the CHAs, and in the home; vaccination campaigns,
despistajes, and treatment of detected cases. But, the comprehensive
solution will depend on continuation of economic, social, and
educational responses in the entire population.

Needs of Basic Sanitation

- In 18 CHAs there are only 34 public latrines. They are very few
individual family latrines.

- The refuse is dumped on the sand lands or in the hills; some burn
it. These forms of eliminating the refuse are not the most desirable
and influence our health greatly.

- Water supply is another great problem. The water reservoirs are not
in use and most of time the water we consume is not potable.

General Objectives of the UNIQUE HEALTH PLAN

1. To improve the levei of health of the Association of the Inhabitants of
Los Olivos.

2. To promote the participation of the population organized for prevention,
primary care, and promotion of health.
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3. To utilize adequately the human, material, and economic resources of Los
Olivos.

4. To coordínate effectively the work and/or support of the state and
private institutions, related to the problems of health.

5. To strengthen and develop the organization through training of human
resources with a comprehensive visión of the phenomena of health and
disease so that it becomes an efficient instrument of local government.

6. To plan, supervise, and evalúate the actions for the health and
development of our people, in a coordinated fashion in order to avoid
duplication of effort.

SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE P0PULATI0N

Illiteracy

83.35% Respond that they know to read and to write

13.79% Respond that they are illiterate

1.94% Do not respond

15.73% Are illiterate with respect to the sample

Educational Levei of the Population

58.78% Declare they have an educational levei equal to or lower
than the 5th primary grade, 8,766 inhabitants

33.12% Have some secondary education

16.00% Have completed secondary education, and of these,

2.00% Have completed higher education

Composition of the Population by Sex

50.65% Masculine sex

48.04% Feminine sex

Age Distrlbution of the Population

62.00% Of the population from 0 to 25 447 persons are estimated
in the population of 10,808 inhabitants
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31.00% Are between 21 and 35 years of age - age of procreation -
5,465 inhabitants = 2,700 women in the age of máximum
fertility.

Marital Status

44.2% Reported as single

42.3% Married or cohabitating

Personal Income

If we consider a distribution of the frequencies in intervals of income of 250
Intis, I/.500, 1,000 up to 7,000 per month we will nave:

35.39% Of the population earn between 250 and 500 Intis (equal to
US$15 to US$30)

17.77% Of the population earn between 0 and 250 Intis (equal to
US$0 to US$15)

11.30% Of the population earn between 1,000 and 7,250 Intis
(equal to US$57 to US$414)

It could be assumed that approximately 53.16% of the population receive
less than the mínimum living wage.

Although the calculation is made taking 540 Intis as the base wage and
at the time of the census the mínimum living wage was 360 Intis, 17.77% of the
sample state they earn less than 250 Intis, which represents a minimum total
concerning the settlement of Los Olivos of 3,068 persons, a figure which is
similar to the 3,214 unemployed identified as the point of labor stability.

The average monthly wage in Los Olivos reaches 478 Intis or US$27.30.

COORDINATION AMONG THE DIFFERENT SECTORS

The special program of the community of Los Olivos is an alternative
experience of democratic management and technological innovation for the
popular dwellings in which the following have been involved:

- Ministry of Health

- Central Government

- Company for Administration of Water

- Ministry of Education
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V

- Ministry of Housing/Bank of Materials

- Municipality

- Community Governing Board

Intersectoral coordination has been developed by the different
entities. There has been observed a lack of coordination and support of the
Ministry of Health for the basic activities of sanitation, with the greatest
effort being devoted to the programs for assistance medicai care.

The lack of sufficient funds for financing the program has been an
important limitation. Loans by the Bank of Materials to each family were
foreseen but they were not possible due to lack of title to their lands. In
addition, for low-income families the voluntary work of the health promoters
is not continuous since they stop participating each time that there is an
opprtunity to earn some money.

The programs for health education of the population have not been given
priority by the health sector, and thus the lack of continuity has affected
the active participation of the community. 7



ANNEX 1

CHRONOGRAM OF ACTIVITIES

1. Coordination with the Municipality, the Management Committee and the
leaders or representatives of the CHAs.

2. Organization of working groups in community housing áreas that are going
to support the Program of Basic Sanitation in:

a) Water quality

b) Construction and maintenance of latrines

c) Management and final disposal of refuse

3. Enlistment of female volunteers, especially for the Committee of Mothers
so that they act as inspectors of the operation of the Program of
Sanitation and also so that they collaborate in the different aspects of
the Program.

4. To particípate in the neetings of the community where the aspects
related to sanitation are treated.

5. Preparation of technical-educational material, flip charts, posters,
instructive primers, audiovisual aids, etc., in each of the aspects
indicated in regard to basic sanitation.

6. Training technicians in sanitation, directed toward:

a) Knowledge of the activities of basic sanitation, mainly control and
management of water, excreta and refuse;

b) Group techniques

c) Exhibition and orientation techniques

7. Training for voluntary auxiliarles and promoters of basic sanitation
with priority for:

a) Disinfection of the water

b) Chlorination, fundamentais and practical application

c) Determination of the residual chlorine in the consumed, stored, and
preserved water

d) Construction, uses, and maintenance of the latrines
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e) Àdequate system of collection of refuse and final disposal

8. To program and give talks and technical-training conferences to the
population in the various áreas of work on basic sanitation.

9. Implementation of the basic sanitation program in the schools with
participation of governing boards, professors, and parents of students.

10. Integration of brigades and/or clubs in the school área for the
dissemination of the techniques of disinfection and handling of drinking
water.

11. Implementation of the Water Disinfection Program:

a) Chlorination of the tank truck

b) Household rechlorination (daily chlorination of the cylinders)

c) Daily determination of the residual chlorine in the household
cylinders

12. Development and application of the simple method to measure the residual
chlorine using a techuologically simple comparator.

13. Permanent control of the residual chlorine in the cisterns that
distribute the water to the residences.

14. To establish a network of systematic surveillance and water quality
control in the community that includes persons from the community and
local health authorities.

15. Study of the alternative solutions for providing safe water to the
population in each one of the successive stages of implementation of the
program, up to the final stage with household connections and
installation of the individual household basic units.

16. Disposal of excreta. Selection of 24 lots for installation of 24
latrines for collective use as a test, provided by the Ministry of
Health with coordination with and approval by the respective community
management committees.

17. Visits to the families where the latrines will be installed, for the
purpose of instructing them in their construction, design, materiais
used, uses, preservation, and maintenance.

18. To promote the creation of community workshops for the construction of
the different parts for the latrines.
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19. To prioritize the installation of latrines in the schools of the
communlty.

20. Preparation of a practical manual for construction of latrines, as part
of the teaching material offered the inhabitants of the community.

21. Implementation of a manual system for collection of refuse at the
following leveis:

a) family

b) CHA

c) área

d) the whole community

e) recycling of refuse

22. Location of small sanitary landfills at the CHA and área leveis in the
first stage.

23. Location of the área for the community sanitary landfill for integrated
service (final stage and final solution).

24. Arrangements with the program of ecological and environmental protection
for the planting of trees in Los Olivos with recommendations and
instructions from the technical personnel of that institution, to
provide incentives to the community to work in support of the sanitation
program.



ANNEX 2 - ILLÜSTRATION 1

RATES OF ACUTE DIARRHEAL DISEASES
ATTENDED AT THE HEALTH CENTER OP LOS OLIVOS

JANUARY - JULY 1986
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ANNEX 2 - ILLÜSTRATION 2

RATES OF MORBIDITY FROM ACUTE DIARRHEAL DISEASES
IN THE ÁREA OF LOS OLIVOS

JANÜARY - JULY 1986
LIMA, PERU
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